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You Can Do It!
2011 - 2012
Learn Stained Glass!
Stained Glass Windows

Lanterns

The largest selection of instructional
stained glass books and DVDs.

New Techniques!
Learn new techniques for the art of
glass fusing and glass beadmaking.

Top Quality Products!
Studio tested products to give you
the very best quality and value.

Free Assistance!
Glass Gifts

Mosaics

Call Toll-Free with your questions about
our products or the stained glass craft.

Fast Shipping!
The majority of your orders go out
by the next shipping day.

Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Your satisfaction has been our primary
concern since 1975.

Easy Online Ordering!
Bead Making

Glass Fusing

Hundreds of additional new items
available online.

IT’S EASY AND FUN!

Glass Crafters
1-800-422-4552
glasscrafters.com
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If you are new to the stained glass craft, we would like to welcome you,
and recommend the following instructional material to get you started quickly in this rewarding hobby.
Beginning Instruction Books:

Beginning Instruction DVDs:

We highly recommend the following books for their comprehensive
beginning instruction, as well as containing simple beginners patterns:
#7180-J
Introduction to Stained Glass
#7545-I
Stained Glass Basics
#7330-Q Introduction To Glass Fusing
#7181-F Quick Success

The next best thing to a private teacher is an instructional DVD!
Today there is an instructional DVD for every facet of stained glass.
#VPDVD
Vicki Payne’s Complete Course
#DVD50
Get The Lead Out
#DVD25
25 Pro Tips & Techniques
#DVD96
Get Fired Up!

#7180-J
#7545-I
#7330-Q
#7181-F
Be sure to check the catalog book pages for additional instruction books
in such diverse areas as lampmaking, glass fusing, etching, box making,
decorative soldering, designing stained glass, bead making and more.

#VPDVD

#DVD50

#DVD25

#DVD96

See page 45 for details on these
excellent beginning instructional DVDs:

Enjoy Stained Glass Online!
glasscrafters.com

In today’s shopping environment, our website plays an important role in expanding
the availability and variety of products for your glass crafting pleasure.
With access to a computer, you can see many more items than could be put in one
printed catalog. Product descriptions can be more complete, and often times we can show
multiple pictures of an item, such as the front, back, and inside covers of many of our
pattern books.
The very latest merchandise can be quickly posted, with sales and specials
presented more frequently. Plus you will find features such as instructional video clips,
that could not be offered in any print catalog! Hundreds of FREE patterns for all
seasons are also available for you to download from our website, with new ones being
added constantly.
You will also enjoy the Glass Crafters Artist Gallery, where you will see over 1,000 pictures of artwork by
our customers. Won’t you join us in showing the world your favorite glass creations?
Any item in this catalog can also be ordered quickly online, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week! Use the item
numbers in this catalog to order online. You will be connected to a secure computer server when entering your
personal information and credit or debit card numbers.

Come Visit Us!

Everything in our catalog is available to see and purchase in our spacious
showroom. Browse through hundreds of pattern books and pick out your
favorite glass. Compare glass saws, cutters and tools. We’re worth the trip!

Plus
Open Monday to Saturday 9 am - 5 pm

Sarasota has many cultural and shopping attractions as well as the #1 rated
beach in the USA. You and your family will find lots to do in Sarasota when
you make us your vacation stop!

Email: info@glasscrafters.com

Follow us on:

©2011 Glass Crafters Stained Glass Inc.

The price list in this catalog is subject to change see our website for the most current prices.
Not responsible for typographical errors.

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

www.glasscrafters.com
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Getting Started in Stained Glass

Stained Glass Assortments:
Choosing from the vast array of stained glass available today can be
a confusing task. To help you get started, we have chosen these glass
assortments to give you a variety of colors and textures for any project.

There are also glasses that are tested compatible, and while promoted for
fusing are also perfectly suited for traditional stained glass projects. Here
we have created a number of Spectrum 96 COE glass fusing assortments
for your enjoyment.
All glass is first quality and cut 12” x 12” size
(except #SFP pack) - no more than two sheets of
any color. Expand your palette of glass colors and
save money too!

Decorator’s Delight Assortment
10 sheets (10 sq. ft.) of today’s decorator colors. Assortment may contain
peach, beige, white, black, mint green, champagne, light blue, and teal,
in cathedral and opalescent colors to complement your home.
Reg. $60. Value!

#DDA

Super Assortment

Spectrum Opal Art™ 96 COE Glass Assortment
The new Opal Art family of Spectrum 96 COE glass contains swirls
of color that are unique. Includes 6 pieces of 12” x 12” (6 sq. ft.) in a
stunning assortment. Reg. $90. Value!
#OPA Super Assortment
Floral Bouquet Assortment
10 sheets (10 sq. ft.) of beautiful floral and foliage colors. Assortment
may contain red, yellow, orange, pink, purple, blue or white flower colors
as well as green, brown and beige earth tones. Reg. $60. Value!

#FBA

Super Assortment

Spectrum 96 COE Cathedral Glass Assortment
A bright 10 piece assortment of 12” x 12” (10 sq. ft.) colors that are
‘Tested Compatible’ by Spectrum. Selection includes 2 clears and a
selection of ambers, greens, blues, purples, reds & grape. Reg. $90. Value!
Mosaic Glass Assortment
A super selection of 10 sheets (10 sq. ft.) of dense opal colors in flower
and foliage colors with neutral background colors for outstanding mosaic
stepping stones and projects. Reg. $60. Value!

#MGA

Super Assortment Price

Super Assortment

Beginner’s Pot Luck Assortment
No dogs here – just 10 lovely sheets (10 sq. ft.) of our easiest to cut
cathedral and opalescent glasses. Contains a fine assortment of colors and
clears for suncatchers and other beginning projects. Reg. $55. Value!

#PLA

#SFC

Spectrum 96 COE Opal Glass Assortment
A fine 10 piece assortment of 12” x 12” opal colors (10 sq. ft.) that are
‘Tested Compatible’ by Spectrum. Selection includes 2 white, 2 black and
a complimentary assortment of ambers, blues, greens, turquoise & pink.
Reg. $80. Value!

#SFO

Super Assortment

Super Assortment Price

Is That Clear Assortment
Yes it is – 10 sheets (10 sq. ft.) of clear domestic and imported clear
Spectrum Spirit™ 96 COE Glass Assortment
textures, such as glue chip, Waterglass, Baroque, hammered, or seedy, for
New breath-taking Spectrum 96 COE glass that looks like the aftermath
backgrounds, or to add textural interest to your work. No more than two
of a celestial explosion. An exquisite assortment made up of 10 pieces of
sheets of any texture. Reg. $50. Value!
6” x 12” (5 sq. ft.) glass. Reg. $90. Value!
#TCA Super Assortment
#SFP Super Assortment
NOTE: Glass colors will vary from printed photos. See page 95 for additional glass assortments!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Taurus/DTI Diamond Glass Saws
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Cut Any Glass Shape With Ease!
Taurus 3 Diamond Ring Saw
The Taurus Model 3 Diamond Ring Saw is a unique glass saw that will have you cutting like
a pro! The diamond coated stainless steel ring blade cuts glass in any direction, forward,
backward, or sideways – with no grinding required afterwards! The ring saw is also
removable from the table base to use as a handsaw! Water is continuously deposited
around the blade to ensure a cooler, longer lasting blade. Safe to operate, the diamond
ring blade will not cut your fingers, but slices through glass, ceramic, metal, and tile!
11” x 16” worksurface. 1/5 HP. 110 volt. Made in the USA with a full 3-year warranty.
#Taurus3
Taurus Standard Blade
Replacement diamond blade for Taurus Ring Saws
complete with spare grommets for each model.
#TRB3 for Taurus 3
#TRB
for Taurus 2.2
Taurus Diamond Separating Blade
By drilling a pilot hole in your glass, you can insert this
separating ring blade in the hole and cut out any shape,
inside hole, or pattern. Complete with spare grommets
for each model.
#TRBS3 for Taurus 3
#TRBS for Taurus 2.2

Made in USA

Taurus 3 Accessory Pack
Accessory Pack for Taurus 3 Ring Saw. 10” long
adjustable straight edge, angle blocks, cut-off triangle
guides, and accessory instructional video.
#TAP3
Taurus 3 Blade & Parts Kit
Includes standard blade, 5 blue pulley assemblies,
2 orange grommet assemblies with bearings and
1 drive belt to make your saw ‘cut like new!’
#TPK3

Super Slicer
A unique fixture to use with any ring saw or band saw.
Cut thin slices of glass rod, cane, pattern bars, etc. for
fusing.
#Slicer

Taurus 3 Slicer Blade / Drive Belt Kit Combo
Cut consistently thin slices of glass rod, cane, pattern
bars, etc. for fusing w/required heavy-duty blade.
#T3slice

Taurus 3 Slicer Blade
The thinnest blade for the Taurus 3 Ring Saw only.
Cuts from front or back, but not side to side. Perfect for
use with the Super Slicer fixture.
#TSB3
Taurus Dichroic Blade
Slim blade with a fine diamond grit for chip-free cutting
of delicate dichroic and iridescent finish glass.
#TDIB3 for Taurus 3
#TDIB2 for Taurus 2.2

Taurus 3 Speed Blade & Belt Kit
Fastest, most aggressive blade for the Taurus 3 Ring
Saw. Comes with heavy-duty drive belt and two
orange grommets.
#T3SPEED
Taurus Drive Belt
Replacement drive belt for the Taurus 2.2 or Taurus 3
Ring Saws.
#TDB

Taurus 3 Repl. Grommets - Orange (Pair)
Replace these grommets periodically to keep your
Taurus 3 ring blade in perfect alignment.
#TOG

Taurus 3 Mega Blade
Super duty blade with tapered profile for cutting
thicker plate glass, fused glass, stone, ceramics, etc.
Fits the Taurus 3 Ring Saw and Titan ONLY.
#TMB3

Taurus 3 Repl. Grommet w/Bearing
Replace bearing as needed to keep your Taurus 3 ring
blade in perfect alignment.
#TOGB

Additional TAURUS 2.2 Replacement Parts
Taurus 2.2 Blade & Parts Kit
Restore your Taurus 2.2 Ring Saw to ‘like-new’
condition! Includes diamond ring blade, pulley
bearing, 5 grommet bearings, 6 red and 3 yellow
grommets, 2 hole reducers & a stainless steel raceway
#TPK
Taurus 2.2 Bearings
Replacement grommet bearings for the Taurus 2.2
Ring Saw. Sold by the pair.
#TBE2
Taurus 2.2 Replace. Grommets - Red
Red gear grommets that position the ring blade need
periodic replacing as routine maintenance.
Package of 10.
#TRG
Taurus 2.2 Replace. Grommets - Yellow
Periodic replacement of yellow groove grommets is
also required for proper maintenance of your ring saw.
Package of 10.
#TYG

Diamond Laser 3000XL Bandsaw
You’ll be impressed by the features of this heavyduty bandsaw which include a built-in target light
that shines directly on your work, and a
new recirculating water pump with an
‘ultra-plus’ filtration system. A powerful 1/7
HP variable speed motor, 10” x 12” cutting table,
straight edge/miter guide, two diamond coated
blades, blade guides, and a three year warranty,
except blades.
#DL3000XL
Stainless Steel Bandsaw Replacement Blade
Replacement blade for Diamond Tech 3000XL, Inland Glass
Saw DB100, and Diamond Tech 1000.
#SSRB
Replacement Drive Belt
Replacement Drive belt fits DL1000 & DL3000
band saws.
#DL3706

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

www.glasscrafters.com
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Gryphon Diamond Glass Saws

Gryphon C40 Diamond Bandsaw
The Gryphon C40 Diamond Bandsaw is the fastest cutting glass saw on the market! It gives you complete design freedom, making cuts that are
impossible with hand held cutters…tight curves, inside curves, u-turns, or any shape that you can think of! Stack glass to cut identical repetitive pieces
or cut exactly the shape you need out of a larger piece of glass. The possibilities are endless – no pattern is too difficult for the Gryphon Diamond
Bandsaw! A powerful 1/3 HP direct drive motor cuts 26” of glass per minute! Includes a 12” x 12” worksurface as well as the largest water reservoir to
keep water cleaner and require less refilling. Simply turn one knob for fast and easy blade adjustment. Made in the USA with a full one year warranty.
#GBC40
Gryphon Replacement Diamond Blades - Pair
Highest quality original replacement blades for Gryphon, Diamond Tech and Inland bandsaws
using 37.7” long blades. 2 pack!
#GRB2
Gryphon Super Fuser Bandsaw Blade
Heavy duty 1/4” blade is twice as wide as the standard replacement blade. Super fast cutting of
fused glass, plate glass, stone, tile and with less ‘wavering.’ Will cut as small as 1/2” dia. circle.
#GSB
Replacement Guide Blocks
Periodic replacement of the blade guide blocks will maintain proper blade alignment. 4 pack.
#GTGC
Gryphon Bandsaw Tune-Up Kit
Tune up your Gryphon Bandsaw with one upper and one lower wheel pulley band and lower
wheel bushing in this kit.
#GTK
Gryphon Bandsaw Upper Wheel
Gryphon Upper Wheel Replacement.
#GUW
Gryphon Bandsaw Lower Wheel
Gryphon Lower Wheel Replacement.
#GLW

Made in USA

Apollo Ring Saw
The most versatile diamond blade ring saw on the market! Supplied with a fine cutting
6” dia. double-sided diamond coated blade for fast, accurate cutting of stained glass,
fused glass, glass tile and ceramic wall tile. The oversize 19” x 21” sliding magnetic
work table will securely cut tiles up to 16” diagonally and glass 3” thick with it’s
powerful 1/3 HP high-torque motor. An optional wire blade cartridge can be used for
even finer detailed cutting. 1 year manufacturer’s warranty. Made in the USA
#APOLLO
Apollo 6” dia. Double-Sided Diamond Blade
Fine chip-free cutting replacement diamond blade for the
Apollo Ring Saw only.
#1107
Apollo Drive Belt
Kevlar reinforced replacement drive belt for the
Apollo Ring Saw.
#1599

Gryphon Wet Belt Sander

A belt sander/grinder designed specifically for
grinding and polishing large glass surfaces. Grind
straight edges on larger pieces and sand
thick fused and slumped glass work.
The belt offers 90 square inches
of grinding surface, and makes
quick work of your largest project.
Sander comes with one each of 80,
120 and 400 grit belts.
#GBS

Made in USA

Apollo Diamond Wire Blade Cartridge
Replace the standard Apollo Ring Saw blade
with this omni-directional cutting wire blade and
precision cartridge holder.
#1518

Gryphon Wet Sanding Belts
30” long x 3” wide belts are stock replacement for
the Gryphon Belt Sander. Sold by the pair of each
grit.
#GB80 80 grit for fast sanding
#GB120 120 grit for a smoother finish.
#GB400 400 grit for a satin smooth finish.
Mix & Match Wet Sanding Belt Pairs
for Quantity Discount!
Gryphon Wet Cork Belt
30” long x 3” wide cork belt is used for the final polishing step on
glass. (Sold individually.)
#GBCORK

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552
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oday you will find a dazzling array of glass grinders to make your glass crafting faster and easier than ever! Each grinder uses an industrial
diamond router head, to grind your glass pieces to the exact shape of your patterns. Water is used to cool your glass when grinding, and to
minimize glass dust. Differences to consider when comparing grinders are: motor size, work surface area, head size and accessories.
Whatever your choice, you can buy with confidence.
Each grinder is covered by a 5 year manufacturer warranty!

Wizard IV Professional Glass Grinder
The Wizard’s 1” diameter diamond head
will rapidly trim any shaped piece of
glass to fit your pattern exactly! An
additional 1/4” dia. head is used for
grinding very tight curves in glass.
includes a large, removable 11” x 14”
work surface, face shield and a ‘second
story’ worksurface to grind with the 1/4”
head. 3550 rpm, 1/10 hp motor.
#IG31
#5081 Replacement Worksurface (Wizard IV ONLY)
#5004 Replacement Worksurface (Older Wizards)

Top of The Line - All-Star Glass Grinder
Professional glass grinder. The only grinder with a built-in water pump
and mini table to direct a stream of water onto the 1/4” head. Includes
two long-life bonded diamond grinding heads, 1” and 1/4” diameter.
Additional features include a glass eye shield, adjustable straight edge
guide, and extra large 11” x 13” worksurface. High torque 1/9 hp motor,
UL approved.
#G8

Wiz Contour Grinder
The power of a large glass
grinder motor in a compact
case! Includes both 3/4” & 1/4”
diameter diamond heads, and
reversible 9” x 10” work surface.
3550 rpm, 1/11 hp motor.
#IG41

#3850 Replacement Worksurface

#5081 Replacement Worksurface

Wizling Contour Grinder
The updated Wizling is the perfect
grinder for beginning hobbyists!
Includes a rapid cutting 3/4” dia.
diamond head, and reversible
9” x 10” work surface.
3500 rpm, 1/22 hp motor.
#IG51

Super Star II Glass Grinder
The premium grinder for glass hobbyists. Features include longlife 3/4” and 1/4” diamond heads, adjustable straight edge guide, and
handy accessory drawer for storing extra grinder heads. Large 8” x 9”
worksurface. Powerful 1/12 hp motor, UL approved.
#G12
#3750 Replacement Worksurface

#5081 Replacement Worksurface

Diamond Max Grinder
Double your grinding power —
two grinders in one! A 6” flat
diamond disk makes fast work
of grinding straight and 30° or 45°
mitred edges, while the standard
1” diamond router head quickly
grinds your small piece glass shapes.
The powerful 1/8 hp motor runs
both diamond heads at once - you
don’t need to stop to switch back
and forth. 9” x 9” worksurface area.
#MAX510

Diamond Star Glass Grinder
A quality grinder for the new hobbyist. Includes 3/4” diamond head, large
8” x 9” worksurface and a handy accessory drawer for storing extra grinder
heads. Reliable 1/18 hp motor, UL approved.
#G14
#3750 Replacement Worksurface

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

www.glasscrafters.com
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Diamond Grinding Heads

Glass Grinder Replacement Heads are made using the finest grade
industrial diamond crystals. They are available in a variety of grits and
sizes for specialized applications. All are interchangeable on the major
brands of glass grinders. These include Inland Wizling (3/4”), Wiz (3/4” &
1/4”) and Wizard (1” & 1/4”); Glastar Diamond Star (3/4”), Super Star II
(3/4” & 1/4”), All-Star (1” & 1/4”), Gryphon Twister (1” & 3/4”) and DTI
Diamond Max (1” & 6”).
3/4” Inland Grinder Heads
Inland Head for Wiz, Wizling, Glastar G3, G7, G12, & G14.
#WB1
Speed Head for fastest grinding with minor chipping. 80 grit.
#WB1S
3/4” Glastar Grinder Heads
3/4” Dia. original Glastar head for G3, G7, Diamond Star,
and Super Star II grinders.
#GB1

1” Inland Grinder Heads
Inland Head for Wizard, Impulse, Glastar G4, G6 &
Diamond Max.
#WB9
Speed Head for fastest grinding with minor chipping.
80 grit.
#WB9S

The TWOFER line of diamond grinding heads offer a pair of
diamond heads for the price of one standard head!

3/4” TWOFER Grinder Heads
TWOFER pair of 3/4” Dia. Heads for Inland, Glastar,
Twister & Diamond Max.
#2F34
Standard (100 Grit)
#2F34M
Medium (170 Grit)
#2F34F
Fine (220 Grit).
#2F34UF
Ultra Fine (600 grit)

3/4” TWOFER Jewelry Grinder Heads
TWOFER pair of 3/4” Dia. Jewelry Heads for
Inland & Glastar grinders to groove glass edges
for wire wrapping jewelry. 220 grit.
#2F34J

3/4” TWOFER Ripple Grinder Heads
TWOFER pair of 3/4” Dia. Ripple Heads for Inland
& Glastar grinders. 100 grit.
#2F34R

1” TWOFER Grinder Heads
TWOFER pair of 1” Dia. Heads for Inland, Glastar,
Twister & Diamond Max.
#2F10
Standard (100 Grit).
#2F10M
Medium (170 Grit).
#2F10F
Fine (220 Grit).
#2F10UF
Ultra Fine (600 grit).

1” Glastar Grinder Heads
Original Glastar replacement heads for All-Star G8, G6,
and G4, grinders. 100 grit.
#GB9

Inland Detail Heads
Use these Inland detail heads on all grinders with
the Inland shaft adapter.
Cat#
#WB317 Inland Adapter
#WB318 1/8”
#WB314 1/4”
#WB338 3/8”
Set of the 3 different size detail heads plus adapter
#WBSET All 3 Detail Heads
Glastar Detail Heads
Use these Glastar detail heads on all grinders with
the Glastar shaft adapter.
#3416
Glastar Adapter
#GB18
1/8”
#GB8
1/4”

1/4” TWOFER Detail Grinder Heads
TWOFER pair of 1/4” Dia. Heads for Inland, Glastar &
Diamond Max. 100 grit.
#2F14

1/8”

1/4”

3/8”

Adapter

Drill Holes in Glass With Diamond Core Drills
Drill holes in glass, mirror or old bottles! Fit any electric drill with a
slow speed setting. Lubricate with water for cooling. The 3/8” diameter is
perfect to drill holes in glass faces for clock movements.
1/8” 1/4”

Adapter

3/4” Lamp Bit Grinding Head
9° and 18° angled sections to miter multi-sided panel lamp
edges for a thinner solder seam.
#WB18

Diamond Max 6” dia. Grinding Disc
6” dia. replacement disc for Diamond Max grinder.
180 grit.
#GD560

1/8” TWOFER Detail Grinder Heads
TWOFER pair of 1/8” Dia. Heads for Inland, Glastar &
Diamond Max. 100 grit.
#2F18

1/16”

1/8”

1/4”

3/8”

1/2”

#4059 #4060 #4062 #4063 #4064
Cat #
4059
4060
4062
4063

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

1/16” Dia.
1/8” Dia.
1/4” Dia.
3/8” Dia.

3/4”

1”

1-3/8”

#4034

#4027

#4138

Cat #
4064
4034
4027
4138

1/2” Dia.
3/4” Dia.
1” Dia.
1-3/8” Dia.

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Grinder Accessories
(Shown around grinder)
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MagnaShield
Bring your pattern lines up close, with this
optical quality, 9” x 10” magnifying eye
shield! Fits all Inland grinders.
#5018

Mr. Splash Grinder Surround
Keeps your work area clean of water thrown from your glass grinder. The
11” high x 36” long, 4 section plastic guard fits around any grinder, yet
folds flat for storage.
#GA02
Glastar Eye Shield
4” x 5” plastic eye shield flips
up when not in use. Fits Glastar
grinders, except #G8.
#4800

Glastar Combination Edge Set
3-pc. set of 10” adjustable straight edge, 45° box angle and round mitering
wedge. Fits Glastar and current Inland grinders.
#3820

Inland Eye Shield
Protect your eyes with this extra large
9” x 10” optical quality acrylic face shield. An
important accessory for your Inland grinder!
#6011

Grinder Head Coolant
A capful of water soluble lubricant used in your grinder
water tray will make diamond grinder heads last longer and
cut faster.
#575

Glastar Grinder Accessory Parts
Renew your Glastar grinder with this accessory
pack including 3/4” and 1” top plate inserts,
4 - grinder head set screws, 2 - hole stoppers;
1 allen key and 6 grinder sponges.
#3560

Convenient Footswitch
Plug your glass grinder or bandsaw into
this footswitch and have both hands free for
working. Step on the footswitch to start motor,
tools stop automatically when you walk away!
Made in USA.
#5014

Grinder Cookie
2” dia. ‘Cookie’ positions and
holds glass pieces against
your grinder head. Increases
grinding leverage while
protecting your fingers!
Works on all glass grinders.
#COOKIE

Inland Second Story
A small work surface that sits on your
grinder for support when grinding intricate
glass pieces with the small detail heads.
(Fits Inland grinders.)
#5001

Glastar Universal Mini Table,
Support your glass when grinding with
the 1/8” and 1/4” heads. Includes a water
trough and sponge to keep the head wet.
Fits all Glastar and Inland grinders.
#3760

Nick’s Grinder Mate Grips Your Glass
Unlike other grinding tools that you must
grip tightly to keep your glass from
flying off, the Grinder’s Mate grips the
glass for you! A powerful spring holds
the glass so you can concentrate on
accurately grinding your pieces to size while protecting your fingernails.
#3006
#3006RJ Replacement Jaw Inserts (Pr.)
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Glass Cutters
The Art of Cutting DVD
Learn to score and break glass
like a pro! Find this and other
helpful videos in our DVD
section.
#DVD12

Choose The Glass Cutter That’s Right For You!

‘Cutting’ glass really means scoring glass on a line where you want it to break.
Choose the glass cutter below that’s the best one for you, comparing the benefits
you want. Remember that a carbide wheel will outlast regular steel wheels by ten
times or more, and all cutting wheels should be frequently lubricated in cutting
oil. Steel wheel cutters are inexpensive, but will dull quickly.

#TC1
#TC10

#TC6

#TC9

#TC21
#524
#TC21HP

Toyo Comfort Grip Supercutter
This popular Toyo Supercutter has a slim oil reservoir handle, that fits your hand
comfortably for miles of scoring!
#TC1
Toyo Pistol Grip Supercutter
The standard of the industry for comfortable fatigue-free glass cutting. Large,
comfortable oil reservoir handle produces greater scoring leverage with less effort.
Patented system provides a smoother oil flow and positive oil shut-off..
#TC6
Toyo Thomas-Grip Supercutter
The Thomas-Grip Supercutter is an automatic oil-feed cutter that features a unique,
ergonomically designed handle. The barrel is topped with a saddle that fits between
thumb and index finger, creating a three-point grip that ensures precise control.
#TC9
Toyo Replacement Pattern Head
Original carbide replacement wheel for all Toyo self-oiling SuperCutters.
#TC10
Toyo Cutting Oil
A synthetic lubricant specially formulated for all glass cutters. 4 oz.
#524
Toyo Tap Wheel Supercutter
The four-position saddle handle fits between your thumb and index finger.
Comfortably hold your glass cutter like a pencil, while the unique ‘tap’ wheel creates
a deeper score for cutting harder glass.
#TC21
Toyo Tap Wheel Supercutter Replacement Head
Patented ‘tap’ wheel for the Tap Wheel Supercutter.
#TC21HP

Designer II Carbide Cutter
Latest Fletcher cutter with gracefully tapered, comfortable see-thru oil reservoir
handle, and exclusive carbide wheel.
#1711
Designer II Glass Cutter Repl. Wheel Unit
Original carbide replacement head for all Designer II cutters.
#3712
Carbide Wheel Cutter
Traditional shaped cutter with carbide wheel for long life and easy scoring of
all stained glass. (Silver Band)
#CA9
Steel Wheel Cutter
Inexpensive starter cutter with steel wheel.
#07
Safety Glasses
Clear, lightweight protection for your eyes! Always wear eye protection when
cutting, grinding and soldering glass.
#3021
Glass Cutter Cozies
Soft foam cushions fit snugly on your favorite cutter (not included) for a more
comfortable grip! Available for regular or pistol grip cutters.
#5315
Pistol Grip Cutter Cozy
#5317
Regular Cutter Cozy

#DT653

#DT656

#1711
#3712
#CA9
#07

#5317
#5315

#3021

Pistol Grip Studio Pro Cutter
A high-quality carbide wheel cutter from DTI in the ever popular pistol grip style.
Large, comfortable oil reservoir handle for miles of effortless cutting.
#DT653
Studio Pro Replacement Head
Original carbide replacement head for the DTI pistol grip cutter.
#DT656

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Hand Tools
#169JI

#4350

#169

#4485
#1110

#3110RJ

#3110

Glas-Snapper
Just 5” long, these unique running pliers fit comfortably in your hand to
break out glass strips as narrow as 1/4” wide.
#4350
Metal Running Plier
Heavy duty pliers feature adjustable curved jaws for running a score.
Adjustment screw positions jaws for any thickness of glass.
#3110
#3110RJ Replacement Jaw Inserts (Pr.)
Fletcher Running Plier
An indispensable tool for breaking out long strips and other thin, difficult
cuts. Just align your score with the center line on the upper jaw and
squeeze the handles, for a clean break every time! Replaceable inserts.
#169
#169JI Replacement Jaw Inserts (Pr.)
Ringstar Running Plier
The Ringstar is more than just a running plier. You can ‘run’ a break
anywhere along your score line–not just from the end. Gives excellent
control for breaking out difficult pieces.
#1110
#4485 Replacement Insert

Combination Grozer/Breaker Plier
The most popular and versatile stained glass plier for accurate trimming or
‘grozing’ of small imperfections from your cut pieces. These combination
pliers both break and groze glass using the serrated curved jaws.
#3125
Narrow Jaw Combination Grozer
Similar to the plier above except the narrow jaws, only 1/8” wide at the
end, allow the grozing of tight inside curves and other small work.
#3075

#3526

#6506

#6513

#6505

#3013

#3019
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#3125

#3075

Thinline Foil Shears
Brand new design allows your cut paper pattern to glide over your hand
without interference. Thinner (0.8 mm wide) stainless steel center blade
will let your glass pieces fit tighter. Includes FREE rasp sharpener.
#3526
Pattern Shears for Foil
High quality 3-bladed pattern shears remove 1/32” from your pattern to
allow for the thickness of copper foil in your design. Contoured handles
for hours of comfortable cutting.
#6506
Lead Cutter
Sharp, flush cutting jaws make razor sharp cuts through lead came. Faster
and easier than using a lead knife for smaller came sizes. Ideal for making
leaded window ornaments and suncatchers.
#6513
Pattern Shears for Lead Came
High quality 3-bladed stainless steel scissor removes 5/64” from pattern
to allow for the thickness of the lead came ‘heart’ in your leaded window
designs. Durable contoured handles for comfortable pattern cutting.
#6505
Plastic Fid (Lathekin)
This handy tool opens crimped lead came, burnishes copper foil, picks out
putty, and serves as a stopping knife in lead came construction.
#3013
Brass Wire Brush
Wire bristles quickly remove oxidation from lead came joints before
soldering. Indispensable tool for repair work.
#3019

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Solder / Soldering Irons
Canfield Solder - The finest quality solder on the
stained glass market! Different alloys are used for various
soldering tasks. Do not use standard 40/60 plumber's solder
if you want strong and smooth solder joints. 40/60 solder
is not the same as 60/40 solder. The first number indicates
the percentage of tin content – the more tin, the quicker and
easier your solder will melt. All solder is sold on 1 pound
spools for easy handling, except Silvergleem which comes
in a 1/2 pound spool.
(NOTE: Solder prices subject to metals market fluctuations!)

Cat. #
C6040
C5050
C6337
C9031
C6020
C6150
E6040

Pro Soldering DVD
Please refer to our video
pages for a description
of this popular DVD, as
well as other instructional
soldering DVDs.
#DVD07

Call Toll Free
1-800-422-4552
or check online at
glasscrafters.com
for current
solder prices!

60/40 Canfield.......... With a lower melting point than 50/50, this solder offers superior flow
50/50 Canfield.......... Less expensive than 60/40, we use this for all our copper foil soldering
63/37 Ultimate.......... Canfield's ideal solder for fancy, decorative soldering on foil or lead
DGS Lead-Free........ Contains no lead, making this ideal for all soldering and jewelry work
Quik-Set................... Quick setting solder alloy for well rounded beads on copper foil work
Silvergleem (1⁄2 lb.)... Lead-free alloy containing actual silver, for gleaming jewelry soldering
60/40 Economy........ Economy solder available in the traditional 60/40 stained glass alloy
CAUTION: Contains lead - keep out of the reach of children.

80 Watt Weller Soldering Iron
The most recommended soldering iron in the stained glass field! Its light
weight and balance makes it comfortable to hold for hours of meticulous
soldering. Comes with 3/8” and 1/4” iron plated tips that are virtually
maintenance free. No need to file tips, just wipe across your tinning block.
#SPG80
100 Watt Weller Temperature Controlled Iron
This highest quality Weller soldering iron cycles on and off automatically,
to maintain a constant temperature of 700° with the 3/8” tip supplied. This
eliminates the necessity of using a soldering iron control. Other size tips
are also available. This iron should be used with a soldering iron stand in
order to maintain temperature properly.
#W100
Weller Complete Soldering Station
Take the most popular 80 watt Weller soldering iron and add a temperature
controller with an iron stand, and you have this great compact soldering
station. This high quality unit adjusts from 5 to 80 watts of power for any
soldering task. Iron comes with a 3/8” iron clad tip and uses any of the
Weller replacement tips.
#WLC200
Hakko Adjustable Temp-Control Iron
Light weight, fast heating, energy efficient variable temperature control
iron solders between 464°F (240°C) and 1004°F (540°C). 67 watt iron
will maintain the same 1000° temperature as a conventional 100 watt iron!
Electronic temperature control and ceramic heater ensures consistent and
accurate heat for a small decorative project or a large stained glass window.
Comes with 3/16” tip. UL/CSA approved.
#FX601
Mika Studio Iron
This student iron features plenty of reserve power for any soldering job,
complete with a 1/4” iron clad tip.
#M100
#2034 Replacement 1/4” tip
Replacement Iron Tips
Industrial quality – the best you can buy! These iron plated tips are exact replacement tips for the Weller and Inland irons shown above.
#MTG21

#CT6E7

For Weller #SPG80 & WLC200
#MTG20
#MTG21
#MTG22

3/8” Weller Tip
1/4” Weller Tip
Beading Tip

For Weller #W100
#CT6C7
#CT6E7
#CT6F7

1/8” 700° Tip
1/4” 700° Tip
3/8” 700° Tip

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#T19-D5
For Hakko #FX601
#T19-D5
#T19-D24
#T19-D65

3/16” Inland Tip
1/8” Inland Tip
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Soldering Tools
Soldering Iron Safety Stand
Keep your hot iron safely off your table in
this heavy coiled wire cage. Stand also has
a convenient sponge for cleaning tips while
soldering. Will hold all popular 80 to 100 watt
irons.
#SP602

Soldering Fume Extractor
Give yourself a safer soldering environment by
trapping solder fumes in this fan-drawn canister
with replaceable activated charcoal filters. The
lightweight, 10” tall Fume Extractor is designed
to be placed right on your project being soldered.
#217960

Soldering Iron Heat Controller
Solid-state unit regulates soldering iron
temperature for better control of solder
beading. Prolongs tip and iron life by
preventing overheating. Use with any iron.
#3025

Replacement Filters - 3 pack
#217961R

Hakko Brass Coil Tip Cleaner
Unique non-abrasive brass wool coils extend the
life of any soldering tip. Will not cool your tip as
when using a wet sponge, allowing you to continue
working immediately after every wipe.
#599

Mika Soldering Iron Controller
The controller helps to create smooth solder
seams on all your copper foil projects. On
lead came construction dial in the exact
temperature you need to eliminate melting
your lead came when soldering joints..
#MTC1000
Never-Rust Bronze Wool
Never use steel wool again! Fine bronze wool that
will not rust and fall apart. Clean soldering tips and
remove oxidation or patina. Bronze wool is even
solderable! Three long-lasting pads.
#9411
Soldering Iron Tip Cleaner
Heat resistant bakelite tray and sponge, which is kept
wet to remove oxidation from iron plated soldering tips
#4500
Replacement Sponge
#4510

Hakko Brass Coil Tip Refill
Brass coil refill for Tip Cleaner (#599).
#599R

Protective Soldering Mat
2-layer heavy grey rubber
mat, cleans easily and will
not burn, to protect your
worktable when soldering.
Just wipe clean of flux
residue. 24” x 15” size.
#2981
Solder Remover
Pure copper braided wick draws up melted solder with a
hot iron. Great for repair work and soldering mistakes!
#3044

Anti-Seize
A common problem with any soldering
iron is the tip or tightening screw ‘freezing’
into the shaft. A thin coating of anti-seize
on these parts before they corrode, allows easy removal when necessary.
#3801
Keep Soldering Tips Clean
1/2 lb. block of sal-ammoniac will last a long
time! Just rub hot soldering tip on the block to
instantly remove oxidation build-up.
#3035

‘U’ Bright Hobby Came, 1/16”

Make your ring kits and suncatchers gleam with
Bright Silver lead-free hobby came that will
not oxidize and stays shiny silver!
#6125
1 lb. (Approx. 23 ft.)

Canfield Low-Temp Solder

E-Z Flux Pen
All purpose zinc chloride flux in a convenient marker pen. Put flux exactly
where you want it, while reducing fumes and clean-up time.
#EZ4
The Panel Clamp Is Your Third Hand!
This is the helping hand we need
when working on the edge! Use
the Panel Clamp when soldering
on ball chain, wire, hang-up rings,
brass edging, or to hold 2 or more
pieces of glass together for
laminating. The list of uses
goes on and on. Heavy, solid
oak construction. 16” long.
#3516
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Canfield’s exclusive solder is specifically recommended
for soldering Bright Hobby Came because of its very low
melting point! The lead-free and high tin content solder
remains bright and shiny. 1/2 lb. spool.
#C3169

Lead Cutter

Sharp, flush cutting jaws make razor sharp cuts through
lead came. Faster and easier than using a lead knife
for smaller came sizes. Ideal for making
leaded window ornaments and suncatchers.
#6513

Great for use with our PRE-CUT Ring Kits on page 42!
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Copper Foil & Tools
Copper and Specialty Foils are used in making your Tiffany style lamps and window
panels. The adhesive backed foil is wrapped around each piece of glass to be soldered
together. The narrower foil sizes will produce a more delicate lead line and use less solder
as well. Each 36 yard long by 1.25 mil thick roll is individually wrapped for long shelf life.
Actual size foil widths are shown at right.
NOTE: Copper foil pricing subject to metals market fluctuations.

Copper Foil
Edco brand is the finest quality, ‘dead soft’ foil, for easy and secure wrapping of
all your glass pieces.
Black Backed Foil
Eliminates the inner copper-colored lip visible on clear glass, bevels and mirror
when black patina is used on your solder. (Easier to see than to explain!)
Silver Backed Foil
Eliminates the copper-colored lip that will show thru clear glass, bevels or mirror
when leaving a piece unpatinaed.
Scalloped Copper Foil
Creates a very attractive and decorative edge on those special stained glass
projects!
6” Wide Copper Foil Sheet
Used for cutting custom overlays and filigrees.

Thinline Foil Pattern
Shear
New design
allows your
cut paper pattern to
glide over your hand without
interference. Thinner (0.8 mm wide)
stainless steel center blade will let your glass
pieces fit tighter. Includes FREE rasp sharpener.
#3526

Pattern Shears for Foil
High quality 3-bladed pattern
shears. Unlike cheaper brands that
cut unevenly, these stainless steel shears
cut true every time! Removes 1⁄32” from your
pattern to allow for the thickness of copper foil
in your design. Accurately cut patterns mean
less glass grinding later. Contoured handles for
hours of comfortable cutting.
#6506
Glastar Foiler
A professional tool to
speed up your foiling.
Features a small
crimping wheel
to foil tight
inside curves,
adjustable peeler
for stripping foil
backing, overhangs
table edge to foil large
glass pieces, accepts
3 sizes of foil.
#3027

5/32”

Copper Foil
3/16”
#4532
5/32”
7/32”
#4316
3/16”
#4732
7/32”
#4014
1/4”
1/4”
#4516
5/16”
#4038
3/8”
5/16”
#4012
1/2”
#4555
Scalloped
#4006
6” x 36” long
3/8”
Black Foil
#B4316
3/16”
#B4732
7/32”
5/16”
#B4014
1/4”
Silver Foil
#S4316
3/16”
#S4732
7/32”
6” x 36”
#S4014
1/4”
Mix & Match All Foil for Quantity Discount!

Hand Foilers & Foil Crimper
Hand foilers apply foil to a piece of glass
automatically centering it. The result? An even,
perfect application without bubbles or creases.
So easy, you can actually foil with your eyes
closed! Available in three sizes, to apply 3/16”,
7/32”, or 1/4” foil. A companion to the hand
foilers is the crimper, which folds and adheres
foil to both sides of your glass in one quick step!
#4481
#4482
#4483
Crimper
#4480
Crimper
#4484

Copper Foil Widths

3/16”
7/32”
1/4”
& 3 Foiler Set

Foil Roller
The comfortable 8” long foil
roller will speed up your foiling as
it crimps, burnishes, and smooths all
sizes of copper foil.
#3016

Copper Foil
Dispenser
Keep your
various
foil sizes
neatly organized.
Dispenses up to 7 rolls of foil or the largest
slot can hold scissors, knife, etc.
#3012

Strongline Reinforcement
See the beauty of copper foil, but feel the strength of steel! Reinforce your larger
foiled and leaded panels to prevent future bowing. Strongline is a thin, copper
coated steel ribbon only 1/8” wide that is invisible in your soldered or leaded
window. 25’ roll can reduce or eliminate the need for bulky external rebars.
#SL25

Take the Fuss Out of Foiling
Portable tool that dispenses,
applies and crimps foil in
one smooth process! Unlike
hand-held foilers and other
machines, the
Table Foiler
creates a flat,
sturdy work
surface that adds
control for even
the most intricate
foiling projects.
Just guide glass
into the roller
and go! You’ll
be able to foil more quickly, consistently and
precisely than ever before. Enjoy perfect foiling,
time after time. Includes rollers for 3/16”, 7/32”
and 1/4” foil.
#4004

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Reinforce Your Work
Thin, flat braided wire is
inserted between your foiled
pieces, and when soldered
over becomes absolutely
rigid! Adds hidden strength
and durability to any copper
foiled project. Outline
the perimeter of your
(Actual Size)
panel or lampshade to
create a strong and attractive edge.
#5425
25 Ft.
#5400Q 100 Ft.

Lead & Zinc Came
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Lead Strips or ‘Came’ are the traditional material used in stained glass window construction. The actual size cross sections below are the most
commonly used sizes. The fractional dimension indicates the size across the ‘face’ or exposed surface. All the lead channels will accommodate standard
thickness stained glass and are 6 feet long.
CAUTION: Contains lead - keep out of the reach of children.
#0913UF
1/16” U Flat

#1916HR
3/16” H Round

#2518HF
1/4” H Flat

#1216HR
1/8” H Round

#2118UR
1/4” U Flat

#3821HF
3/8” H Flat

#1816CR
1/8” U Round

#2418HR
1/4” H Round

#5022HF
1/2” H Flat

Zinc Came Channels
Much stronger and more rigid than lead came. It may be used instead of,
or in addition to lead came, when you need to make a window structurally
very stable. It is an especially good border material, but the ‘H’ channels
can be used for internal bracing as well.

⁄4

⁄8

1

5
⁄32
#2101
1
⁄8” U Zinc

5
⁄32
#2501
1
⁄4” U Zinc

5
⁄32
#2511
3
⁄8” U Zinc

5
⁄32
#2521
1
⁄2” U Zinc

Horseshoe Nails
Not for your horse – but for snugly holding leaded panels
and irregular shaped panels before soldering. These long,
flat sided nails can be tapped in right next to your came
without crimping it. Try’em – you’ll like’em! Box of 100.
#5100
Pattern Shears for Lead Came
High quality 3-bladed stainless steel scissor removes
5/64” from your pattern to allow for the thickness of the
lead came ‘heart’ in your leaded window designs.
Durable contoured handles for
comfortable pattern cutting.
#6505

Came Bender for Zinc or Brass Came
The only way to achieve smooth, tight curves
in zinc and brass came without crimping is
to use a came bender. Strong cast aluminum frame
screws to your workbench and holds three forming
rollers that are adjustable for any radius curve.
Both ‘U’ and ‘H’ came can be bent on the same
set of rollers.
#2000

3

⁄2

Lead and Glass Stop Blocks
Protect the edge of your glass
or lead came when leading up
a panel. Twenty-five 1/2” long
plastic blocks with nail holes for
horseshoe or standard nails.
#3325

Weighted Lead Knife
The unique design of this knife gives you
better leverage for easy cutting of your lead
came, while the weighted handle is used for
tapping the edge of glass pieces to seat them into
your lead came channel.
#3001

Reinforcing Bar
Zinc coated steel bar 3/8” x 1/8” thick, used to
reinforce large windows to minimize sagging or
bowing over time. The bars are placed on edge and
soldered where they make contact with the leading. 6 feet long.

1

⁄8

3

1

Important NOTE:
Use suffix ‘Q’ when ordering box quantities.
Lead came, zinc came, and reinforcing bar are 6 feet in length.
Minimum orders of at least 12 assorted pieces and less than 24
pieces must be cut in half for shipping and a $6. boxing charge
added.
Orders for more than 24 assorted pieces of lead, zinc and reinforcing
bar, plus 25 Lb. and 33 Lb. boxes will be shipped in 6 foot lengths
with a $10. boxing charge added. This includes the oversize surcharge
imposed by UPS.

⁄4

3

⁄4

1

⁄4

⁄16

1

3

5
⁄32
#2551
3
⁄16” H Zinc

⁄32
#2526
3
⁄4” U Zinc
5

5
⁄32
#2567
1
⁄4” H Zinc

5
⁄32
#2591
3
⁄8” H Zinc

#2020
⁄8” x 1⁄8”

3

⁄2

1

⁄8

5
⁄32
#2611
1
⁄2” H Zinc

Lead Vise
Sure-grip vise with spring loaded jaw, allows oneperson stretching of lead came. It is imperative
that lead came be stretched before using,
to straighten and temper it – thereby
minimizing future sagging in your
finished leaded windows.
#4550
Stanton Lead Came Stretcher w/Vise
Lead came should be stretched before using, to
temper and straighten it. Using leverage of the
long handle hooked over your work table edge,
you can easily and safely stretch any size lead
came up to 5/8” wide. You'll wonder how you
got along without it!
#4560

Gryphon Miter Saw For Metal Came
Heavy-duty miter saw for cutting zinc came, brass
came, even steel reinforcing bars! Comes with
an extra thin, 51⁄2” dia. fiberglass reinforced
abrasive blade. Cut an angle up to 45°
in either direction, with the powerful
1 HP - 7,000 RPM motor. Use the
optional fine tooth blade to cut soft
lead came and wood. Clear blade guard,
protractor miter gauge and rotating miter
vise sit on a 13” x 15” base.
Made in USA. 110 volt.
#GMS
Gryphon Replacement Abrasive Blade
For brass and zinc came plus steel rebar.
#GMB
Gryphon Replacement Fine Tooth Blade
For lead came & wood moldings.
#GTB
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Specialty Tools

The Glass Station Organizer
Hold everything on this one 14” long
organizer! The sturdy molded tray will
hold 4 rolls of copper foil, a pound
of solder, a spill-proof flux bottle and
brush, all your hand tools and cutters
– even a soldering iron in the heavy
coiled metal stand! Recessed handles
allow you to pick up your whole work area in two
hands! Everyone working with stained glass could use one!
#6501

Glastar Strip and Circle Cutter
This amazing combination tool cuts
strips, rectangles and squares from 1⁄2”
to 12” wide, as well as perfect circles
from 3” to 24” in diameter! The most
accurate way to score long, narrow
repetitive strips for window borders,
jewelry box sides, and lamp gridwork. Includes a replaceable 6-wheel
steel cutter turret and complete instructions.
#4300
6-Steel Wheel Replacement Turret
#3030R
Lens Cutter for Circles As Small As 1/2”
Ideal for cutting glass circles from 5” dia. to
as small as 1⁄2” dia. Features numbered rod for
easy adjustment, and a replaceable 3-wheel
cutter turret.
#369
3-Wheel Replacement Turret
#369R

Glazing Hammer
Designed with hard plastic and soft rubber
faces for tapping glass in place when working with lead came.
Rubber cushioned handle, 10” long.
#3054

#3360
#3368

#3226
#3101
#3109

Glass Cutting Squares
Glass cutting can only be as
straight as your score! Assure
a perfect right angle score with
these heavy plastic resin squares.
12” Long Square
18” Long Square
Aluminum Mitre Box and Saw
Easily cut perfect corners in zinc and
lead came, wood moldings, and other
difficult materials with this precision
aluminum mitre box and razor-sharp
hacksaw. Fine tooth saw blade is
replaceable.

Inland Swap-Top Came Saw
Cut thru lead and zinc came like butter!
The 6½” dia tempered steel blade cuts
lead, zinc and brass came plus wood
framing materials. The 12” x 10” x 6”
high saw includes a heavy aluminum
top, a blade safety guard and adjustable
straight edge.
#1630
Swap-Top Came Saw Replacement Blade
Hardened and tempered steel, 6½” dia. replacement blade
for the Swap-Top Came Saw.
#9960
Bottle Art
Who doesn’t have glass bottles that can’t be rinsed
and recycled into new art objects? Color photos
and detailed instructions for using a bottle cutter,
paint, wire and found objects to create artistic
objects from common bottles! Ideas include vases,
terrariums, tableware, wind chimes, suncatchers,
jewelry and more.
#7126

Mitre Box
Mitre Saw
Replacement Blade

18” Long Straight Edge
Heavy aluminum with cork backing,
for non-slip scoring of straight lines on glass.
#3318
Rulex Adjustable Square
The Rulex will be the most versatile
tool on your workbench! 16” long
adjustable square for scoring glass,
drawing and framing. Securely locks
any angle up to 135° with built-in
allen wrench.
#6518
Trace Your Patterns With the Port-A-Trace
Finally, an inexpensive and compact light box
for tracing patterns, selecting glass colors,
or as a lighted scoring table! Translucent
10” x 12” white plastic top and a bright
fluorescent bulb. The portable Light Tracer
is strong enough to draw and score glass on.
Box is made of stainless steel. Made in USA.
One year warranty.
#1021

Recycle Glass Bottles
Sturdy metal cutting jig lets you accurately
score bottles or jars by rotating horizontally.
Then heat the score over the enclosed candle
and cool with an ice cube. The result will amaze you – with
practice you’ll have a clean break each time! Also includes silicon carbide
powder and emery cloth for polishing cut edges, and 3 cutting wheels.
#366
The Score 1® Glass Cutter
Easy as turning a dial to score any pattern
shape, even while sitting down! Compact
4” x 7” x 7” size enables the Score 1 to be
used anywhere. Perfect for anyone who has
difficulty applying enough pressure to score
glass with conventional glass cutters. Work
faster and more relaxed, with less glass waste.
Long lasting, Toyo carbide wheel. Shipped
assembled with instructions.
#1900
Score 1 Replacement Carbide Wheel
#1901RH

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Creator’s Stained Glass Tools
Cutter's Mate Precision Cutter
With this precision tool you can
accurately score glass for hours without
fatigue, even sitting down! Just hold
the comfortable weighted handle and
follow around your pattern lines. The
Toyo carbide head rotates 360°, is
self-oiling, and maintains an exact 90°
angle to the glass surface. The result
is a perfect, effortless score every time!
The unit is just 24” long, yet can make
a single score as long as 42”. It may be used directly on your tabletop, or
plugged into the Waffle grid surface (sold separately). Precision made in
USA with a one year warranty.
#CUTMATE
Cutter’s Mate Replacement Head
#CSG10

Waffle Grid Surface - 6 pack
Each set of clear plastic grids measures
11” x 11” and interlock to form either an
11” x 22” (2 pc.), a 22” x 22” (4 pc). or
a 22” x 33” (6 pc.) worksurface. Use as
an easy to clean cutting surface and turn
upside down for a smooth drawing
surface that can also be backlit.
Creator's Stained Glass tools all
plug into this grid surface. Expand
the grid surface to any size table by
purchasing additional sets.
#WAFFLE2
2 pieces
#WAFFLE4
4 pieces
#WAFFLE6
6 pieces

Cutter’s Mate StripPro
This professional accessory will expand the
function of your Cutter’s Mate tool. Use with your
existing Cutter’s Mate Slide Bar to cut strips and
angles up to 14” long with the Toyo carbide head.
#STRIPPRO

Beetle Bits Glass Cutting System
An easy to use cutting system
from Creator’s Stained Glass.
A compass fixture holds the end of
the 23” straight edge - indicating all
popular cutting angles at a glance.
Includes 3 additional straight edge
rests, 2 glass stops, 18” ruler, and
cutting oil well. Plugs into the
#WAFFLE (purchase separately).
#BEETLE

Cutter’s Mate 24” Slide Bar
Purchase this precision slide bar separately to use the
StripPro or Circle Pro if you do not own the
original Cutter’s Mate (#CUTMATE) tool
which includes this bar.
#SLIDEBAR
Cutter’s Mate CirclePro
The ultimate circle cutter attachment for your
Cutter’s Mate tool! Use with your existing
Cutter’s Mate slide bar to score circles from 1½”
to 24” diameter with long lasting carbide head.
#CIRCPRO
Cutter’s Mate Circle Pro 12
A professional quality circle cutting tool that
will score circles from 3/8” up to 12” diameter.
Includes one waffle grid and Toyo carbide wheel
for perfect scores.
#CPRO12

Ultimate Glass Fusers Work Station

Glass fusers, beginning hobbyists and
experienced crafters can all benefit from the
accurately cut geometric shapes using this
compact work station. Includes 11” x 22”
grid cutting surface, 18” long straight edge,
protractor angle guide and assorted glass stops
and positioners. Use your favorite glass cutter
and start cutting more accurately! Easy to set up
and fun to use.
#FUSERSTA

Butterfly Angle Guide & Duplicator
Use this duplicator to copy any pattern
angle and align the cutting bar on your
Beetle Bit System (#BEETLE) for
precise cuts. The butterfly angle guide
produces perfect 45° and 60° cuts on
geometric shapes.
#ANGLEDUP

Cutter’s Mate Oil Pod
A simple but very convenient
well that fits into the Waffle Grid
surfaces and holds your glass
cutter upright. Just fill with your
favorite cutting oil and it will be
right at hand..
#OILPOD
Glass Scoring/Running Neoprene Pad
12” x 12”. Resilient neoprene rubber pad for
scoring and running scores by turning glass
upside down and pressing with thumbs.
#Scorepad
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Flying Beetle Glass Cutter
Carbide glass cutter slides on the cutting bar of the
Beetle Bits System (#BEETLE)
#FLYBEE

Speed Balls
Just place these solid steel balls into your
grid surface for easier sliding of your glass
and snapping of your glass score. Pkg. of six
3/8” dia. with removal tool.
#SB06

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Omni Directional Stop Blocks
A pair of adjustable stops to use with your
straight edge on any grid cutting surface..
#OMNISTOP

www.glasscrafters.com
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The Morton System
Can you cut a piece of glass like this:

or these

or 100 identical pieces like this?

If not – you owe it to yourself to try The Morton System of glass cutting tools. Using the various components
will allow a beginning hobbyist or professional studio to easily make cuts in glass that are difficult or impossible to
accomplish with other tools.
Morton Cutting Surface
The heart of the system, into which the other components ‘plug-in,’ this unique molded
plastic surface allows glass chips to collect in the bottom, while leaving the cutting
surface clean and scratch-free. May also be used alone, for clean and safe glass cutting
anywhere in your home! Sold in packs of two inter-locking grids 11¼” x 15¾”.
Purchase additional 2-packs to create larger grid surface.
#SS02P
Grid Surface

#SS02P

Morton Extra Glass Stops
Additional glass stops make it easy to save
various size settings in a project. Set of five
glass stops.
#PG06B
Safety Break System
An innovative set of tools that allow
you to make any variety of curved and
straight breaks. ‘Impossible’ cuts are
made routine, by controlling the break
anywhere along your score line! Used in
conjunction with a grid cutting surface,
the combination is simple & easy to use,
and the results are unbelievable!
#SB01

Portable Glass Shop
Easily cut squares, diamonds, trapezoids and many other geometric shapes.
Squaring fence now reverses for thick and thin glass. Instruction booklet
accompanied by an audio CD. (Purchase grid separately.) Includes:
aluminum cutting bar, squaring fence, squaring blocks, bar locks, inch/
metric ruler, small squaring fence, cutting gauge, glass stops, angles.
#PG01B
The M80 Giant Runner
A wonderful breaking tool that functions
something like a giant running
pliers. However, this tool can
start a break anywhere along
a score line, and the extra
long 25” handles give you
tremendous leverage and control! The attached grid surface
will collect glass chips and slivers to keep your work area clean. This tool
can break out the most difficult cuts imaginable!
#SB80
Assembly Tray For 3-D Projects
Heavy plastic tray with 3 recessed wells which
hold the corner of your work at an exact angle
as you tack solder together. Triangular, square
and pentagon geometric shapes are easily
assembled into jewelry boxes, paper-weights,
lamps & more! Includes instructions for 8
exciting projects.
#PG05
Clean Cut Came Vise
Another handy Glass Shop ‘plug-in’
accessory! This wood miter box is
designed to securely hold, but not
crush – zinc, brass and large lead cames
for perfect border miters. Use with a
standard hacksaw (not included) for
clean and easy 45° and 90° miter joints.
#ZM01

Morton Twister
With a twist of your hand, this simple tool quickly
twists wire or thin lead came for use as a decorative
edge trim on boxes, panels, lampshades, etc.
#MT01

Be Square With the Morton Layout Block System

Replacing the traditional
layout board of plywood,
wood strips and horseshoe
nails, the layout block system
consists of aluminum ‘L’
blocks that cannot warp
or absorb flux, and long
aluminum push pins.
The layout blocks are used
with homosote board or
ceiling tile for quick and easy positioning of panel layouts.
Additional layout add-ons can expand the system with a variety of blocks
for positioning any project, from windows to lampshades to tiny boxes!
#LB01 Layout Block System:
Ten 6” Blocks & 40 Push Pins
#LB02 12” Layout Add-Ons:
Four 12” Blocks, Four 3” Blocks
& 40 Push Pins
#LB17 17” Layout Add-Ons:
Two 17” Blocks & 16 Push Pins
#LB23 23” Layout Add-Ons:
Two 23” Blocks & 16 Push Pins
#LBSET One each of the 4 sets above.

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Aluminum Push Pins
Used to hold foiled glass together before soldering. Sharp steel
point is excellent for use with homosote board or ceiling tile
panels. Pin shown actual size.
#5024
Pkg. of 24
#5024Q Box of 100

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552
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Kaleidoscopes

J

Magical kaleidoscopes for the child in all of us!
ust add your choice of glass to these kaleidoscope kits to personalize in endless variations. Interchange color wheels, discs, wands, marbles, beads,
glass jewels and chips – to create unique brilliant color images. Make one today, and rediscover their fascinating magic!
Clarity kits include precut optical quality, front surface mirrors, for the brightest kaleidoscope images.

‘Lost Planet’ Kaleidoscope
Fun and easy new kaleidoscope kit, that includes
tapered mirrors to create the illusion of a colorful
sphere suspended against a black void! Twin oil
wands generate gorgeous colors & swirling images
on the surface of the ‘Lost Planet’. Complete
instructions included, just add your choice of glass
or decoration for the kaleidoscope sides.
#9208
Liquid Wands
Acrylic wands filled with metallic stars, sparkles &
confetti, floating in a non-toxic liquid. Two sizes
to create explosive color images with any size
kaleidoscope as you turn the wands end over end!
#9185 11” Long Wands
#9190
6” Long Wands

Liquid Wand Scope
An 11” long acrylic wand filled with metallic
stars, sparkles and confetti, creates amazing color
images! Bonus instructions included for unique
display stands. Includes 11” long wand, precut
mirrors, patterns & instructions.
#9192

Aeroscope
A truly unique kaleidoscope that
looks like a classic airplane! Includes
all hardware, mirror and patterns. Just add
your choice of glass for this 9” wingspan
biplane. Can be customized with image
wheels or discs (sold separately).
A guaranteed conversation piece!
#9147

Kaleidocopter
Your imagination takes
flight with this kaleidoscope
that looks like a helicopter!
Whirling rotor color wheels project
unique images back through the tailpiece.
Completed Kaleidocopter measures
10” x 31⁄2” high. Includes precut front surface
mirror, all hardware, patterns, and instructions.
#9211
Mini-Scope Kit
A 9” long triangular
kaleidoscope that comes with
patterns for 12 different color wheels.
Substitute image wheels or discs for infinite
color image possibilities. Includes precut front
surface mirror.
#9130

Stained Glass
Kaleidoscope Kit
Patterns, instructions & hardware
necessary to make a 10” kaleidoscope
with two rotating hexagonal color
wheels from stained glass. Purchase
mirror separately.
#9125

Mini-Scope Stand
61⁄2” long oak display stand for
your Mini-Scope, Marblescope and
similar size kaleidoscopes.
#9132

Image Disks
A pair of 21⁄2” dia. clear glass domes that can be
filled with Kaleido Gems, jewels, beads, chips,
etc. and soldered together to form a rotating image
chamber!
#9168
Kaleido Gems
A classic 1 oz. assortment of brilliant, faceted
glass jewels for use in kaleidoscope wheels
and discs. (Approx. 4 doz. pieces.)
#9174
Pre-Cut Front Surface Mirror
Set of 3 pre-cut mirrors to make your own custom kaleidoscopes.
73⁄4” x 3⁄4” size. (Not shown)
9232

Marblescope
An easy-to-make 9” long
kaleidoscope using one of 4 cat’s-eye
marbles to create brilliant color images! Includes
precut front surface mirror.
#9100
Axle Pack
Solid brass axle, nut, and grommets for mounting
kaleidoscope wheels, rings and discs to your custom
kaleidoscopes.
#9161
Front Surface Mirror
Front Surface Mirror is optical-quality thin mirror for the brightest images
in making your custom kaleidoscopes. 8” x 12” sheet. (not shown).
FS2

Mix & Match all Kaleidoscope Products for Quantity Discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Bevels

Cat #
1205
1243
1234
1254

Cat #
1233
1255
1244
1264

1”
11⁄2”
2”
3”
4”
5”
6”
8”

Size
2” Star
3” x 3” x 3”
4” x 4” x 4”
4” Heart

Size
3” x 3”
3” x 5”
4” x 4”
4” x 6”

Box of 10
1277T
1271T
1221T
1231T
1241T
1251T
1261T
1281T

Box of 30
1277Q
1271Q
1221Q
1231Q
1241Q
1251Q
1261Q
1281Q

Box of 10
1205T
1243T
1234T
1254T

Box of 10
1233T
1255T
1244T
1264T

BC410
Set of 4
Cat #
BC410
BC415
BC420

Box of 30
1205Q
1243Q
1234Q
1254Q

Box of 30
1233Q
1255Q
1244Q
1264Q

11⁄2”

1”
BC415
Set of 4

Size
2” x 2” x 1” Set of 4
3” x 3” x 11⁄2” Set of 4
4” x 4” x 2” Set of 4

1” wide Straight

Box of 30
1201Q
1291Q
1292Q
1293Q
1294Q
1295Q
1297Q
1298Q

2” wide Straight

Size
11⁄2” x
11⁄2” x
11⁄2” x
11⁄2” x
11⁄2” x
11⁄2” x
11⁄2” x
11⁄2” x

Box of 10
1201T
1291T
1292T
1293T
1294T
1295T
1297T
1298T

Diamonds

Cat #
1277
1271
1221
1231
1241
1251
1261
1281

Size
⁄4” x 3⁄4”
3
⁄4” x 1”
3
⁄4” x 2”
3
⁄4” x 3”
3
⁄4” x 4”
3
⁄4” x 5”
3
⁄4” x 6”
3
⁄4” x 8”
3

Ovals & Circles

Cat #
1201
1291
1292
1293
1294
1295
1297
1298

2”
BC420
Set of 4
4 Sets/Ea.
BC410Q
BC415Q
BC420Q

Mitered Corners

Corners

Miscellaneous Sizes & Shapes

11⁄2” wide Straight

3/4” wide Straight

Box price is for 10 (T) or 30 (Q) pieces of the same size bevel.

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Cat #
1211
1277
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1218

Size
1” x 1”
1” x 11⁄2”
1” x 2”
1” x 3”
1” x 4”
1” x 5”
1” x 6”
1” x 8”

Box of 10
1211T
1277T
1212T
1213T
1214T
1215T
1216T
1218T

Box of 30
1211Q
1277Q
1212Q
1213Q
1214Q
1215Q
1216Q
1218Q

Cat #
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226
1228

Size
2” x 2”
2” x 3”
2” x 4”
2” x 5”
2” x 6”
2” x 8”

Box of 10
1222T
1223T
1224T
1225T
1226T
1228T

Box of 30
1222Q
1223Q
1224Q
1225Q
1226Q
1228Q

Cat #
1220
1230
1235
1240
1262
1247

Size
11⁄2” x 21⁄2”
13⁄4” x 3”
3” x 5”
2” x 4”
2” x 6”
4” x 7”

Box of 10
1222T
1223T
1224T
1225T
1226T
1228T

Box of 30
1222Q
1223Q
1224Q
1225Q
1226Q
1228Q

Cat #
1202
1203
1204
1253
1246

Size
2” dia.
3” dia.
4” dia.
3” x 5”
4” x 6”

Box of 10
1202T
1203T
1204T
1253T
1246T

Box of 30
1202Q
1203Q
1204Q
1253Q
1246Q

Cat #
BC114
BC124

Size
1” x 4” Set of 8
2” x 4” Set of 8

BC114Q
BC124Q

4 Sets/Ea.
1” x 4”
2” x 4”

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Bevel Clusters
2” wide Glue Chip

Catch a rainbow
with our glass bevels!

Cat #
1222G
1223G
1224G
1225G
1226G
1228G

Size
2” x 2”
2” x 3”
2” x 4”
2” x 5”
2” x 6”
2” x 8”

Box of 10
1222GT
1223GT
1224GT
1225GT
1226GT
1228GT

Box of 30
1222GQ
1223GQ
1224GQ
1225GQ
1226GQ
1228GQ
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A

ray of sunlight, passing through the
prism-like bevel refracts all the colors of
the rainbow. A stunning effect that can
create an elegant window or a jeweled accent in a
box, panel, or lampshade. Our wide selection of
sizes have a highly polished 1/2” wide bevel cut
on 3/16” plate glass. Bevel clusters provide the
beauty of fancy Victorian beveled windows at an
attractive price.

Box price is for 10 (T) or 30 (Q) pieces of the same size bevel.

#BC324
8” x 6”
5 pcs.

#650
Hummingbird
4” x 6”

#652
Rose
4” x 6”

#BC306
4” x 6”
3 pcs.

#BC305
7” x 8”
4 pcs.

#BC309L
7” x 10”
4 pcs.

#653
Dragonfly
4” x 6”

#654
#655
Lighthouse
Butterfly
4” x 6”
4” x 6”
Mix & Match all Etched Bevels for Quantity Discount!

#BC319
12” x 12”
16 pcs

#BC317
51⁄2” x 12”
9 pcs.
#BC337
8” x 14
5 pcs.

#BC98
6” x 11”
22 pcs.

Wrought Iron Display Stands

Display your finished stained glass, mosaic or
fused glass discs and panels up to 3/8” thick in
style! Heavy black wrought iron with four legs
for stability. Available to hold 8”, 10”, 12” and
14” artwork.
#BC309S
4” x 7”
4 pcs.

Cat#
6608
6610
6612
6614
64SET

Round
8” dia.
10” dia.
12” dia.
14” dia.
Set of one each

Cat#
6608RT
6610RT
6612RT
6614RT
64RTSET

Rectangle
8” rectangle
10” rectangle
12” rectangle
14” rectangle
Set of one each

#BC315
8” x 131⁄2”
12 pcs.

#BC304
9” x 20”
9 pcs.

#BC311
12” x 30”
29 pcs.

#BC321
8” x 29”
21 pcs.

Mix & Match all ‘BC’ Bevel Clusters for Quantity Discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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GST Bevel Clusters

Glassmith Studios Bevel Clusters

These exclusive brilliant, clear bevel clusters are gorgeous, whether used by themselves or incorporated into
a spectacular window or door panel! Some of the clusters are available as pairs – facing right (R) or left
(L), and in brilliant color (C). Dimensions shown are approximate and pictures are not to scale. Patterns
for these clusters are shown in the Glassmith Books on page 32 of catalog. Book numbers with patterns are
listed in parenthesis below each cluster. (Background glass shown is NOT included with clusters.)
Mix & Match all GST Bevel Clusters for Quantity Discount!

#GST2R
Dove
12 pcs.
5” x 11”

#GST10 Bird of Prey
39 pcs. - 31” x 12” (#7876)

#GST2L
Dove
12 pcs.
5” x 11”

(#7874, #7876, #7903)
#GST12
Eagle 2
44 pcs. - 18” x 17”

#GST1
Polar Bear
13 pcs. - 8” x 7”
(#7876, #7874)

#GST3
Butterfly
9 pcs. - 6” x 7”
(#7874, #7876, #7901)

#GST5
Grapes
16 pcs. 6” x 7”
(#7874)
#GST4
Hummingbird
6 pcs. - 4” x 6”
(#7901)
#GST9
Lg. Hummer
24 pcs. - 6” x 9”
(#7876,)
#GST17
Loon
15 pcs.
13” x 6”
(#7903)

#GST6
Dragonfly
10 pcs. - 10” x 6”
(#7876)
#GST7R
#GST7L
Sm. Dove-Rt Sm. Dove-Lt
5 pcs. - 5” x 7” 5 pcs. - 5” x 7”
(#7874)

#GST15R
#GST15L
Peacock
Peacock
18 pcs.
18 pcs.
29” x 9”
29” x 9”
(#7901)

#GST13
Horse
12 pcs. 7” x 10”

#GST16
Dolphin
9 pcs. - 5” x 13”
(#7903)

#GST22
2 Calla Lilies
10 pcs. 6” x 7” (ea.)
(#7879)

#GST27
Owlet
15 pcs. - 8” x 11”

#GST14
Sailboat
5 pcs. - 10” x 7”
(#7879)

#GST19
Hummingbird
7 pcs. - 6” x 6”
(#7903)

#GST29
Marlin Clear
15 pcs. - 13” x 13”

Mix & Match all GST Bevel Clusters for Quantity Discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#GST18R
Blue heron
23 pcs. 31” x 12”
(#7879

#GST18L
Blue heron
23 pcs. 31” x 12
#7903)

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

GST Colored Bevel Clusters

#GST102CL
#GST102CR
Iris - Blue
Iris - Blue
10 pcs. - 9” x 10” 10 pcs. - 9” x 10”
(#7876)

#GST106C
Twin Hummers
Blue/Green/Clear
14 pcs. - 5” x 5” ea.

#GST124C
Ram
Brown/Grey/Clear
20 pcs. - 11” x 13”

#GST130C
Buck
Tan/Grey
11 pcs. - 11” x 19”

#GST104C
Grapes
Blue/Green
16 pcs. - 6” x 7”

#GST103C
Morning Glory
Blue
9 pcs. - 6” x 7”

#GST109C
Garden Leaves Green, 6 pcs. approx. 4” x 2”
(#7879)

#GST125C
Elephant
Grey/Clear
16 pcs. - 11” x 11”

#GST131C
Blue Parrot
Blue/Amber
25 pcs. - 7” x 18”

#GST113C
3 Butterflies
Blue/Green/Clear
12 pcs. - 3” x 4” ea.
(#7879)

#GST121C
Rose - Amethyst
14 pcs. - 6” x 6”
(Leaves not included)

(#7879)

#GST127C
Orca
Grey/Clear
11 pcs. - 14” x 10”

#GST132C
Green Parrot
Green/Yellow/Red
25 pcs. - 7” x 18”

#GST128C
Green Bamboo Leaves
7 pcs. - Approx. 1” x 7”.
(20” dia. Pattern)

#GST134C
Grey Teddy
Grey/Clear
17 pcs. - 6½” x 8¼”
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#GST105C
Waterlily
Yellow
10 pcs. - 10” x 8”

#GST123C
Parrot
Red/Blue

(Leaves & Branches
not included)

20 pcs. - 6” x 18” tall

#GST129C
Bumble Bee
11 pcs. 4” x 7”

#GST136C
Cockatiel
Gray/Yellow/Clear
31 pcs. - 8” x 17”

Mix & Match all GST Bevel Clusters for Quantity Discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Cat #
7422
7530
7568
7725
7530
7037
7544
7308
7872
7973
7800
7014
7081
7773
7714
7079
7617
7341
7074
7055
7571
7253
7091
7113
7578
7436
7811
7534
7778
7909
7194
7209
7182
7167
7746
7569
7450
7547
7080
7757
7126
7655
7870
7211
7823
7987
7519
7176
7999
7696
7171
7813
7835
7892
7638
7731
7294
7022
7918
7137

Alphabetical Book List
Title

Page
Cat #
Title
Page
Cat #
Numeric
D
10 Pieces…or less!................................27
7092 Dance of Life, The................................31 7138
15 Pieces…or less!................................27
7791 Decorative Doorways Book & CD........37
20 Pieces…or less!................................27
7218 Deep Blue Sea.......................................30 7086
25 Pieces…or less!................................27
7291 Destination Innovation..........................68 7822
30 Pieces…or less!................................27
7786 Dimensional Mosaics............................51 7759
300 S. G. Cabinet Door Designs...........36
7456 Distinctive Vases...................................33 7255
390 Traditional S.G. Designs................35
7726 Dog Show II..........................................30
1000 Great Glass Painter’s Motifs........33
7749 Doorways, Windows & Transoms.........36 7383
A
7837
E
A Break in Time....................................32
7207
7781 Easy Stained Glass Patterns For
A Dog Show in Stained Glass...............30
7967
Traditional Doorways............................36 7597
A Gallery of Suncatchers......................28
7002 Easy-to-Make Lightcatchers..................27
A Host of Angels, Vol. 1.......................34
Aanraku Eclectic...................................29
7468 Easy Victorian Florals...........................28 7832
About the Sea........................................30
7451 Elegant Lamps.......................................38 7844
Alphabets...............................................35
7493 English Lead Lites.................................35 7132
American Quilts Patterns - Vol. I..........31
7006 Everything You Wanted To Know About
7906
Angel Companions................................34
Fusing... But Had No One To Ask............67 7160
Angels Butterflies Crosses....................34
7461 Exotic Art of Bracelet Forming, The....68 7947
Antique S. G. For the Home.................25
F
7249
Art Nouveau Pattern Book....................36
7128 Fabulous Fish.........................................29 7831
Art Nouveau Windows S.G. Pattern.....36
7240 Fire & Ice..............................................68 7201
Art of Fusing Pictures in Glass, The.....67
7020 Floral Pattern Book...............................30 7147
Art Strips...............................................31
7433 Flowers and Fruits.................................28 7234
Arts and Crafts S.G. Pattern Book........28
7643 Fun With Fusing....................................68 7933
B
7090 Fuse It!...................................................67 7562
Backyard Mosaics.................................51
7130 Fused Glass Handbook..........................67 7853
Basic Stained Glass Making..................26
7222
G
Basically Bevels....................................32
7117 Garden Angels & Accents.....................34
Bead Chain Boxes/Mirrors/Displays.....33
7087 Garden Art in Glass...............................29 7414
Beads of Glass.......................................66
7381
Beginning Fusing & Beyond.................68
7838 Garden Harmonies.................................67
7035
Beginning Patterns.................................31
7833 Garden Lights w/CD.............................34
7230
Beginning Patterns II.............................31
7424 Glass Angels..........................................34
7879
Bevel Window Designs.........................37
7193 Glass Art From the Kiln........................68
7084
Beveled Glass For Your Home..............37
7762 Glass Decor Outdoors...........................29 7088
Beyond Beginnings...............................31
7175 Glass Engraving Course........................56 7874
Birdbaths & Borders..............................51
7891 Glass Forming w/Mold Block System...68 7373
Birds of North America.........................29
7071 Glass Kiln Casting w/Colour de Verre...67 7958
Birds of North America 2......................29
7322 Glass on Glass.......................................51
Book of Fans, The.................................39
7930 Glass Whirls..........................................27 7728
Book on Glass Plating, The...................36
7935 Glass Whirls Too...................................27 7217
Bottle Art...............................................16
7901 Glassmith Studios Designs-Series 1......32 7855
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7760 Golden Days..........................................28 7133
C
7899
H
Candle Rings & Box Lanterns..............31
7605 Hanging Gardens...................................30 7481
Celtic Designs........................................28
Celtic SG Pattern Book.........................28
7577 Holiday Magic in Glass.........................28 7592
Chimes for All Seasons........................33
7384 Holiday 25 Pieces...or Less...................27 7449
Classic Alphabets..................................35
7131 Horses in Leaded Glass.........................30 7448
Classic Stained Glass Vector Designs...26
7467 How to Design Stained Glass................26 7532
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Coastal Lights........................................27
I
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7943 Illuminated Art Glass............................38 7483
7423
Contemporary Designs..........................37
7085 Illuminations..........................................32
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7157 In Full Bloom........................................30
Cottage Garden......................................30
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Cozy Corners.........................................31
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Create A Blessing..................................34
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300 Stained Glass Cabinet Doors
The complete line art
for all 300 designs
in the Stained glass
Cabinet Doors book
(#7037). Full-size
Scans in .TIFF format
allow you to print out
your favorite patterns
in actual cabinet size.
Start designing your
new kitchen cabinets today!
#CD300

Glass Eye 2000 Software
The industry standard for stained glass design
software! You’ll have the tools to draw lines,
curves, circles, and polygons of various widths.
Arrange lines with tools
for resizing, rotating,
stretching, flipping &
reflecting. Add color
to your design from an
unlimited color palette
and 15 glass textures.
Includes design library
of over 400 patterns.
Import & export BMP
and JPEG images, as well
as scanned images of
existing patterns. Automatically numbers pieces.
#2000CD

Collectible Books
Tiffany Studios’ Techniques

What a spectacular book! Over 300 full color pages of L. C. Tiffany’s
finest work in stained glass windows, lamps, mosaics, enamelling and
pottery. Can today’s artist/craftsperson create comparable artworks?
Find the answer in these pages, as dozens of contemporary artists create
fabulous art inspired by and often duplicating the techniques of Tiffany
Studios! You will be inspired as well!
#7000-EE

Antique Stained Glass For the Home
A fantastic, full-color treasury of actual antique stained glass window
photographs. An invaluable reference for commissions or to create the
perfect window in your home. Plus, reprints of two original stained glass
window catalogs - one circa 1900, and the other from 1927, with original
prices from $1.25/sq. ft!
#7074-Y

Stained Glass Windows & Doors
Antique gems for today’s home! Over 500 color photos showing the
artistry of antique windows and doors from Europe and the U.S. This is
an invaluable resource for stained glass craftspeople, home restorers and
collectors alike. Includes dimensions, historical information and a current
price guide. Hardcover 192 pg.
#7624-Y

The Mosaics of Louis Comfort Tiffany
Just when you thought you had seen everything created by the genius of
L. C. Tiffany, here is an exclusive book of Tiffany mosaic masterpieces!
Over 700 full color photos showcase Tiffany’s magnificent mosaic art,
highlighting over 70 installations in mansions, public buildings and
churches. Many of the photos are published here for the first time, and
includes details of Tiffany’s mosaic techniques and the unique glass he
used in them. Discover and enjoy this unexplored aspect of Tiffany’s work
- Glass Mosaics! Hardcover 32 pg.
#7222-EE
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Instruction Books
#7137-I

#7137-I

#7153-G

#7180-J

#7181-F

#7243-K

#7249-S

#7281-I

#7436-N

#7467-J

#7488-S

#7545-I

#7674-G

#7735-G

#7977-S

#7999-AA

Creative Stained Glass

A concise instruction book with up to the minute techniques for both
copper foil & lead came construction. 27 projects, primarily panels, that
are tasteful & contemporary with detailed instructions for each. Full
color.
#7153-G Simply Soldered
There is more to soldering than just stained glass lamps! Step-by-step
color photos show you how to create fun jewelry pins, bracelets and
necklaces, picture frames, pendants and other ‘pretty little things’!
#7180-J Introduction to Stained Glass
Comprehensive do-it-yourself manual, with information on tools, supplies
and techniques, plus patterns for 17 easy-to-make projects.
#7181-F Quick Success
Full color beginner’s guide, explaining tools, supplies & techniques, with
18 full size patterns designed to get you crafting as quickly as possible!
#7243-K Sell Your Crafts On EBAY
How about a new outlet to sell your stained glass, mosaics & fused glass?
Sell your work on EBAY - the social trend that became a cottage industry!
Over 200 tactics, tips and tricks to maximize your profit potential online.
#7249-S Making Stained Glass Panels
Make your first stained glass panel! 10 full-size patterns and detailed
instructions for the basic steps in working with stained glass. 216 pages
with 741 color photos to guide you step by step. Includes a chapter on
repairing stained glass.
#7281-I Solder Magic
Instructions and patterns for creative, decorative soldering. Create cast
solder ornaments, ‘draw’ with solder, copper tooling and more.
#7436-N Basic Stained Glass Making
All the skills & tools you need to get started. 137 pg. book is one of the
best we’ve seen with 768 close up, step-by-step color photos! Precise
instructions for constructing a foiled panel, lead came panel, lampshade,
Holiday candle, 3-D star & floral mirror, plus basic repair skills.
#7467-J How to Design Stained Glass
A concise manual for designing, resizing, enlarging, and special
techniques in copper foil & lead came, advanced instruction. 84 patterns,
and much more! 166 pg.
#7488-S Introduction to Glass Plating
Glass plating is the technique popularized by Tiffany of using multiple
glass layers to create depth, shadows, texture & colors not possible within
a single layer window. 32 page instruction book with 5 full size plated
pattern sets up to 12” x 15” for the window panels shown on the cover.
#7545-I Stained Glass Basics
144 pg. Well photographed lessons to cut, foil, and solder your first
project, as well as 30 more! Learn about glass types, tools, techniques
and materials.
#7674-G Pricing Your Craftwork
Learn to develop pricing strategies, keep necessary records, cut tax bills
and boost your income! Practical concepts for any craft business!
160 pages with sample forms.
#7735-G Sell Your Crafts Online
The latest information to start selling online or to increase your current
sales! Over 500 free and low cost promotional ideas to get more links,
traffic and sales. Explore 85 sites including Etsy and Ebay that sell crafts.
Get reviews on over 50 community and blog sites that seek new products
to write about. Plus much more useful and timely information. 134 pg.
#7977-S Stained Glass For Dummies
This new addition to the popular ‘Dummies’ series will show you the
easiest way to learn traditional stained glass and hot glass crafting in a
kiln! 320 pg. full color book covers step-by-step instructions, tools, glass
selection, project patterns, introduction to glass fusing kilns and much
more.
#7999-AA Classic Stained Glass Vector Designs
Think BIG with highly scalable vector-based graphics! A treasury of 202
classic designs can be enlarged to nearly unlimited sizes without any loss
of image quality. Complete instructions for opening the CD of vector
images into Illustrator or Photoshop programs. Includes 24 stained glass
textures on the CD. Use with Windows 05 thru Vista or all Macs.
128 pg. book PLUS CD.
Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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#7002-D Easy-to-Make Lightcatchers
67 full size patterns printed on heavy paper stock, ready to cut out.
Suncatchers include flowers, animals, fruit, birds, holiday motifs & more.
#7201-C Mandala Stained Glass Pattern Book
Mandalas are circular patterns that draw the eye inward to their center,
encouraging concentration and meditation. Beautiful to look at, feature
shapes and patterns from the natural world - crescents, spirals, crosses,
stars, flowers, vines and more. 99 line drawings.
#7215-C Suncatchers
120 full size patterns for attractive flower suncatchers, birds, butterflies,
fruit, ladies, animals, fish, sea shells and many more.

#7002-D

#7201-C

#7215-C

#7384-L Holiday 25 Pieces...or Less!
Each of the projects is easy to make and contains less than 26 pieces of
glass. 26 designs for panels and suncatchers for celebrating Christmas,
Hanukah and Kwanza. All are shown in color pictures and include
construction tips.
#7422-K 10 Pieces…or Less
How can a panel so simple look so good? 34 designs that contain 10
pieces of glass or less go together fast and easy but look complex.
Includes florals, critters, landscapes, and seasonal...with color variations
galore! Great for students & beginners, perfect for last minute gifts.

#7422-K

#7384-L

#7478-K 15 Pieces…or Less
27 patterns for simple yet dramatic stained glass panels, each shown in
full color. Most designs are 7-1/2” x 10” with optional borders.
#7530-K 30 Pieces…or Less!
34 full size designs each containing less than 30 pieces. Patterns include
penguins, butterflies, leaves, cyclist, poodle, lantern, rainbow, lava lamp,
flowers, dragonfly, sandpipers & more, all shown in full color.
#7568-K 20 Pieces…or Less!
Look what you can do with patterns of just 20 pieces or less! Simple,
fast, and charming designs include flowers, animals, fruit, geometrics and
nautical scenes. Panel sizes up to 7½” x 10”.
#7696-I

#7478-K

#7530-K

#7568-K

#7696-I

#7725-K

#7814-G

Coastal Lights
Seven lighthouse designs that overlay on a single piece of glass for a
dramatic background. Sizes range from 6” x 11” to 10” x 14”. Color
photos and instructions.

#7725-K 25 Pieces…or Less!
Looking For a Little More Challenge? 22 exciting full size patterns
for small panels up to 10” x 13”. Each is nicely drawn with individual
instructions and full color photo.
#7814-G Star Quality
Create fabulous 3-dimensional stars, votive candleholders, sparkling
centerpieces, and Christmas tree decorations! Full size patterns
accompany detailed step-by-step instructions with photographs.
#7930-S Glass Whirls
12 full size patterns for glass sculptures of birds and butterflies
surrounded by colorful glass rings 5” to 9” in diameter. These unique
3-D sculptures will “whirl” in the breeze!
#7935-U Glass Whirls Too
15 ‘whirling’ 3-D sculptures include sailboats, fish, parrots, porpoises,
dolphins, lighthouse & more, set in sparkling glass rings.

#7930-S

#7935-U

Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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Suncatcher Books
#7113-C Arts And Crafts Stained Glass Pattern Book
A garden of florals inspired by the elegant simplicity of the arts and
crafts movement, framed by oval, square, rectangular and round borders.
73 black & white designs to be enlarged.

#7113-C

#7116-N Stained Glass Music
This pattern book will be music to your eyes! 20 realistic patterns for
musical instruments including a saxophone, violin, flute, clarinet, grand
piano, guitars, trumpet, drum set and more. Plus a 30” long fold-out
pattern for a musical staff and notes! Make a great gift for your favorite
musician or music lover

#7116-N

#7264-J Wild & Free
Over two dozen realistic patterns for North American wildlife that can
be used as suncatchers or enlarged to window size. Include: eagles,
raccoon, chipmunk, bison, bears, coyote, rattlesnake, and a striking
panoramic of wild mustangs!
#7396-I

#7264-J

#7396-I

#7433-C

Stained Glass Snowflakes
Every snowflake that falls from the sky has a unique crystalline design.
Unlike actual snowflakes, these projects won’t melt when you touch
them. You can hang them in your windows and admire each one-of-akind creation every winter.

#7433-C Flowers and Fruits
67 patterns of floral and fruit motifs to be enlarged. Poppies, roses,
apples, plums, dahlias, tulips, rhododendron, and many more!
#7468-C

Easy Victorian Florals
100 line drawings of Victorian florals in oval, rectangular, square and round
formats. They are as easy to execute as they are attractive!

#7490-F Simply Outside
31 full size patterns for stained glass accents for your garden, things in
rings, pets and pals to liven up your patio! From novice to intermediate
skill level.

#7468-C

#7490-F

#7577-L

#7577-L Holiday Magic In Glass
47 Christmas ornament patterns from 3”-10” tall, including angels,
Santas, snowmen, reindeer, tree ornaments, a nativity & more holiday
favorites!
#7740-I

Stained Glass Leaves
30 patterns for stained glass leaves, including magnolia, holly, sumac,
ginkgo-biloba, maples, oaks, willows and more. Info as to where these
leaves are found around the world, with construction tips and wire usage.

#7760-K Golden Days
A gathering of peaceful scenes from nature’s big backyard. 16 small
panels and 10 suncatchers of birds, mice, koi, swans, duckling and more.
Nicely drawn, detailed patterns each shown in full color.

#7740-I

#7800-J A Gallery of Suncatchers
40 bright and colorful suncatchers in a variety of themes. Lead wrapped
glass for easy assembly. Includes a teapot, hummingbird, birdhouses,
coffee cup, quilt squares, sports themes, Christmas, pets and animals, and
a teachers apple!

#7760-K

#7823-I

#7800-J

#7823-I

#7987-C

Celtic Designs
18 Celtic inspired designs, in color, includes knot work, spirals,
zoomorphics (ornaments based on animal forms), crosses, and a
shamrock! Full size patterns can be used for panels, stepping stones,
lightcatchers and mosaics.

#7987-C Celtic Stained Glass Pattern Book
Designs featuring the ancient beauty of Celtic art and ornamentation.
91 patterns to be enlarged, depicting mythical creatures, geometric knots,
and motifs from the Book of Kells, and other abstract designs.
Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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#7081-G Aanraku Eclectic
An eclectic variety of 26 window patterns to be enlarged. Each shown in
full color. Includes: seascapes, florals, birds, Japanese figures & more!
#7087-J Garden Art In Glass
Patterns for garden stakes, plant stakes, trivets and tiles for the garden
and indoors that can either be fused or created in stained glass.
Instruction and designs for dragonflies, frogs, fairies, birds, ladybugs,
snails, and more.
7128-L

Fabulous Fish
36 pg. of suncatcher size fish patterns for both fusing and foiling! Use
you most colorful glass to make these beautiful tropical fish. Color
suggestions and complete fusing instructions.

#7087-J

#7081-G

#7147-C Marine Animals
82 designs for a wide variety of sea life that can be enlarged: eel,
octopus, tropical fish, crab, sea gulls, whale, dolphin, sea horse, and
more.
#7381-C Nature Designs
78 designs focused on nature themes: birds, small animals and fish,
many plants, and abstract designs. Adaptable for windows, transoms,
sidelights, and mirrors.
#7403-H Stained Glass Roosters & Other Birds
15 full-size patterns up to 13” tall of country roosters, hen, turkey, owl,
duck, penguins, parrot and other birds, each shown in color on the front
cover.

#7128-L

#7147-C

#7381-C

#7403-H

#7450-J

#7547-J

#7666-L

#7762-K

#7785-I

#7450-J Birds of North America
18 full size patterns of ducks, loons, owls, blue jays, chickadees,
woodpeckers, & more. Very attractive patterns, each shown in full color.
#7547-J Birds of North America 2
17 more full size bird patterns that feature swans, whooping crane,
cardinals, bald eagle, puffin, pheasant, a Canada goose, and a variety of
ducks.
#7666-L State Birds in Stained Glass
51 designs for suncatchers of the official bird of each state, and the
District of Columbia. Most measure 10” and have instructions to create
larger panels.
##7762-K Glass Decor Outdoors
15 fused glass and 10 foiled projects for colorful garden stakes, bird
seed holders, hummingbird feeders, glass flowers, wind chimes &
more! Unique outdoor projects that combine copper wire & tubing with
decorative glass.
#7785-I

Realistic Hummingbirds
18 full size patterns of different species of the ever popular
hummingbird! Instructions for choosing realistic glass, as well as
displaying your hummingbirds using dried flowers, driftwood and pine
cones. Three additional projects include a hibiscus panel and two floral
display pieces.

#7870-H Butterflies, Nature’s Stained Glass
With their bright colors and black veining, butterflies are like little
stained glass windows! 23 different species in various sizes, with
information on each species, colors and habitat. Simple projects for any
beginner!
#7944-H Realistic Duck Decoys
16 full size patterns modeled from duck decoys. Each approx. 13” long,
includes Mallard, Wood Duck, Canvasback, Pintails and more

#7870-H

#7944-H

Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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Floral & Nature Books

#7010-H Terrariums & Planters
More than 30 designs for stained glass planters from simple pots to an
elaborate crystal palace! Over 60 photos plus a guide to selecting and
caring for terrarium plants.
#7020-C Floral Pattern Book
96 lovely floral patterns in a variety of styles, from realistic to abstract &
geometric. Each is designed to be enlarged for windows.
#7131-I

#7020-C

#7010-H

Horses In Leaded Glass
If you love horses, you will love this book! 19 patterns to be enlarged
as windows, shown in full color. These include a girl and her pony, the
Arabian, a Palomino foal, show jumper, fox hunters, western pleasure,
cowgirl rider and more.

#7157-J In Full Bloom
19 floral themed designs with color suggestions and instructions for
pattern enlargement. The ‘Blooming’ panel designs are exquisite, often
using only the simplest of lines to create beautiful bud designs of roses,
lilies, iris, sunflowers and more.

#7131-I

#7157-J

#7217-L

#7217-L Orchids In Glass
One in every seven flowering plants on earth is an orchid! Now you can
add your own varieties with these 17 stunning orchid projects including
11 window panels, 4 lampshades and 2 jewelry boxes. Each project is
shown in full color with full size patterns up to 14” x 19” in size.
#7218-L Deep Blue Sea
Discover the underwater paradise of our coastal waters! 32 pages of
projects include a coral reef teeming with tropical fish, graceful sea
horses, dolphins, octopus, jellyfish, stingrays and many more reef fish.
#7230-C Nautical Designs
100 challenging nautical designs to be enlarged. You can almost smell
the salt air in these rich, nautical scenes of lighthouses, sailing vessels,
shorebirds and numerous marine animals, coral and fish.

#7218-L

#7230-C

#7605-K

#7605-K Hanging Gardens
Stained glass blossoms for year-round color – prefer full sun, no
watering! 18 full size patterns for colorful floral baskets using the lead
wrapping method. Fast, easy method, no precise glass cutting or fitting
is required!
#7705-K Tropical Breezes
Dreams of the tropics! 40 full size patterns of lush tropical flowers, birds
and wildlife for suncatchers, fan lamps and small panels up to 7” x 10”.
Tree frogs, magnolias, orchids, geckos, toucans, macaws, and more!

#7705-K

#7726-K

#7773-J

#7726-K Dog Show II
18 more realistic patterns of your favorite pooches! Terriers, Schnauzer,
Bichon Frise, Lab, Sheepdog, Poodle and Afghan are some of the breeds
represented. Each shown in color with instructions.
#7773-J About the Sea
14 full size patterns, each 10” x 16” for tropical fish, lighthouses, a sea
turtle, scuba diver, and sailboat. Optional instructions are included for
adding unique fused glass accents on the colorful tropical fish.
#7892-I

#7892-I

#7973-K

Cottage Garden
A potpourri of petunias, morning glory, violets, fuchsia, tulips, roses,
clematis, daffodil, primrose, lilac, hollyhock and begonia panels,
suncatchers and table mirrors, for your enjoyment. 21 projects in all!

#7973-K A Dog Show in Stained Glass
24 patterns of classic canines for desk sets, suncatchers, and night lights.
Include Boxer, German Shepard, Retriever, Terriers, Dachshund, Beagle,
Great Dane, Collie, Dalmatian, Cocker Spaniel, Greyhound, & more.
Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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#7079-G American Quilts
48 Classic quilt block designs shown in full color. Popular patterns
include Pinwheel, Shadowbox, Tumbling Blocks, Wedding Ring, House,
Drunkards Path, Bear Paws and more.
#7091-I

Art Strips
10 patterns for fun ‘strip’ panels to fill small, narrow spaces between
doors or windows or to fill sidelights in entryways. Display a group of 3
or more for a bigger impact on a wall or in a window. Patterns are easily
adapted to fit your space needs.

#7092-J The Dance of Life
Although a dance disappears when it is finished, some performances are
so memorable that the dancer is never forgotten. The author captures
these moments in her 19 evocative glass panels. Crafters will have fun
recreating the ballet, the waltz, the cha cha, a pas de deux or scenes from
a dance class, as well as many other historical and contemporary dance
styles from around the globe.

#7079-G

#7091-I

#7092-J

#7161-K Water Works
Bring the soothing sound of gently running water into your home! For
“Feng Shui” devotees, water fountains can energize your wealth corner!
Full size patterns and detailed instructions for building ten unique stained
glass fountains, both table top and wall mounted.!
#7194-K Beginning Patterns
40 great designs for beginners and students. Full-size patterns of flowers,
birds, contemporary & victorian panels up to 10” x 16” shown in color.

#7161-K

#7194-K

#7209-K Beginning Patterns II
Second in a series of full size 10” x 16” patterns for the beginning glass
crafter! 20 primarily geometric patterns designed for lead came and 20
patterns of wildlife, florals and traditional designs for copper foil panels.
#7211-I

Candle Rings And Complementary Box Lanterns
Bring a cozy glow to your home with candle rings and matching box
lanterns lit with candles. Nine design themes include Lily, Calla Lily,
Tulip and Bay Leaf. Each project shown in full color with instructions.

#7599-H Sensational Jewelry In Glass
Classy copper foiled necklace medallions and matching earrings. 15
design motifs include Hummingbird, Butterfly, Leaf, Nautilus, Hibiscus
and more! Instructions for hanging with beaded chain and wire knitting.
#7638-I

#7209-K

#7211-I

#7599-H

#7638-I

#7744-G

#7746-L

Cozy Corners
17 pretty corner designs from flowers to angels for any doorway or
corner in your home. Slide in new corners for holidays or to change your
decor!

#7744-G Window Enhancements I
Clear the cobwebs from your window corners and add these colorful
accents! Fourteen pairs of triangular corners approx. 7” x 9” will
brighten the view out of any window. Each shown in full color with
instructions for mounting
#7746-L Beyond Beginnings
40 full-size patterns up to 10” x 16” for intermediate crafters to further
develop their skills. An eclectic mix of traditional and stylized forms
and geometrics, that lend themselves to the wide array of glass available
today. Each shown in full color.
#7868-I

Stained Glass Wall Mirrors
A mirror can make a statement in a room, especially when it is made of
beautiful stained glass! Design motifs include rectangle, round and oval
shapes. Tips for working with mirror glass are also included.

#7893-I

Time For Glass
It’s always Time For Glass! Two books in one featuring 11 fun projects
that can be made with fused glass or as traditional stained glass pieces.
They are created with only a few pieces of glass, making these clocks
easy to create..

#7868-I

#7893-I

Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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#7011-H Stained Glass Boxes
Instructions and patterns to make 34 stained glass boxes, ranging from
mini ring boxes to a storage box for 20 audio cassettes. Full color.
#7085-J Illuminations
36 pages of stained glass patterns for display panels, fanscapes and night
lights. 3 sections: From the Sea (Sea Horses, Shells, Octopus, Jellyfish),
From the Garden: (Violets, Daffodils, Tulips, Morning Glories), and From
the Sky: (Herons, Birds, Butterflies, Hummingbirds). Color photos &
detailed instructions.

#7011-H

#7085-J

#7311-H

#7311-H Western & Rodeo Designs
15 full-size patterns up to 10” x 12” of Cowboys, Cowgirls, Square
Dancers, Cowboy Boot & Hat, a Sheriff’s Badge and more. Create
beautiful suncatchers, panels and stepping stones.
#7416-G Tissue Cozies 1
Change those ugly household tissue boxes into 3-D works of art! Designs
for regular, family and vanity box sizes include seashore, flowers, fruits,
parrot, abstract and more. These would make great gifts or hot craft show
sellers!
#7811-I

#7416 #7416-G

#7811-I

Basically Bevels
16 full-size patterns for small bevel panels constructed entirely with stock
straight line mitered bevels with an occasional accent of color! Quick
& easy panels with very little glass cutting (and all of those cuts are
straight).

#7855-G Ornate Crosses 2 In Stained Glass
11 new designs for Crosses from 7” to 18” tall including one with a
votive candle shelf and one with doors that open to reveal a heart in the
center!
#7872-K A Break in Time
Over 60 designs for a whole variety of subjects - including florals for
windows, doors, sidelites and transoms. Birds, animals, butterfly and
nautical panels, plus suncatchers, with something for everyone!

#7855-G

#7872-K

#7874-K

#7874-K Northern Lights
A second collection of 86 great pattern ideas for panels, windows and
suncatchers including a 14” x 20” pattern using the Polar Bear (#GST1)
cluster. Other designs can be made using the GST beveled butterfly,
grapes, dragonfly and doves.
#7876-K Work in Progress
Third in the series of 63 delightful window, door and suncatcher patterns
to be enlarged. Designs are included that can be used with the Polar
Bear (GST1), hummingbird, doves, butterfly and dragonfly bevel clusters.

#7876-K
.

#7879-K

#7901-J

#7879-K The Next Book
The newest book from Glassmith Studios features more than 80 window
panels to be enlarged, many can use their beautiful line of bevel clusters
(see pg. 22-23 of our supply catalog). Plus full size patterns for two panel
table lamps of butterflies.
Glassmith Studios Designs Portfolios
Each portfolio contains a full size lamp pattern and six window patterns
in a variety of shapes and sizes. Many can use optional GST bevel
clusters in the design. GST bevel cluster numbers in parenthesis.
#7901-J Series 1 - Hummingbirds (#GST4), calla lilies (#GST22), butterfly
(#GST3), peacock (#GST15L) and sailboat.
##7903-J Series 3 - Loon (#GST17), heron (#GST18R), dolphin (#GST16),
hummingbird (#GST19), dove (#GST2) and a spider web (#GST20).
#7967-L

#7903-J

#7967-L

Lighthouse Kaleidoscopes Plus
Here are 15 full-size kaleidoscopes and ‘teleidoscope’ patterns for the
St. Augustine Lighthouse, plus 2 submarines, a jet plane, 2 trailer trucks,
2 railroad cars and more! Each shown in full color with detailed instructions

Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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#7119-N The Stained Glass Garden
Grow a glass garden -– of stained glass flowers, butterflies, bird feeders
and lanterns – to beautify any space in your home. Close up color photos
with instruction in both copper foil and lead came. 128 pages.
#7160-P Making Stained Glass Boxes
Very detailed step-by-step color photos show exactly how to assemble
corners, attach hinges and lids, work with mirrored glass, add feet, and
much more! Plus 6 stained glass box patterns. 154 pg.
#7234-F Mirrors & Frames
27 full size mirror frames plus 16 overlay patterns which can be
combined in countless designs! Extensive instruction section includes
how to prevent ‘black edge’ on your mirrors.
#7308-I

#7119-N

#7160-P

#7234-F

#7308-I

#7456-J

#7465-E

1000 Great Glass Painter’s Motifs
Popular motifs for painting on glass, glass etching or other craft projects!
Divided into sections by number for easy reference. Choose from
flowers, foliage, figures, alphabets, Valentine, Easter, birds, seashore,
fruit, borders, and more. 512 pages.

#7456-J Distinctive Vases
16 full size patterns for stunning, decorative vases to hold dried flowers
or display by themselves. From 6” to 19” tall, they make attractive gifts!
#7465-E	 Stained Glass Photo Frames, Revised
Frame your favorite photographs with stained glass for a personalized
look! A lovely book of 20 full-size photo frame patterns of floral,
nautical, geometric, baby themes and more, each drawn in 4” x 6” and 5”
x 7” sizes! Instructions are included for using picture frame easel backs.
#7519-L Chimes For All Seasons
Fuse or foil – you decide! Each of these 15 delightful wind chimes has
instructions for making them either way. Chimes for Christmas, Easter
bunnies, Valentine hearts, champagne glasses, hummingbirds, autumn
leaves, remembrance ribbons & more.
#7534-K Bead Chain Boxes Mirrors & Displays
24 easy full size patterns for stained glass boxes, hand mirrors and
display cases trimmed with brass ball chain and other embellishments.
#7671-I

#7519-L

#7534-K

#7671-I

#7787-H

Starbursts
Kaleidoscopes create amazing symmetrical color images. Re-create
these magical images with these eleven ‘Starburst’ patterns. Designs
approx. 24” dia. and will fill your window with a brilliant splash of color!

#7787-H Sunseekers: Starburst Patterns for Stained Glass
Full size round, starburst suncatchers that are easy to make using only
basic stained glass skills! Add some jewels and nuggets and you’ve got
sunseekers for every window in your home, or as great gifts or quick
craft show sellers.
#7790-I

Stained Glass Corner Accents
If you don’t want to fill your entire window with glass, these corner
accents are for you! 12 full size patterns of autumn leaves, sun and
moon, dogwoods, seashells, holly leaves, sunflowers and more, fit in the
corners of your windows. Change your decor according to the seasons!

.

#7819-J Starcatchers
20 full-size starburst patterns 6” to 7½” in diameter. You can use any
combination of your favorite glass colors and textures in these easy-tocreate window hangings. Rather than filling up a window with one large
Starburst (#7671), you can hang several of these smaller Starcatchers to
liven up a room. They also make great gift items.
#7920-J Rev-It-Up
Create your favorite classic car in glass! 18 patterns include ’55 T-Bird,
’57 Vette, ’61 XKE, ’67 GTO, ’64 Mustang, ’59 Caddy, VW Bug &
more.

#7790-I

#7819-J

#7920-J

Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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#7014-H A Host of Angels, Volume 1
6 beautifully rendered full size angel patterns from 18” to 21” tall.
Angels of Hope, Prosperity, Love, Inspiration, Tranquility and Angel
Jennifer.
#7117-G Garden Angels & Accents
Over 100 full-size patterns of unique garden accents! Colorful garden
sticks, angel butterflies, flower angels, suncatchers and more, using
jewels, nuggets, bevels, curly Q’s, filigree to create decorative and
colorful garden accessories, from 4” to 8” in size.

#7014-H

#7117-G

#7132-L

#7132-L Maidens, Myths And Mermaids
For centuries people have used mythology to explain great events of
human experience. Here are 40 patterns illustrating the legends of love,
adventure and conquest. These include the folklore of the mermaid,
chivalrous knights, dancing maidens, the Enchanted Forest, and more.
Each design is shown in color with 2 full size pull-out patterns
#7134-G Share Crosses
A simple way to share both stained glass and your feelings with others.
Make 2 of these simple crosses and give both of them to a loved one or
friend. They in turn can continue the sharing, by keeping one and giving
the other to a friend. 26 color patterns with enlarging recommendations.

#7138-C

#7134-G

#7138-C Japanese Designs
71 patterns to be enlarged, drawn from authentic sources such as Kimonos
and Ukuyoe print makers. Elaborate designs of Geishas, Pagodas,
Samurai, Koi, florals and landscapes.
#7341-H Angels Butterflies Crosses
24 full size patterns printed in portfolio format with removable pages.
From large 19” tall Angel & Cross patterns to sweet 6” butterflies, many
including glass jewel highlights.
#7424-H Glass Angels
Over 100 quick and easy Angel suncatchers using bevel cluster pieces,
glass jewels, scrap glass, filigrees and found objects. Personalize angels
for any occasion with scrapbook accents, birthstones, halos & charms.

#7341-H

#7424-H

#7617-L

#7617-L Angel Companions
23 elaborate Angel patterns for all seasons - Spring, Summer, Winter and
Autumn, as well as Serenity, Blessing, Compassion and more. Patterns
are up to 10” tall or may be enlarged to any size.
#7731-G Create A Blessing
Mix and match patterns to make simple adornments for large and small
church windows. Select a background and match it with a medallion that
conveys your message.
#7832-I

The Magic of Snowflakes
Create your own beautiful snowflakes using small diamond bevels, or cut
diamond shapes, and clear glass nuggets. 17 different full size patterns from
3” to 19” diameter for brilliant and unique snowflakes. (See our website for
bevel package #SNOWSET to make at least six snowflakes.)

#7731-G

#7832-I

#7833-V

#7833-V Garden Lights w/CD
20 patterns for unique solar powered lanterns and other garden accents,
including a glass top table, birdbath and a storage jar lantern. Detailed
instructions plus solar powered LED basics. Pattern CD also included.
#7844-I

The Magic of Snowflakes II
17 more great snowflake patterns using clear bevels, jewels, nuggets and cut
glass pieces, some elaborate ones using as many as 42 bevel pieces. Now you
can create your own beautiful snowflakes using small diamond bevels, or cut
diamond shapes, and clear glass nuggets. (See our website for bevel package
#SNOWSET4 which makes at least six snowflakes.)

#7844-I

#7958-T

#7958-T Nostalgic Stained Glass
A ‘best’ of compilation of 15 patterns from the original out-of-print
‘Nostalgic’ series of boxes, candle holders and picture frames.
Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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#7176-F Classic Alphabets
3 complete alphabet styles and 2 numeric styles. Instructions and
interesting ideas to use these alphabets in stained glass windows and
signs.

#7228-G Victorian Designs I
26 wonderful window, door and transom designs, to be enlarged, typical
of the Victorian Era. These traditional patterns include multiple borders,
stylized flowers, shells, ribbon, flourishes and bright colors. These
designs would make a handsome addition to any home.

#7176-F

#7228-G

#7237-G Victorian Designs II
26 designs for numbered transoms and windows from San Francisco.
Stunning color combinations and designs to enhance your home or
business entryway!
#7361-N Religious Stained Glass For Today
Over 80 designs, realistic to abstract, for church window commissions or
your home. Explains symbolism & colors as used in religious windows.
#7449-D Prairie Designs
56 designs for windows based on Frank Lloyd Wright’s ‘Prairie Era’
style of simplicity, unity and nature.
#7481-H Prairie Art Glass Drawings - Vol. I
20 precise, scale drawings of actual Frank Lloyd Wright windows with
information regarding intricate came styles and special glass. Windows
from the Dana, Bradley, Martin, Little, Hunt houses and more!
#7483-I

#7237-G

#7361-N

#7449-D

Prairie Style Panels
11 different designs inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright, each shown in 4
variations. Can be hung in your windows or easily resized for entry
doors, sidelights, transoms or cabinet doors. These straight line designs
are easy to cut and assemble.

#7493-G English Lead Lites
Simple lead came designs in the English cottage tradition that anyone
could make. 26 patterns taken from English dwellings, where even the
humblest home had a touch of elegance.

#7481-H

#7483-I

#7544-C 390 Traditional Stained Glass Designs
78 pages full of authentic Victorian and Edwardian era designs for
windows, transoms & sidelights. A great variety of designs!
#7592-H Prairie Art Glass Drawings - Vol. 2
20 scale drawings of original Frank Lloyd Wright windows, including an
11” x 17” foldout of the Dana house fountain doors. Technical drawings
from the Robie, Bach, Tomek, DeRhodes houses and others.
#7597-R Light Screens Illustrated
Frank Lloyd Wright’s windows are unique among stained glass windows.
He called them light screens, because the large areas of clear glass and
geometric zinc leading allow your eye to easily pass thru the window.
Full color, very detailed descriptions and patterns of major FLW window
designs.

#7493-G

#7544-C

#7597-R

#7714-G

#7592-H

#7714-G Alphabets
Create your own signs, street addresses, name plates and more, with these
4 alphabet sets. Includes upper and lower case letters plus numerals in
block, script, fun and funky styles.
#7834-C Tiffany Windows Stained Glass Pattern Book
Now you can replicate some of Louis C. Tiffany’s most famous windows,
by enlarging the 60 patterns in this new book. All of these designs are
elaborate and would make challenging projects!

#7834-C

Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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#7037-M 300 Stained Glass Cabinet Door Designs
300 line drawings to be enlarged, with 50 full color photos. The designs
are divided into 10 categories: Borders, Victorian, Art Nouveau, Wildlife,
Contemporary, Prairie, Floral, Scenic, Southwest and Bevel Clusters.
See also: #CD300 - 300 Stained Glass Cabinet Doors CD for full size
scans of each pattern, ready to print (page 44).

#7055-C

#7037-M

#7055-C Art Nouveau Pattern Book
104 flowing Art Nouveau style designs, which can be used whole or in
part, for windows, panels, suncatchers and other craft projects.
#7112-C Sidelights, Fanlights, and Transoms
180 Art Nouveau, Art Deco, florals, birds and geometric designs to be
enlarged for use in any entryway door, sidelight or transom window.
#7166-G Zodiac Stained Glass Patterns
60 pages of Zodiac symbols shown in line drawing and color. Each of the
12 symbols are shown in 5 different designs.
#7214-I

#7112-C

#7166-G

#7214-I

Prairie Style Miniatures
No room to make a full-size prairie-style window? These miniature
windows range in size from 3” x 5” to 6” x 10”. Lightcatchers are easy
to finish in just an afternoon! 24 full-size patterns shown in full color.

#7223-L Welcome Home
27 doorway patterns are modern designs of the ancient symbols meant to
bring harmony to your home. Designs include pineapples, the familiar
symbol of welcome, plus stars, tulips, rosettes, oak leaves, hearts, suns
and more to beautify your home.
#7255-J Kitchen Cabinets, Windows & Tiles
Over 350 line drawings to be enlarged. and 16 pages in full color for a
huge library of decorating ideas! Includes classic victorians, colorful
florals, prairie style, sparkling bevel clusters & more. Plus, fused, etched,
painted and mosaic designs for cabinet doors, transoms and tile borders!
#7371-F Simply Victorian
17 simple yet elegant designs for both the beginner and advanced
craftsperson, in classic Victorian style. Each design shown in full color.

#7255-J

#7223-L

#7423-J Prairie Style Small Glass Projects
The original construction of Frank Lloyd Wright windows explores the
types of glass and zinc leading used in detail for windows in seven of
Wright’s homes. Also included are eight full size patterns up to 10” x
15” for small panels and ornaments derived from his famous windows.
#7571-C Art Nouveau Windows SG Pattern Book
120 line drawings of sensuous flowing flowers and foliage to be enlarged.
Choose from circular, oval, arched and rectangular window shapes, both
simple & complex designs, in this ever-popular decorative style.

#7371-F

#7423-J

#7571-C

#7749-C Doorways, Windows & Transoms
99 designs to be enlarged for elegant windows surrounding your doorways
- transoms, sidelights and door windows. The patterns primarily have a
Victorian feel, with abstract, geometric and floral windows included.
A dazzling variety for your reference library.
#7757-S The Book on Glass Plating
63 pages on how to build leaded glass windows that look like painted
fine art! Advance the level of your craft with construction tips, advice
on glass selection & enhance ordinary patterns through plating, framing
secrets and more. Includes full-size 12” x 18” plated window project:
The Farm Road.

#7749-C

#7757-S

#7781-C

#7781-C Easy Stained Glass Patterns For Traditional Doorways
A treasury of 100 designs of Victorian era style, containing a wealth of
attractive floral and geometric patterns. Line drawings to be enlarged for
windows, sidelights, fan lights and transoms.
Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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#7035-G Nature’s Splender
60 native patterns, each with line drawing and full color photo. Very
detailed patterns include outstanding glass selections for beautiful
realistic 3-dimensional windows! A huge variety of motifs . See our
website for more examples from this beautiful new book.

#7078-Q Windows of Enduring Beauty
84 gorgeous color photos of the work of Preston Studios, FL. Styles
range from traditional beveled doorways to Tiffany inspired landscapes &
florals. Most windows are shown in room settings for beautiful effect.

#7078-Q

#7035-G

#7095-C Treasury of Traditional Stained Glass Designs
Nearly 400 illustrations of Victorian & Edwardian designs taken from
actual European windows.
#7167-I

Beveled Glass For Your Home
Over 250 designs to be enlarged, featuring transoms, cabinet doors and
corner windows.

#7182-J Bevel Window Designs
Over 100 design ideas using stock bevels and bevel clusters. Instructions
for enlarging, designing, framing & more.
#7242-Q Windows of Enduring Color
Striking full color book of beautiful windows from Preston Studios in
Florida. Extravagant entryways and bold windows feature colorful fauna
and wildlife, faux wrought iron designs, bevels and more! All designs
are completed windows shown installed in beautiful home settings.
Magnificent photography.

#7095-C

#7167-I

#7182-J

#7312-L Innovative Stained Glass Panels
Something for everyone in these 30 elaborate patterns. Well drawn
designs to be enlarged include Southwest scenes, florals, conch shells,
Victorian & Wildlife. Each shown in full color with beautiful glass
selections.

#7242-Q

#7596-Q Windows of Elegance
Second in the Studio Designer Series, this book is packed with over 100
color photographs and line drawings to portray the beauty of tropical,
floral, and beveled designs for windows and entryways.

#7312-L

#7603-W Windows For The Soul - Revised
Over 480 full color photos of ecclesiastic windows in every design
style. Includes fascinating text and anecdotes on the creative process,
fabrication, painting, installation & a chapter on restoring an original
Tiffany window.
#7728-V Old Stained Glass For The Home
Over 450 color photos of actual antique stained glass windows from the
early 1900’s They span several countries and many years, and the book
is a perfect source for recreating turn-of-the-century windows in a variety
of styles from geometric simplicity to Victorian intricacy. Full color.

#7596-Q

#7603-W

#7728-V

#7791-K Decorative Doorways Book & CD
60 pgs. of 151 designs to be enlarged for elegant sidelights, fanlights and
transom windows to decorate your home’s doorways and entry ways.
#7813-G Contemporary Designs
New and unique glass designs that are contemporary in feeling but
include elements from nature as well. 70 patterns each shown in full
color include abstracts, florals, wildlife and more. See our website for
additional pattern photos.
Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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#7022-E	 Creating Stained Glass Lampshades
Unavailable for years, this new reprint contains a wealth of information
on creating your own stained glass lampshade from beginning to
advanced. Detailed instructions for cutting glass, soldering, designing
a pattern, working on a lamp form, wiring, choosing a lamp base, and
more!

#7022-E

#7026-E	 Square Lamps
18 nicely drawn designs for square lampshades. Each may be made in
12”, 14” or 16” size by simply enlarging with a photocopier. Designs
include florals, hummingbirds, dragonflies, landscapes, songbirds,
Victorian, Art Nouveau, and an American flag motif.

#7026-E

#7373-F Northern Shades
25 full size lamp patterns from 8” to 21” dia. in both floral and geometric
styles, with a design for virtually any location. Complete instructions.
#7383-S Lampmaking Handbook
Porcelli. 134 pg. Packed with the information to make your first Tiffany
lamp, or to improve the quality of your next shade! Well illustrated.

#7373-F

#7383-S

#7445-D

#7445-D Tiffany-Style Lampshades
11 full-size patterns of Tiffany style shades ready to cut out. Includes
poppy, magnolia, grape, woodbine, dragonfly, wisteria & more! Designs
are quite elaborate, yet none require a mold.
#7448-D Prairie Lamps
Eighteen full size prairie designs for 12” square table lamps.

#7448-D

#7451-I

#7532-I

#7451-I

Elegant Lamps
16 spectacular full size patterns, many featuring stock size bevels. No
molds are needed to build these contemporary style panel lamps, which
range in size from 10” to 21” in diameter.

#7532-I

Prairie Style Lampshades & Lanterns
Five full size patterns for lampshades and four lanterns, all in the clean
geometric style of the early 1900’s prairie school.

#7613-K Innovative Panel Lamps
21 simple to cut lamps from 12” to 14” dia. Each design is enhanced
with wirework, copper overlays & decorative soldering that add
personality & texture to the finished shade. Each shown in color with
full size patterns.
#7831-S Making Tiffany Lamps
How to create a museum-quality authentic reproduction using the
Odyssey Lamp Mold system. Full Color. 107 pg.

.

#7613-K

#7831-S

#7837-L The Lamps of Frank Lloyd Wright
Construction details for 16 of his most famous lamps, along with scale
drawings and material specs. Wealth of information never before
available.
#7943-R Illuminated Art Glass
Here’s something new in lampshades – kiln slumped and fused glass
shades. Advanced techniques of glass frit casting and deep-drop
slumping. This 80 page book will guide you through 14 unique lamp
projects.

#7837-L

#7943-R

#7947-S

#7947-S Making Stained Glass Lamps
Enjoy making a desktop or hanging stained glass lamp. Covers all the
basics for working with stained glass in addition to pro tips for making a
beautiful heirloom shade. Includes 16 full size pull-out patterns for panel
lamps that do not require a lamp mold. Over 500 color photos offer
detailed instruction. 176 pages.
Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!
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#7559-G

#7576-G

#7559-G

Table Lanterns I
22 patterns for lovely 3-sided table lamps with an Oriental flavor. Each lamp
sits gracefully on a simple wood base, or use our Table Lantern Hardware Kit
(#7559HK). Designs include Plum Blossoms, Iris, Tropical Bird, Bamboo,
Waterlily, Art Deco, and more. Approximately 14” tall when completed and
instructions are included for wiring.

#7576-G

Table Lanterns. II - More table lamp patterns including: American Eagle,
Orca, Floral, Sushi, Florals, Felines and more.

#7581-G

Table Lanterns III- Even more patterns include: Lighthouse, Angelfish,
Orchid, Bunny w/Easter Egg, Chameleon, and more.

#7590-G

Table Lanterns IV
24 winning designs from the Aanraku 2004 Table lantern Design contest.
A fascinating variety of new perspectives for whimsical lanterns!

#7559HK

Table Lantern Hardware Kit
Everything you need to complete your lanterns from the Table Lantern book
series. Includes 3-arm spider, keyless socket, three 1/8” support rods, 6’ brown
wire/plug, inline switch, and 8” triangular finished oak base.

#7080-C

The Book of Fans
22 color photos highlight full size patterns for fan lamps. These fan shaped lights
offer accent lighting on shelves, desks and night stands.

#7559HK
#7581-G
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#7590-G

Fan Lamps are one of the most popular stained glass projects!
They are easy to make accent lamps, attractive gifts, and great craft show sellers!
Each base is complete with a 6’ line cord & switch. See additional lamp parts on
page 60.

#7080-C

#7133-J

#9604

#4015

#7207-I

#7207WK

#4029

#4015

Fan Base - Antique Brass w/Wiring

#4029

Fan Base - Solid Wood w/Wiring

#7133-J

Patterns For South Beach Frame
13 full-size Art Deco patterns approx. 10” diameter for creating wall sconce
lamps with the South Beach Fixture (#9604). Enjoy these patterns as free
hanging panels in any window. A touch of South Beach, Miami for your home!

#9604

South Beach Fixture
Dramatic antique brass ‘V’ shaped wall frame 10” tall for use with the South
Beach Frame book (#7133). The 7/16” wide slots will hold a 10” dia. circle as
well as many other free form shapes of foiled, leaded, fused or mosaic artwork.
Includes candelabra socket, bracket and wiring to back light your panel.

#7207-I

Lava And Cube Lanterns
Contemporary lanterns inspired by a blend of arts & crafts motifs with lava lamp
stylings– unique geometric and sculptural lanterns for your home! Full size
patterns & instructions for 12 lanterns. Lava lanterns 17” tall, cubes are 5” sq.

#7207WK

Lava & Cube Lanterns Wiring Kit
Everything you need to wire two lanterns, one large Lava and one small Cube.
Includes one candelabra socket, one porcelain socket, one 4-way spider, plus two
6 foot lengths of wire with two plugs and line switches.

#7655-I

Box Column Lanterns
Bring a gentle glow of yesteryear to your home. Classic designs inspired by Art
Nouveau, Craftsman and Mission styles. Twelve full-size patterns for 4” square x
14” tall lanterns. Instructions are included for electrical wiring or purchase a

#7655WK

Box Column Lantern Wiring Kit
Wire the lanterns in the Box Column Lantern (#7655)book. Includes a 4-arm
spider, socket, 6’ wire, line switch and plug. Just add your choice of bulb.

#7812-L

Twelve Fans of Tiffany

#8004

Art Deco Lady Fan Lamp Base
10” tall bronze patinaed figure will hold your fan shade in style. See the
Twelve Fans of Tiffany (#7812) book for patterns to complement this base.

#DFF4

Dragonfly Wings Filigree (4)
Set of 4 dragonfly wings for pattern in Twelve Fans of Tiffany (#7812).

#PFF4

Poppy Flower Filigree (4)
Set of 4 poppy flower filigree for pattern in Twelve Fans of Tiffany (#7812).

#7655-I

#7655WK

#DFF4

#7812-L

#8004

#PFF4

Create beautiful detailed stained glass fan lamps based on original Tiffany
lamp designs. Choose from autumn leaves, clematis, dogwood, pansy,
acorn, Roman shade, standard globe, poppy, daffodil, dragonfly, peony, or
golden lotus leaf. Includes detailed, illustrated instructions.

Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Clocks & Picture Frames

#507
5” x 7”

#406
4” x 6”

#355
3½” x 5”

Oak Pedestal Clock Kit
Create this beautiful 10” tall clock that stands
on its own oak base. The kit contains 9 full size
patterns, oak base, elegant 5” brass clock face,
accurate quartz movement and complete assembly
instructions. Add Cord & Socket set (#4000) to
backlight your clock!
#8659

#203
2” x 3”

Brass Clock Faces
An elegant finishing touch for any stained glass clock.
Classic old world European style faces. Each size comes
with a set of black hands.
#753
5” Dia.
#737
7” Dia.
See:
Time for Glass (#7893)
for clock patterns

#810
8” x 10”
Picture Frame Easel Backs
These black matboard easel backs are the easiest, quickest way to stand
your picture frames! Extra long folding leg to correctly stand your
finished photo frame. Hold in place with 1⁄8” brass ‘U’ came, to save hours
of fabricating a hinged standing leg. Give your picture frames a more
finished, professional look.
Mix & Match Easel Backs for Quantity Discount!
Light Box
Finally, an inexpensive and compact light
box for tracing patterns, selecting glass
colors, or as a lighted scoring table!
Translucent 10” x 12” white plastic
top and a bright fluorescent bulb. The
portable Light Tracer is strong enough to draw
and score glass on. Box is made of stainless steel.
Made in USA. One year warranty.
#1021
Step 1 - Notch

Little Notcher
As seen on TV with Vicki Payne, the Little
Notcher quickly and neatly notches brass
channel to trim the edges of jewelry boxes,
picture frames and stained glass panels.
Just slip the channel into the
adjustable slot and push down on
the handle to cut a neat 90° notch
in 1⁄8” brass or zinc channel (see
drawing). Then bend the channel
around your corners in a perfect right angle!
Complete with allen wrench and instructions.
#790
Brass Channel
Used around box tops for added strength or to frame
small stained glass panels. Perfect for holding photos
and easel backs behind picture frames.
#716
Solid 1⁄8” x 36” long
NOTE:

Step 2 Bend

12” Pendulum Clock Movement
Quartz movement keeps excellent time for use in stained glass
clocks. Runs for a year on one ‘AA’ battery (not included).
Complete with hands and 12” long brass pendulum bob.
#730
Mini Quartz Clock Movement
An excellent time keeper in a compact size. Runs on
one ‘AA’ battery (not included). Complete with hands.
#735

Porta-Trace Projector
The Porta-Trace Projector
enlarges any image up to
ten times the original size.
Perfect for enlarging scale
drawings up to full size
window patterns. 200 mm optical
quality lens for sharp enlargements.
The copy size is 5” x 5”. Larger
originals can be projected in sections.
An important tool for designing
stained glass windows.
#PROJECT

#710 Pattern Paper (not shown)
24” x 36” stiff paper for cutting patterns.
Minimum mail order is 12 pc.
#712 Carbon Paper (not shown)
23” x 35” large size carbon for transferring drawings to pattern paper.
Glass Marking Pens & Pencil
Fine line markers for tracing patterns onto glass. Use the white pencil for
tracing pattern lines onto dark glass. The gold and white pens will not rub
off glass when dry. Great for use with a wet glass grinder or bandsaw!
Use the gold pen to touch up your solder joints on brass came.

Add a $6. boxing charge to ship a minimum of
12 pieces of solid brass channel in 36” lengths.

Brass Channel Bundle
24 pieces of 1⁄8” brass channel cut to 18” lengths, with
no boxing charge.
#716B

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#705 Gold Pen
#708 Black Pen
#711 White Pen
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You may use these discount coupons at any time of the year before their expiration date. Pass them out to a friend if you cannot use one!
Each coupon may only be used once and may not be combined with any other coupons or offers. Coupon codes may also be used once
online as long as a better discount is not already being offered online!

10%
Of
f!
Save

10% Off!

SH
FR IP
EE
!

FREE
SHIPPING*

On one order
over $75.

On one order
over $50.

One time use per customer!
CF175
Order by phone, fax or online with Coupon No. ______

One time use per customer!
Order by phone, fax or online with Coupon No.CF110
______

*ex.Flashcrete, Kilns and boxes of Lead & Zinc Came
Contiguous 48 states ONLY

Not combinable with any other offer. Expires 12/31/12

$10
Of .
f!
Save

$10 Off!

On one order
over $50.

Not combinable with any other offer. Expires 12/31/12

FR

Sol

EE

der

!

One Roll
of 60/40 Solder!

One time use per customer!
CF150
Order by phone, fax or online with Coupon No. ______
Not combinable with any other offer. Expires 12/31/12

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Free with one
order over $80.

One time use per customer!
Order by phone, fax or online with Coupon No. CF180
______
Not combinable with any other offer. Expires 12/31/12
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Pre-Cut Glass Kits

Precut Glass Ring Kits
You’ll be able to assemble a special gift in less than an hour with
these easy ring kits! Kits include a solid wire ring frame, lovely
pre-cut glass, instructions, and tinned wire for accents. Just
add your 1/16” ‘U’ hobby came & solder together!

8”

Wind Chime
6” long wind chime can be hung from any ring kit.
#2053

#RK31
Kaleidoscope
w/Wind Chime

#RK54
Duo Hummers

8” Diameter Rings
Nickel plated, solid steel 8” rings for
making your own ring kits. These fit on
the ring kit display stand below.
#RK8R

8” Diameter Heart Rings
Nickel plated, solid steel 8” hearts for
making your own ring kits. These fit on
the ring kit display stand below.
#RK8H

#RK76
Cardinal/Heart

6”

#2053
Wind Chime

#RK53
Loon

#RK38
Dolphins

11”
6” x 11” Oval Rings
Nickel plated, solid steel 6” x 11” oval
rings for making your own ring kits.
These will fit sideways on the ring kit
display stand below.
#RK611
Ring Kit Display Stand
Display your favorite
ring kit (except vertical
oval kits) or other stained
glass ornaments on this
attractive 11” tall stand,
with solid wood base &
polished metal rods.
#RKS

#RK25
Hummingbird

#RK28
Dragonfly

#RK61
Balloons

#RK46
Flamingo

8”

#RK37
Wine Bottle,
Glass & Grapes
Mix & Match all Ring Kits for Quantity Discount!
#RK21
Seashore

#RK30
Poinsettia

#RK49
Pumpkin

#RK67
Snowflake

Hummingbird Gazebo Panel Kit
What an attractive and easyto-make gift! A colorful
hummingbird and flower
are framed by a clear glue
chip beveled ‘gazebo’.
All glass is pre-cut —
just add your ‘U’ hobby
came and solder! 9” x 10”
overall.
#HG910

Parrot in Bamboo Hoop Kit
This colorful 17” tall tropical parrot
sits on his 9” dia. bamboo hoop
perch. All glass is pre-cut and
the kit includes bamboo hoop, wire
for accents and instructions. Just
add your foil or came and solder.
#1038

Hummingbird Feeder Kit
Hummingbirds can’t resist
brightly colored flowers and their
sweet nectar. You will have both
with this unique feeder! Kit
includes patterns, instructions,
glass bottle with sipper tube,
1/16” came and twisted wire hanger.
Just add your choice of stained glass.
Includes a sugar water recipe to fill
your feeder and attract hummingbirds!
#8208

American Flag
Wreath Kit
12” dia. wreath kit
includes pre-cut red,
white and blue glass
with 6 brass stars. Just
add your hobby came
and solder.
#AF12

Autumn Leaf Wreath Kit
Ten PRE-CUT leaves
and acorns form an
attractive 12” dia. wreath
of Fall colors! Includes
8” support ring, wire for
accents and instructions.
Just add your foil or came
& solder.
#8002

Freedom Heart Kit
Freedom - the Heart
of America! All glass
is PRECUT in this kit,
just add your foil or lead,
and solder! The fluttering
American flag is set within an
11” clear textured heart.
#AH11

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Pre-Cut Glass Kits
Crystal Heart Bevel Panels
Pre-cut glass kits perfect for Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, birthdays or just as lovely gifts!
A little more challenging than average, with the crystal clear beveled heart border and 3-D
soldering of the floral pieces. Add your hobby came or foil and solder. 11” x 11” overall.)
Mix & Match Four (4) Crystal Heart Bevels for Quantity Discount!

#CH101
Hummingbird
Heart
SK1010
Hummers

#CH102
Columbine
Heart

#CH103
Butterfly
Heart

#CH104
Fuschia
Heart

SK1039
Butterflies
PRE-CUT Trio of Crosses
PRE-CUT glass crosses
include a dove, a lily,
brass filigree and wire
to create three lovely
crosses, each 5” x 9”. Just
add your hobby came or foil
and solder!
#CR3
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Curly Q Hangers
These heavy gauge wire
shapes are pre-tinned for
easy soldering to your panels,
suncatchers and boxes.
Use singly or in endless
combinations for decorative
hangers, box lid handles and
Unlimited
accents. Approx. lengths are
listed. Sold by the dozen of Combinations!
each size.

#Q1
11⁄2”

#Q5
21⁄4”

#Q6
31⁄4”

#Q7
23⁄4”

#Q4 #744
13⁄4” 1⁄2” dia.

Hanging Line Pack
A simple yet handy item!
Strong, black nylon line is
almost invisible to hang your
stained glass suncatchers and
small panels. 20 lb. test, 30
ft. dispenser spool complete
with 24 tiny cylinder connectors for neatly
crimping your line ends into loops.
#LINEPK

PRE-CUT Calendar/Key Holders
Don't just hang your favorite calender on an old nail — hang it on a
beautiful calender hanger! These 15" wide PRE-CUT glass hangers will
bring you compliments while complimenting your decor. Or use the
additional hooks provided for a stylish key holder rack.

SK1025
SK1047
Fall
Wild Birds
PRE-CUT Scroll Kits
Beautiful decorative accents for any window
in your home! Gracefully curved wire vines
support colorful PRE-CUT hummingbirds,
butterflies, flowers and leaves. Just add hobby
came and solder to finish. The 16” long wire
scrolls are easily held to your window with
suction cups.

Butterfly Calendar Holder
#CK315

Grape Calendar Holder
#CK320

PRE-CUT Oval Glass & Bevel Panels
Four pre-cut glass and beveled border stained glass kits! The Floral Ovals measure 15” x 22”
overall and include 4 accent jewels and fancy hanging hooks. The round Hummingbird measures
18” dia. and includes wire for detailing and fancy hanging hooks. Just add foil and solder these
beautiful panels for dramatic window hangings for your home.

Mix & Match Scroll Kits
for Quantity Discount!

Handy Hangers
These heavy, solid brass loops
are easily soldered to the zinc or
brass border of any size stained
glass panel. Available in 5 pair
or 25 pair pkg.
#HANGER5
#HANGER25

#OV610
#OV607
#OV608
#OV609
Hummingbird
Iris
Rose
Tulip
Mix & Match Four (4) Glass & Bevel Panels for Quantity Discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Patterns on CD
Stained Glass Patterns on CD from Paned Expressions Studios

Collections for the intermediate to advanced craftsperson! Each design is shown in full color and as a line drawing in .JPG, .TIF and Glass Eye formats.
Easy to re-size, reshape, change color and print from both PC and MAC computers. Simple instructions are included on the CD. Purchase the series and
have a huge library of over 1,400 patterns!

#CD1Our Favorite Patterns
Over 100 Designs from
nature, animals, fantasy and
flowers.

#CD2 Pure Fantasy
Over 50 patterns of dragons,
wizards, trolls, fairies,
gnomes. A complete
collection of fantastic
creatures

#CD18 - BeBeveled
Over 50 patterns of
innovative designs using
American Bevel Clusters as
accents, borders, and pieces
in larger stained glass panels.

#CD9 Screen Gems
Over 80 patterns for fireplace
screens and room divider
screens. (See #663 Fireplace
Frame.)

#CD3 Catch The Light
Over 90 patterns suncatchers, lightcatchers,
fan lamps, corner treatments
for holidays and everyday.

#CD12 - Playin’ Games
From baseball to volleyball,
rowing and rugby - over
80 patterns for virtually
all sports are included.
Fan lamps, suncatchers
and window panels!

#CD5 In Full Bloom
Over 80 patterns. Everything
blooming floral entryways,
fire screens, fan lamps,
lanterns and panels.

#CD6 Into Africa
Everything African.
Wild animals, tribal life,
fantastic landscapes.
Over 80 patterns.
The first of its kind.

#CD21 Pattern ProFUSION
62 hot projects with
instructions and drawings
for each fused layer. Choose
from critters, florals, nature
& southwest designs.

#CD14 - S. G. Lite
Over 130 patterns all under
100 pieces for those who
love to do a window each
weekend, many subjects &
styles are included in this
less complicated collection.

#CD221 - All Critters
Great And Small
Over 80 patterns. Everything
blooming floral entryways,
fire screens, fan lamps,
lanterns and panels.

#CD15 From Russia With Love
Over 70 attractive patterns
of traditional landscape
windows, doors, entryways,
sidelights and transoms.

#CD7 Nature's Bounty
Over 100 patterns of animals,
landscapes, seascapes,
everything Mother Nature
gives in abundance.

#CD19 Orient Express...ions
Over 70 patterns representing
nearly every Japanese subject
from Kabuki to Kanji,
landscapes to seascapes.

#CD20 - Tradition!
119 patterns of traditional
S .G. window pattens!
Designs from over the last
century – Tiffany, Art Deco,
Art Nouveau, Victorian, arts
& crafts, Prairie and more.

#CD13 - Mirror Image
From Art Deco to Victorian,
Nature to Cute Critters,
virtually all mirror styles are
included in this collection
of beautiful and fun wall
mirrors!

#CD4 Oceans & Islands
Over 60 patterns - all tropical
beauties. Florals, island
scenes, under the water and
on the water.

#CD17 - Water,
Water Everywhere
Water themed patterns
from warm tropical waters
to frozen waters of the Far
North, from still waters to
rapids - over 70 patterns.

#CD8 West by Southwest
Much requested collection
of Indian design & Western
themed patterns. Over 80
patterns.

#CD16 In Full Bloom II
Pattern collection of some
of the nearly 80 Patterns
included on this CD from
Asters to Zinnias.

#CD23 - Transported
Everything to do with getting
from here to there. Hot
air balloons, hang gliding,
fighter planes, dozens of
classic cars, bikes skiers,
animal transport and more!

Mix & Match Paned Expression CDs for quantity discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Instructional DVDs

Learn Stained Glass in the Comfort of Your Home!

Combine the information of a stained glass class with the comfort of
your living room! Easily learn stained glass techniques with professional
instruction that will help you to improve your work and complete any
project. Invite your friends over to enjoy the fun and relaxation of this
great hobby. DVD’s are valuable reference guides that can be reviewed
over and over again.

Soldering Savvy DVD
Good looking solder lines reflect good craftsman-ship.
Join prominent glass artist/instructor Joe Porcelli and see
how easy it is to improve your soldering skills on both
copper foil and lead came projects. Approx. 1 hour long.
#DVD55

Professional Soldering Techniques DVD
Watch with close-up camera detail how easy it is to
improve your soldering, on both copper foil and lead
came. Learn to solder a smooth, rounded bead on
copper foil, and neatly solder lead came joints without
melting the came first! All your questions are answered
about selecting soldering tools, solder, safety, & more.
45 min.
#DVD07
The Art of Cutting DVD
If you have never cut glass, have problems making
difficult cuts, or are looking to improve overall cutting
ability, this DVD will show you how to get the most from
your glass cutter! Learn to use the latest glass tools, cut
textured glass, do production cutting, use a light box, &
more. 50 min.
#DVD12

25 Pro Tips & Techniques DVD
Tiffany repair expert Joe Porcelli will show you 25
tips for cutting, foiling and soldering quickly and more
accurately. Plus how to replace and repair a broken
piece in a Tiffany style lampshade. Approx. 50 min.
#DVD25
Cutting Class DVD
Almost 2 hours of glass cutting instruction that will
improve your cutting skills no matter what type of
glass work you do. Covers cutter styles, different glass,
inside curves, circles, pattern cutting, light box cutting
and more!
#DVD65

Art Glass Construction DVD
See how to construct professional looking round or
rectangular stained glass windows, using both copper
foil and lead came techniques. Learn how to work
with lead came and various size foils, use zinc & came
working tools, weather-proof a leaded panel, and more!
A wealth of time-saving information. 50 min.
#DVD14
Vicki Payne’s
Complete Stained Glass Course DVD
‘A picture is worth a thousand words’ has never been
truer than when learning the stained glass craft. This
professional 2-1/2 hour DVD covers all important
aspects of the hobby. A complete stained glass course!
Includes all 3 DVDs above.
#VPDVD

A Tale of Two Techniques DVD
Getting started in stained glass has never been easier!
This entertaining and informative DVD will show you
how to make the same floral panel in both copper foil
and lead came techniques. Easy step-by-step instruction
in both methods. 60 min.
#DVD02
Get Fired Up DVD
Watch in close-up detail as Lisa Vogt demonstrates
everything you need to know for a successful fusing
project every time! She covers glass selection,
compatibility, tools and materials, different kiln options,
and several glass manipulating techniques. 45 minutes.
#DVD96
Mosaics by the Glass Guys DVD
Join New Yorkers Tommy ‘G’ and Joe Porcelli as they
create an Aztec Sun Stone mosaic table top. You can
use the techniques shown to create a beautiful mosaic
from any line drawing. Design, color selection, cutting
tools, cement, grout and repair are all covered. A fun
and informative 40 minute DVD.
#DVD40

My First Project DVD
Easy to follow introduction to stained glass! Learn how
to select art glass, a pattern, cut glass, work with copper
foil, solder like a pro, & frame your first window panel.
50 min.
#DVD9550
Traditional Leaded Glass Windows DVD
TV instructor Vicki Payne shows you how to create
three different windows using the traditional leaded
came technique. There is more to stained glass than
copper foiling! Learn the correct techniques for
working with lead and zinc came, soldering, framing,
patina and more.
#DVD9901
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How To Repair Stained Glass Panels DVD
It’s a heart breaker when a piece of stained glass gets
broken. Even if you are a beginning hobbyist, Vicki
Payne will teach you to successfully repair both copper
foil and lead came panels. Save money and restore
glass panels to their original beauty. 60 min.
#DVD9903

Get The Lead Out DVD
Master craftsman Tommy ‘G’ Giambussco tells all
about using traditional lead came for your next window
project! Follow along with Tommy as he completes a
leaded window while demonstrating lead came profiles,
cutting, soldering, puttying and framing of your next
window! Approx. 80 min.
#DVD50

Building Beveled Windows DVD
Vicki Payne will show you how to create your own
elegant beveled windows in both lead came and copper
foil. Follow along with Vicki as she creates an arched
leaded window, a large rectangular leaded window, and
a small foiled window each using stock bevel clusters.
An hour long DVD of solid information.
#DVD9909
Mix & Match DVDs for quantity discount!
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Money Saving Supply Packages

Super Stained Glass Tool Packages:

A craftsperson can’t work without good tools. Choose from a wide selection of stained glass tools in our catalog, from the basic necessities to a complete
workshop. To make your beginning tool selection easier, we have assembled the following exclusive money saving supply packages:

Beginning Tool Package

The best tools to quickly get you started cutting, foiling, and soldering
stained glass! The package includes all of these necessities:
• Quick Success Instruction Book
• Soldering Iron
• Grozing/Breaking Pliers
• Safety Glasses
• Carbide Wheel Glass Cutter
• 7/32” Copper Foil
• 1 Lb. 60/40 Solder
• Flux
• Flux Brush
• 12” Long Cutting Square
• Glass Marking Pen
• Cutter Oil

#BTP

Super Package

Deluxe Supply Package

Everything to make your stained glass projects, including a beautiful
assortment of Spectrum stained glass and an Inland glass grinder!
• Includes everything in the Beginning Tool Package
Plus:
• Wizling Diamond Glass Grinder
• Soldering Iron Temperature Controller
• 10 Sq. Ft. Assortment of Stained Glass

#DSP

Super Package

Creator’s Cutting Package

Super Mosaic Tile Assortment

Cut geometric shapes easier and
more accurately with this complete
Beerle Bits Cutting System from
Creator’s Tools!
• Beetle Bit Cutting System
• Flying Beetle Cutter
• 4-Pc. Waffle Grid Surface

Start working on your new mosaic
projects! 56 tiles each of 20 most
popular colors. 3/4” sq. tiles.
8 pound assortment of 1,400
tiles with over 5 sq. ft. of total
coverage!

#BEEP

Super Package

Glass Mosaic Supply Package

Everything you need to get started making beautiful glass mosaics.
Includes a super selection of 3/4” sq. glass tiles in 20 colors, 56 tiles
each, over 1,000 tiles! Comprehensive full color mosaic instruction book
of projects and patterns.
• Glass Tile Assortment
• Glass Mosaic Cutters
• Weldbond Mosaic Glue
• Mosaics Instruction Book
• 1-1/2 lb. White Grout
• Safety Glasses

#GMP

Super Package

Lead Came Tool Package

All the basic hand tools to start making your projects with lead came.
Start with small suncatchers and advance to traditional leaded glass
windows. Includes two sizes of lead came.
• Lead Instruction Book
• Patterns Shears for Lead Came
• Weighted Lead Knife
• Lead Vise
• Plastic Fid
• Brass Wire Brush
• 1/8” U Lead Came - 18’
• 3/16” H Lead Came - 18’

#LTP

Super Package

#MTA20

Super Package

Beginning Glass Fusing Package
Glass Fusing is hot! Get started fusing
glass today in your kiln. 79 page
instruction book includes 15 easy beginner
projects. Just add your kiln!
• Introduction to Glass Fusing
• 1 sq. ft. Ceramic 1” Fiberboard
• 1 lb. Shelf Primer
• Haik Brush
• Hot Mill Gloves
• 5 sq. ft. Spectrum 96 fusible glass

#GFSP

Super Package

Copper Foil Package
A money saving package of your most important
copper foil supplies. Copper foil are full
36 yd. rolls.
• 7/32” Copper Foil
• 7/32” Black-Backed Foil
• 7/32” Silver Backed Foil
• Foil Burnisher
• Foil Pattern Shears
• Copper Foil Reel

#CFP

Super Package

NOTE: Glass Crafters reserves the right to substitute comparable merchandise in any package depending upon current availability.
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Ordering Information

Order Toll-Free:
1-800-422-4552

Fax Orders:
1-941-379-8827

To Order: For the fastest service order online 24 hours a day, or call our Toll-Free order
line Monday thru Saturday. Please have your credit card and the information on your order
form handy.
To pay by check or money order, fill out the order form completely, including your street
address. UPS cannot deliver to a Post Office box. Mailed orders may also be charged to
your credit card. Florida state residents must add sales tax on your total order including
shipping, and boxing charges.
Minimum order is $20.00 please.
Quantity Discounts:
Discounts are extended to anyone who buys in the quantities shown in parenthesis ( ) after
the quantity price. Quantity prices only apply to a single order shipped to one address.
Please stop by our spacious showroom
on your next visit to Florida!

Order Online:
glasscrafters.com
We accept
Orders Processed
Within 48 Hours

Order Department Hours:
Mon - Sat: 9AM - 5PM (est)
Showroom Hours:
Mon - Sat: 9AM - 5PM
Closed Sunday

First Fold

Special Boxing Charges: There is a $7.00 boxing charge

for glass cut to one square foot size (12” x 12”) for UPS shipment. This
box will hold 6 to 12 pieces. There is a $10.00 boxing charge for sheets
of glass cut to the large box sizes listed under glass descriptions in the
catalog. This large box will hold up to 32 sq. ft. of glass. There is a
boxing charge of $6.00 for all brass channel, reinforcing bar, lead came
and zinc came cut into 3 foot lengths for shipment. These items can also
be shipped in full 6 foot lengths for a $10.00 boxing charge. However,
the minimum order for this service is 24 assorted pieces of lead, zinc and
) indicates an item that has an
brass came or rebar. A truck symbol (
additional overweight or oversize shipping charge.

Shipments outside the USA: All orders from outside

the USA will be shipped via best method — usually USPS Priority
International or UPS International. Any order shipped outside the USA is
subject to actual shipping charges based upon the dimensional weight of
your order. Orders from all foreign countries must be paid by credit card.
A $10.00 processing charge will be added to all foreign country orders.

Damage Claims: In case of damage or shortage on UPS or FedEx
shipments, you must keep damaged merchandise with its original carton.
If you see any obvious damage, note it on the delivery slip that you sign.
Call UPS at 1-800-457-4022 or FedEx at 1-800-463-3339 to schedule an
inspection of the damage. When the original package is returned to us, we
will replace the damaged merchandise at no additional charge.
Guarantee: Your satisfaction is our primary concern. If you have
a problem with any merchandise, please call toll-free for assistance or
return authorization within 14 days of receipt. Goods to be returned must
include all original packaging and a copy of your invoice. Please pack
items carefully and return by insured parcel post or ground UPS. Sorry
— no returns on glass, books, lead came or DVDs, except for replacement
of defective merchandise.
Gift Certificates: They are available in increments of $25.00
for your favorite craftsperson, and includes a free catalog.

Second Fold

Cut Here to Mail or Fax

Shipping: In-stock merchandise will be shipped via UPS or USPS.
Items not in stock will not be back-ordered. These items should be
reordered at a later date. Payment for out of stock merchandise will be
credited to your account, or you may request a check refund. Your order
may take up to 2 weeks via ground delivery. UPS Next Day, Second
Day and Third Day delivery is also available at additional cost depending
upon the dimensional weight of your order. Shipments outside the 48
contiguous states, including AK, HI, PR and APO/FPO addresses are sent
via insured Priority Mail, with actual shipping charges based upon the
dimensional weight of your order.

398 Interstate Court
Sarasota FL 34240-8765
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_____________________
_____________________
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We accept major credit and debit cards!

Hundreds of FREE
patterns!
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Click anywhere here to
enter the online catalog!
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online or download individual
PDF pages as needed!
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optional account!

Search by item number
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Have You Tried Ordering Online Yet?

Hundred of new items
not shown in our
print catalog!

Show off your work in
the Artist Gallery!

Web Specials!

Featured NEW Items!

Order quickly
using our Catalog or
Sales Flyer numbers!

glasscrafters.com

Mosaic Books

#7171-X

The Complete Mosaic Handbook: Projects, Techniques, Design
A 320 page guide to basic and advanced techniques for your next mosaic
project. Includes step-by-step instructions for 30 projects including place
mats, coasters, planter, platter, picture frame, jewelry box, glass vase
and more! Use a variety of materials including traditional tile, glass and
stone. Beautiful illustrated, full color hardcover!

#7322-S

Glass On Glass Book & CD
Create mosaic stained glass patio table tops that glow with sunlight! 14
patterns for tables 20” to 48” in dia., with detailed novice instructions for
choosing glass, cutting, grinding, gluing and grouting. Bonus CD contains
each design as .eps and .pdf files to enlarge & print from your pc or mac.

#7550-I

Tiffany Garden
The book that started the mosaic stepping stone craze! Includes four 16” hex
patterns & ten 4” x 8” brick patterns that can be used with our mosaic forms
to make your garden a Tiffany Garden! Detailed photos & instructions.

#7552-I

Tiffany Garden Book II
Thirteen 8” x 8” double brick patterns and eight 14” round patterns with
instructions. Great designs for mosaic garden tables! Including tulips, water
lily, geraniums, watering can, butterfly, sun & moon, daffodils & more!

#7562-N

The Mosaic Book
Stunning 128 pg. full color book of wonderful mosaic projects and techniques!
Tips for using glass, ceramic, stones and found materials for creative mosaic
decoration! Wealth of information & inspiration with 16 step-by-step projects!

#7569-G

Birdbaths & Borders
Make your garden a Tiffany Garden! Five full size birdbath designs can also be
made as 14” round stepping stones. Plus 5 patterns for the 8” x 16” border form.

#7578-I

Backyard Mosaics
Over 50 projects are featured for your porch, patio, garden and backyard.
Table tops, chairs, stepping stones, gazing balls, statues, door stops, planters &
more are all decorated with colorful mosaic glass & tile.

#7786-H

Dimensional Mosaics
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#7322-S

#7171-X

#7550-I

#7552-I

#7562-N

#7578-I

#7569-G

Not your typical mosaic book! Let your own imagination soar as
the author creates eleven 3-dimensional sculptures of human figures,
purses, guitars, Prices crown and more. Learn how to combine fused
glass painted decoration and mosaic fabrication to form outstanding
dimensional sculptures! 48 full color pages.
#7853-D

Mosaics For The First Time

Mosaic crafting is so much fun, and the results are so fabulous, that you’ll
want to create one beautiful project after another. 112 full color pages of
detailed instruction, 19 great projects using stained glass, mirror, ceramic
tile and found objects!
#7906-M Making Mosaics With Found Objects
Ignite your creative spirit by creating fun, decorative mosaics out of anything
and everything. There is no right way or wrong way with this exciting craft!
Full color, 109 pages.
#7933-S

The Mosaic Artist’s Bible of Techniques
This compact full color manual takes numerous techniques of the mosaic craft
and describes them clearly and simply, so that they are practical and useful as
well as stimulating! Hardcover, 256 pages lay flat spiral binding.

#7937-G

Tiffany Garden Borders
15 patterns for the 48” dia. border form & coordinating patterns for the 8” sq.
form. Repeat pattern to make a mosaic circle around a flower bed, birdbath,
tree or pond. The 8” square can extend your border into ovals & other shapes!

#7786-H

#7933
)

#7853-D

#7906-M

#7937-G

Mix & Match Six (6) books for quantity discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Mosaic Forms & Patterns
Getting Started in Glass Mosaics

T

he ancient art form of mosaic used small pieces of colored glass, stone or tile set in grout to
create colorful pictures. The revival of this ancient art has taken the stained glass industry
by storm. Just think – no need to grind, foil or solder when creating beautiful mosaic
pieces! We have the books, patterns, and tools to get you started making garden stepping stones,
mosaic table tops, and many colorful gift items. Garden stepping stones have been particularly
popular, and we have every imaginable size and shape!
Mix & Match Stepping Stone Forms for Quantity Discount!

#7516
16” Hexagon Form

#7588 #MF111

#MF379
12” Square Form
#7588
8” Square Form

#7515
14” Round Form
#MF443
12” Round Form

8” Mosaic Stepping Stone/Trivet Forms
Create unique stepping stone walkways by combining different sizes and
shapes. These 8” round and 8” square forms can also be cast thinner for
marvelous trivets!

Mosaic Stepping Stone Forms & Patterns
Mosaic forms for decorative stones are made
of extra heavy ABS plastic and come with a
manufacturer’s guarantee against cracking. 16”
hex stepping stone patterns below are also used
for creating mosaic table tops. Other beautiful
patterns and instructions can be found in our wide
selection of mosaic pattern books.

16” Hex Mosaic Patterns
4” x 8” Mosaic Brick Form
Use as an elegant doorstop, or to
replace standard size bricks in a
walkway or brick wall with colorful
accents! See patterns below for
exciting garden brick designs.
#7548
#CKE188
Pansy Faces

#JT301
Sea Turtle

#JT305
Sea Shells

#JT311
Mermaid

#CKE189
Sunflower

#JT302
Dragonfly

#JT306
Egret

#JT312
Sailboat

#CKE190
Water Lily

#JT303
Dolphin

#JT308
Cardinal

#JT314
Cat & Mouse

#CKE197
4 Garden Brick II Pattern Set

#CKE196
4 Garden Brick Pattern Set
Stepping Stone
Display Easel
Display your finest
stepping stones
vertically for all
to see! Great for
indoor display at
home, work, or at
craft shows. Two
piece black wrought
iron stand is 12”
tall, yet stores flat.
Holds stones as
large as 16” hex.
#7213

#CKE192
Sundial

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#JT304
Frog

#JT310
Hummingbird

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Mosaic PRE-CUTS & Supplies
Weldbond Mosaic Glue
Non-toxic, water resistant white adhesive that dries clear
and bonds to most any surface! Can also be diluted with
water and added to mosaic grout for a stronger bond. Mix
with 5 parts of water and add to concrete to increase the
strength of stepping stones by 30%! 12 oz.
#245

Mosaic Pattern Shears
Now you can cut out your favorite stained glass
pattern to use as a mosaic pattern! These extrawide pattern shears will remove a wide 1/8” line out
of your paper pattern, leaving a perfect size grout line
between each pattern piece. This is an excellent time
saver that every mosaic artist will appreciate!
#MA375

MosaicStone Cement
For strong coasters and tiles that will not crack, use
the cement that looks and feels like ceramic tile! Fine
white cement dries in under an hour. Available in
two pound and twenty-pound economy size. Use the
cement colorant below to create most any color.
#MS129
2 lbs.
#MS130
20 lbs.
UPS NOTE: All orders for boxes of MosaicStone Cement will
have an overweight UPS surcharge of $5. per box.

Add Some Color to Your Cement!
Color your white MosaicStone Cement
or FlashCrete Cement to coordinate or
contrast with your mosaic glass colors!
Use for mosaic tiles, clocks, boxes,
trivets and stepping stones! Each 3 oz.
container will color approximately five
pounds of cement!
#MS257
Sandstone
#MS271 Terra Cotta
#MS261
Deco Rose
#MS275 Charcoal Black
#MSP267 Garden Green (premium)
#MSP269 Sky Blue (premium)
Mix & Match all Colorant for Quantity Discount!

Glass Mosaic Cutters
Gentle, scissor-like pressure is all it takes to cut
any type of glass! The large, sharp carbide wheels
remove glass without scoring a line and are perfect
for quickly trimming glass when making mosaics,
lamps, windows, or other stained glass work. A
handy tool for any glass crafter!
#3303

Mosaic Tile Nippers
These cutters are the ‘groziers’ of the mosaic world. Use
them to nip off small chunks and to do final shaping of
your mosaic pieces. Made from drop-forged steel with
tungsten carbide jaws ensure nippers will stay sharp and
last a long time.
#2450
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Colorful Mosaic Grout
11⁄2 pound containers of grout specifically made for
mosaic work in popular decorator colors!
#242
Black
#243
Terra Cotta
#249
Sahara Sand
#244
White
#250
Almond

Mosaic Pre-Cuts
Save time with these colorful PRE-CUT
mosaic kits that fit nicely into the 8”
round (#MF111) or 8” square (#7588)
stepping stone forms. Order several
to use in larger mosaic projects and
stepping stones. Great for beginners or
for fast gifts and craft show sales!
#PC9900
Bumble Bee

#PC9904
Butterfly

#PC9905
Grapes

#PC9901
Cardinal

#PC9906
Hummingbird

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#PC9902
Fish

#9908
Frog

#PC9903
Red Rose

#PC9911
Red Rose

www.glasscrafters.com
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Mosaic Glass Tiles

T

O

iny tiles. 3/8” (10 mm) square glass mosaic
tiles need little, if any, cutting to complete
most mosaic projects! Perfect size for glass
mosaic coasters! Use by themselves or as tiny color
accents combined with the larger 3/4” sq. tiles. Sold
in 8 oz. bags containing approximately 270 tiles.
3/8” Mosaic Tile
Color Chart

(colors approximate due to printing)

Actual Tile Size

MA102

MA103

MA104

MA105

MA109

MB108

MB111

MB112

MB114

MB115

MB116

MB117

MB118

MB120

MB121

MB122

MB123

MB124

MB125

MB126

MB127

MB128

MB129

MB130

Mix & Match 6 Bags for
Quantity Discount!

MA102
MA103
MA104
MA105
MA109

Burnt Red
Orange
Sunburst
Yellow
Mocha

MB108
MB111
MB112
MB114
MB115
MB116
MB117
MB118
MB120
MB121
MB122
MB123
MB124
MB125
MB126
MB127
MB128
MB129
MB130

Emerald
Beige
Gold
Lavender
Lt. Lavender
Cream
White
Light Gray
Black
Light Blue
Royal Blue
Cobalt Blue
Aqua Blue
Mint Green
Sea Green
Dark Green
Grass Green
Dark Brown
Lime Green

3/8” Mosaic Glass Tile
Assortment!
Over 1,500 tiny tiles in a random
rainbow explosion of color!
3 pound assortment!
#MS619

Tumbled Stained Glass
Thumbnail size pieces of stained
glass in assorted colors, with a
tumbled satin finish and safe, smooth
edges for mosaics, potpourri, etc.
12 oz. bag
#TSG

 rosted Beach Glass
F
Recycled tumbled bottle glass has the soft
translucent finish of glass tossed in the surf!
Dozens of uses in mosaics, fountains, jewelry,
vases, and as perfumed potpourri. Sold in one
pound assortments of blues, greens, frosted
clears and other colors. Random flat and chunky
pieces 1⁄4” to 2” - just as you’d find them at the
beach. 1 lb.
#BEACH

ur line of imported glass mosaic tiles
includes many vibrant colors! The 3/4”
(20mm) square x 1/8” thick tiles are easily
cut with our mosaic cutter or regular glass cutters.
The glass tiles have beveled edges on the back,
allowing them to conform to curved surfaces.
They are sold in 13” x 13” sheets of 225
tiles of one color. Perfect for stepping stones, flower
pots, tabletops, picture frames, counter tops, wall
designs – most anything you want to decorate with
fabulous color!
NOTE: Please order by tile number as some names are very similar.
A-03 Light Blue
A-13 Oak
Actual
3/4” Mosaic Tile
A-14 Fossil
Tile
Color Chart
(colors approximate due to printing)
Size
A-17 Plum
A-18 Ice Purple
A-21 Porcelain White
A-24 Pale Grey
A-25 Hail Grey
A-03
A-13
A-14
A-17
A-18
A-51 Grape
B-30 Emerald
B-32 Teak
B-34 Charcoal
A-21
A-24
A-25
A-51
B-72 Walnut Brown
B-73 Deep Purple
B-75 Midnight Blue
B-84 Ivy
B-30
B-32
B-34
B-72
B-73

B-75

B-84

C-39

C-61

D-41

D-42

D-43

D-91

C-62

C-39
C-61
C-62
D-41
D-42
D-43
D-91

Night Black
Pewter
Platinum
Lava Red
Dawn
Saffron Yellow
Dusk Orange

Mix & Match 6 Sheets for Quantity Discount!

3/4” Mosaic Tile Assortment!
A big three pound random assortment of 3⁄4”
square glass tiles for all your mosaic projects!
Approx. 450 tiles!
#MT334

Super 3/4” Mosaic Tile Assortment!
1/4 sheet (56 tiles) each of 20 colors.
8 pound assortment of 1,100 tiles with
over 5 sq. ft. of total coverage!
#MTA20

Squiggles
1” to 2” long fun abstract glass shapes in
assorted cathedral colors and white opal.
What creative decorative uses for them can
you think up? Approx. 125 pcs./pkg.
#MS273

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Glass Sundries
Peter McGrain Glass Painting Kit
Expand the creative expression in your glass
work with the age-old technique of traditional
fired glass painting! Artist Peter McGrain has
used his considerable experience to create a
complete student glass painting kit. Kit contains:
2 oz. each of Tracing Black, Bistro Brown,
Umber Brown glass paints, and 1 oz. of gum
arabic binder. Plus a 3” badger blender brush,
#3 ox hair tracing brush, 2” applicator brush,
four stippling brushes, stainless steel knife,
eyedropper, and an 8 page instruction manual.
#GPK-1
Traditional Glass Painting Made Easy DVD
Lesson 1: Getting Started; Tracing & Matting
Finally - an easy to understand guide to the age-old
techniques of traditional fired glass painting. Presented
in step-by-step format, this program introduces you to
all the materials and techniques you will need in order
to become an accomplished glass painter. Two DVD
set - 3 hours of instruction!
#DVD75
Traditional Glass Painting Made Easy DVD
Lesson 2: Advanced Techniques;
Stains & Enamels
Expands upon the fundamentals in Lesson 1. Learn
to achieve multiple paint applications using the direct
painting method. Create full-color illustrational effects
using silver stains, transparent and opaque enamels plus
much more. Two DVD set - 3 hours of instruction!
#DVD80
#DVDPAINT Both DVD Sets
Vitri-Fusaille Technique DVD
This term was coined by glass artist Peter McGrain to
describe his method of kiln firing, fused and painted
art glass. His advanced technique uses high fire stains
and fused glass to create rich, colorful painted panes
without the restraints of lead came lines.
#DVD85

Color Magic™ Glass Paint
Add a splash of color on
leading, filigrees, vase caps,
jewelry findings, etc. with
jewel-like colors in brilliant
transparent (T), opaque (O),
and glitter (G) shades! Stain
jewels, crystals, bevels, glass or
mirror to create custom glass
colors! Add permanent color
to sandblasted pieces! UV
protective coating adds a clear
finish to prevent color fade from
strong sunlight. 1⁄2 oz. bottles
with built-in brush.
#CM1
#CM2
#CM3
#CM4
#CM5
#CM6
#CM7
#CM8
#CM9
#CM10
#CM11
#CM12
#CM13
#CM14

UV Protective Coat
Snow White-O
Kelly Green-O
Lapis Blue-O
Red Poppy-O
Bright Gold-O
Gold Glitter-G
Silver Glitter-G
Iridescent Glitter-G
Topaz Brown-T
Teal Blue-T
Ruby Red-T
Lemon Yellow-T
Leaf Green-T

#CM15
#CM16
#CM17
#CM18
#CM19
#CM20
#CM22
#CM23
#CM24
#CM25
#CM27
#CM28
#CMSET

Royal Blue-T
Black Onyx-T
Vivid Purple-T
Apricot-T
Raspberry-T
Thinner
Violet-O
Sun Yellow-O
Hot Pink-O
Peach-O
Spring Green-T
Bright Copper-O
25 pc. set

Faceted Glass Jewels
Available in sparkling clear glass to add elegance to any project!
You may ‘plate’ or foil colored cathedral glass behind the jewels to
create colored jewels! Jewels shown approx. actual size.

Glass Nuggets
Glass nuggets are irregular shaped ‘globs’ of glass, available in these
cathedral colors: clear, amber, light blue, cobalt blue, green and assorted.
12 oz. bag.
Please specify colors, or assorted, when ordering.
NOTE: Colors can vary and are not always available.
Kindly indicate alternative color choices.
Cat. #
NU2P Small Nuggets (1/2”) (approx. 140 per bag)
ex. RED (#NU2PR)
NU3P Medium Nuggets (5/8”- 3/4”). (approx. 75 per bag).
ex. RED (#NU3PR)

#NU2P
Small Nuggets
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#NU3P
Medium Nuggets

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#3415
15mm
5
⁄8” Dia.

#3435
35mm
13⁄8” Dia.

#3425
25mm
1” Dia.

#3440
40 x 24mm
19⁄16” x 15⁄16”

#3430
30mm
13⁄16” Dia.

#3443
40 x 30mm
13⁄16” x 19⁄16”

www.glasscrafters.com
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#9001
#9110
#9101
#9109

Etching Supplies
Sand Etch Glass Etching System
A palm-sized sandblaster powered by a can
of replaceable aerosol propellant. Create
beautiful, permanent etched decorations on
bevels, glassware, mirrors, ceramic tile and
most non-porous surfaces. No expensive
compressor or additional equipment is needed.
Includes the etching gun and propellant can, 8
oz. reusable abrasive grit, practice stencil and
full color instructions.
Etching System
Replacement Abrasive (12 oz.)
Replacement Propellant
Replacement Nozzles (5 pc.)

Sand Etch Propellant
Refill can for the Sand Etch Glass Etching System (#9001).
#9101
Sand Etch Abrasive
Refill abrasive for the Sand Etch Glass Etching
System (#9001).
#9110

Sand Etch Techniques
34 pg. detailed instruction and pattern idea
book for using the new portable Sand Etch
Sandblaster. Learn to create custom stencils
and special effects, plus techniques for etching
on glass, Plexiglass, tile, stone, and more.
#7770-A

Inflate ‘A’ Booth
The world’s first air-inflatable, portable Sand
Etching Booth. Its lightweight design, quality
construction, and completely visible work
area make the Inflate ‘A’ Booth the perfect
choice for keeping your work area clean and
neat while making it simple to Sand Etch your
project and easy to recycle your Sand Etch
abrasive grit.
#9007

Glass Etching Kit
A complete etching course in a box!
Decorate glass stemware, vases, windows,
cabinet doors — any glass object! Contains
Armour etching cream, glass cleaner, 75
pc. stencil assortment, brush, stencil knife,
masking vinyl, rubber gloves, practice glass,
and complete illustrated instruction booklet.
#550

Armour Glass Etching Cream
10 oz. bottle of fast-acting glass etching compound that creates
a permanent frosted etch on windows, mirrors, glassware and
glass beads. This etching cream lets you personalize and
decorate glassware, windows and mirror in minutes! Create
your own custom stencils using etching resist.
#551

Complete Glass Engraving Kit
Start engraving glass immediately with
this feather weight tool. Spins at 20,000
rpm, yet weighs only 4 ounces! Kit
includes 12 volt transformer, 2 diamond
engraving bits, 2 silicon carbide bits, trial
glass, instructions and patterns packed in a
durable storage case. Made in Germany with
two year warranty.
#38635

Glass Engraving Course
A complete course, with over 100 patterns, that
will teach you how to create beautiful glass
engravings using hand engravers.
#7175-F

Hardwood Jewelry Box
Large box measuring 8” x 11” x 3” will
hold jewelry, cigars, etc. Completely
assembled, just add your 6” x 9”
stained glass, fused glass or etched
panel to the hinged box lid and you’re done.
#8611H

Diamond Tip Pen
Used for writing, etching and engraving
decorative designs on glass.
#DE100

Stencil Knife
Sharp, precision knife for
cutting patterns and sandblast
resist tape.
#675
#675R Blades (5 pk)

Engraving Bits - 4 Pcs.
Set of 4 small bits for engraving glass, metal, stone, shell
and other hard materials. 2 diamond balls for engraving,
and 2 silicon carbide cones for shading and frosting.
Shafts are .09” (2.35mm) and fit the Glass Engraver above
and other Dremel style tools.
#28920

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Etching Resist
12 mil. thick, white vinyl film with release
liner, for cutting stencils to sandblast or
chemical etch on glass. Cuts easily and
releases cleanly from your glass.
#636 12” wide x 3 ft.
#660 12” wide x 18 yds.

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Chemical Supplies
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Cat. #
508

8 oz.

All Purpose Liquid Flux - 8 oz

501

Pint

All Purpose Liquid Flux - Pint
Chemically cleans your lead and copper foil for strong, smooth s. older joints.
Flux washes off easily with soap and water.

502

4 oz.

Glastar Liquid Gel Flux
Slightly thicker liquid flux excellent for soldering copper foil, zinc and lead came.

503

16 oz.

Invisible Glass Shield
A wipe-on polymer coating for glass that repels water and dirt.
A must for etched glass, mirrors, shower doors, and exterior stained glass.

510

8 oz.

Mirror Flux
Blu-Glass is a very mild flux used primarily when soldering mirror to help
prevent black spotting on the edges.

516

16 oz.

Flux Remover & Cleaner
Neutralize flux & patina residue to help prevent ‘white mold’ on your solder lines.

524

4 oz.

Toyo Cutting Oil
A special blend of oil recommended for proper lubrication of Toyo glass cutters.

530

8 oz.

Black Patina
Chemical applied with a cloth to darken solder, lead, zinc & brass came.

537

19 oz.

Hi-Sheen Glass Cleaner
Leaves glass spotless, and cleans just about any non-porous surface.
Foaming action quickly lifts tough residue like grease, sap, and dirt. Doesn’t run!

540

8 oz.

Copper Patina
Applied with a cloth to soldered areas to produce an antique copper color. .

551

10 oz.

Armour Glass Etching Cream
Fast acting glass etching cream lets you create a permanent frost on windows,
mirrors and household glassware.

552

1 Lb.

Glue Chipping Glue
Make your own glue chip glass with this special glue. Applied to cathedral or .
window glass, the glue pulls off random chips of glass as it dries.

561
562

1/2 Pt.
Pint

Weather Sealant Putty
Dark grey putty used to weatherproof lead came panels

570

1 lb.

Whiting
A fine powder used to absorb and dry excess putty when weather proofing
leaded windows. Can also be used dry as a glass polish.

575

8 oz.

Router Coolant
A capful of water soluble lubricant used in your grinder water tray will make
grinder heads last longer and cut faster.

590

12 oz.

Stained Glass Finishing Compound
100% Carnuba wax polishes patina on solder seams & protects against tarnish for
a bright, durable finish. Produces a “blacker” color when used over black patina.

595

16 oz.

Clean-All Heavy Metal Soap
The soap bonds with heavy metal residue such as lead, cadium and zinc, to
completely rinse away contaminates. 16 oz. squeeze bottle.

3017
3035
3128

Flux Brush
Used to apply liquid flux to areas being soldered.
⁄2 lb.

1

Tinning Block
Sal-Ammoniac block to rub your hot soldering tip on, removing oxidation buildup.
Putty Brush
Small stiff bristled wood brush for cleaning leaded panels with whiting.

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Lamp Parts

Canopy Wiring Kit
Complete kit to hang your lamp from a ceiling
electrical box. Includes canopy cover, 3’ chain,
5’ wire, loop, porcelain socket, threaded nipple
and locknuts.
#CWK

Canopy Kit
Antique brass cover and crossbar used to hang
lamps from a ceiling electrical box.
#C10
Globe Holder
Antique brass for holding 8”
globe.
#G31
Fitter Ring
4” dia. brass ring for hanging
leaded ceiling fan lamps from a
#G31 Holder.
#F40
Fitter Ring
21⁄4” dia. brass ring for small ceiling
fan lamps or gooseneck bases.
#F25
5-Light Lamp Cluster
10” dia. antique brass fixture. Completely
wired. (Use five candelabra bulbs #4025B).
#BL105A

Threaded Nipples
#N05
1/2” long
#N10
1” long
#N20
2” long
#N40
4” long

Finial with Reducer
Antique brass. 1/4-27 thread to fit harps.
#F22
Large Finial
#F23
Small Finial

Harps
#H44
#H46
#H47
#H41

Locknuts
1/8 ip thread.
#L52
Brass rd. nut
#L53
Steel hex nut

Thread size all
parts:1/8 I.P.

25 Watt Fan Lamp Bulb
#4025B

4½” Tall
6” Tall
7” Tall
8” Tall

40 Watt Tiny Base Bulb
#4040B
Sockets
#S80 Pull chain
#S84 Porcelain

Ultra Mini Florescent Bulb

Make your Pendant Lamps energy
efficient with these hard-to-find 13
watt candelabra base bulbs equal to
60 watt output. Only 4” tall.
#6613B
Socket & Cord Set
Use to illuminate your
stained glass projects.
Six foot cord set with
on/off switch and
candelabra socket.
#4000

Harp Extender
1” tall, 1/4-27 thread
#H51

Crossbars
#C19
6” long steel
#S86
4 arm spider 7” spread
#S87
3 arm spider 7” spread

Lamp Wire
#W99 18 ga. brown

Lamp Chain
#L50
36” long antique brass

Plug
Brown snap-on
#P70

Lighting Cluster
7” long x 4” wide antique brass
arms with 2 pull chain sockets.
#U92

Hanging Loops
Antique brass
1/8 IP thread
#L55
1” dia.
#L56
11⁄2” dia.

Lamp Wire Switch
Brown
#L51
Vase Caps
Solid brass vase caps can be soldered to the top
opening to finish your Tiffany style lampshade.
#V15
#V20
#V25
#V30
#V35
#V40
#V45
#V50
#V55
#V60
#VS18

11⁄2” Dia.
2”
21⁄2”
3”
31⁄2”
4”
41⁄2”
5”
51⁄2”
6”
13⁄4” Sq.

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Candelabra
Socket
(#4000) in
Socket Pocket
(#4650)

Socket Pocket Bracket
For attaching Socket & Cord Set (#4000)
inside miniature houses, etc.
#4650
Perforated Vase Caps
Perforations in the vase caps allow heat from the
light bulbs to escape
#PV30
#PV35
#PV40
#PV45

3” Dia.
31⁄2”
4”
41⁄2”

#VS06

3” Hex

#VS25

23⁄4” Sq.

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Assembled Lamp Bases
These bases have candelabra bulb sockets.

#9913
9”
Tiny
Gothic

#9912
9”
Tiny
Tree

#9898
15” Med. Prairie

#9809
19” Med. Deco

#9910
9”
Tiny
Lily

#8004
10” Art Deco
Lady Fan
Lamp Base

#9821
17” Pad
#9802
16” Pompeii

#9803
20” Capri

#9863
21” Lg. Prairie
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All Lamp Bases Are Not The Same!

Ours are finished with a rich, hand rubbed dark antique brass finish. The finest looking
lamp bases to display your finest lampshade!
NOTE: All of our lamp bases are sold completely wired with harps and finials. There
are no additional parts to purchase or wire. Measurements are to the top of the harp.

#9818
14” Mini
Flora

#9826
17” Shell

#9867
22” Ribbed

#9814
14” Mini
Tree

#9834
14” Mini
Lily

#9835
18” Med. Lily

#9816
22” Tree Trunk

Mix & Match all Lamp Bases for quantity discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#9805
14” Mini
Nouveau

#9815
18” Med. Tree

#9836
23” Lily

#9827
14” Tut

#9806
19” Nouveau

#9804
24”Acanthus

www.glasscrafters.com
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Worden Lamp Forms & Patterns

Make the Tiffany Lamp of Your Dreams!

T

7” Patterns

Full Form

o create a Tiffany heirloom, choose a pattern
package of your favorite design along with
the corresponding styrofoam form. Cut
your glass to each pattern piece, foil and attach your
pieces to the form with glass head pins. Then solder
together and stand back to admire your new lamp!
Construct different lamps on the same form
by changing the patterns for another design in the
same series. For a complete lampshade kit, order
a form plus a pattern. (i.e: A #C20P Form and
a #C20-12 Rose Pattern.) Each pattern package
includes instructions, color suggestions, and material
requirements. Patterns with a ‘K’ suffix are kits that
include either brass filigrees or castings to complete
your lamp in the most authentic manner.
Purchase vase caps and lamp bases separately
(see pages 59).

#B7P
7” Bell
Form

#G7P
7” Globe
Form

Just 7” in diameter, these adorable petite lampshades are perfect as
accent lamps. All 7” patterns use a 2” vase cap.

#B7-2
Floral

#B7-1
Baroque

#G7-1
Art Nouveau

#G7-2
Rose

#B7-4
Dogwood

#G7-3
Fleur-de-Lis

#B7-5
Apple
Blossom

#G7-4
Blackeye
Susan

#B7-6
Tulip

#G7-5
Pansy

Shop Online!
glasscrafters.com
Please check our website
for additional lamp
patterns!

Full Form

C 16” Patterns

#SC7P
7” Cone
Form

#C16-7
Desert Poppy-3”

#C16-3K
Dragonfly w/Filigree-4”

#C16-9K
Bass w/Filigree-3”

#C16-8
Daffodil-3”

Full Form

#GF16-6
Waterlily

#SC7-15
Hummingbird

#C16-6
Clematis-3”

#C16-4
Geometric-4”

C16-2
Rococo-4”

#C16-1
Art Nouveau-4”

GF 16” Patterns

#SC7-5
Iris

#SC7-6
Periwinkle

Vase cap sizes are designated in inches after the pattern name.

#C16P
16” Dia. Full Form

#GF16P
16” Dia. Full Form

#SC7-1
Art Nouveau

#SC7-4
Peacock

#C16-5K
Poppy w/ Filigree-4”

#C16-13
Iris-3”

#C16-11
Baroque-3”
#C16-12
Peony-3”

#C16-10
Geranium-3”

Use 4” vase caps on all patterns except #GF16-1, which uses a 3” vase cap.

#GF16-1
Stylized Rose

#GF16-8
Apple Blossom

#GF16-3
Molcany Nouveau

#GF16-2
Baroque

#GF16-9
Dogwood

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#GF16-10
Tulip

#GF16-14
Pansy

#GF16-5
Daffodil

#GF16-33
Hummingbird

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Worden Lamp Forms & Patterns
Vase caps
included with
ceiling lamp
patterns.

#GF16-15
Pansy Ceiling

#GF16-16
Tulip Ceiling

#GF16-17
Rose Ceiling

#GF16-18
Rose Mosaic Ceiling
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#GF16-19
Dogwood Ceiling

See glasscrafters.com for additional Worden patterns!

Full Form

GF 13” Patterns

#GF13P
13” Dia.Full Form

Vase cap sizes are designated in inches after the pattern name.

#GF13-1
Rose Bouquet-3”

#GF13-8
Tulip-4”

CF 18” Patterns

#GF13-7
Apple Blossom-4”

#CF18-1K
Dragonfly w/Filigree

#GF13-9
Small Dogwood-3”

#CF18-3
Sweetheart Rose

#CF18-9
#CF18-13
#CF18-14
Rose Border
Magnolia
Wild Rose
Mix & Match all Worden Patterns and Forms for Quantity Discount!

Brass Filigree Lamp Details
Add authentic detail to your Tiffany design
dragonfly and poppy shades with these brass
filigree sets.
#DFF4
#DFF28
#PFF21

#GF13-4
Water Lily Orb3¼” fitter ring

#GF13-10
Antique Handel-3”

These 18” diameter shades make dramatic hanging
lamps. All 18” patterns use 4” vase caps

#CF18P
18” Dia. Full Form

#CF18-8
Baroque

#GF13-3
Stylized Tulip (Orb) -3”

4 Dragonfly Wings
28 Dragonfly Wings
21 Poppy Filigree
Solid Brass Vase Cap
3” diameter solid brass vented
vase cap.
#HC3

Full Form Lamp Positioner
A heavy adjustable fixture
Lampshade Form
for supporting Worden or
Odyssey full forms to
assemble and solder
stained glass shades.
Includes adjustable vise
and lamp fixturing head.
Use with a plywood
disc cut to the diameter
of your lampshade.
Plywood
Instructions included.
Full Form
Disc
Positioner
#FP330
Glass Head Holding Pins
For pinning glass pieces onto
Worden and Bradley forms
before soldering. 40 pins
per wheel.
#GP40

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#CF18-5
Victorian Tulip

#CF18-16
Waterlily

Dragonfly Jewel Sets
Create authentic-looking
Tiffany Dragonfly lampshade reproductions with
these jewel sets for eyes
and background. Eyes
are 13mm round and
background jewels
are 45 x 18mm oval.
Specify red or amber
color.
#EJ12 Eye Jewels
- 12 pc. set
#EJ14 Eye Jewels
- 14 pc. set
#BJ6 Background Jewels 6 pc. set

www.glasscrafters.com
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Odyssey Lamps

Enjoy Authentic Tiffany Design Lampshades!

T

he Odyssey System allows the intermediate to advanced craftsperson to create
a beautiful, professional quality lampshade. These excellent reproductions of
famous Tiffany Studio designs are accurate in every detail – why change the best?
Advantages of the Odyssey System include:
• A virtually indestructible 360º fiberglass form, which cannot melt or lose its shape.
• Permanently inscribed lines on the form cannot come off.
• Reusable waterproof mylar patterns that can be laid on your glass while wet grinding.
• Aperture ring and bottom rim ledges are molded into the form to guarantee a perfectly level lamp.
• Tacky wax system eliminates pins and tape – each piece can be trimmed to a perfect fit on the form
before any are foiled or soldered.
• Excellent instruction booklet details how to construct a Tiffany-quality lampshade!
T422 - 15” Lotus Bell
WB42 - Harp Base

T1585 14” Dragonfly
(2” Ring)
Use F1585 Filigree

T349
10” Mini Wisteria
C349 - Crown

T1475
18” Peony
(4” Ring)

T1571
16” Hydrangea
(3” Ring)

T1462
16” Dragonfly
(3” Ring)
Use F1462 Filigree

S121
12” Sculptural
Chestnut
#CR101 Crown

T1449 16” Daffodil
(4” Ring)

T1417
12” Dogwood
(3” Ring)

T1560 14” Tulip
(4” Ring)
T1563 16” Peony
(3” Ring)

T1906 16” Tulip
(4” Ring)

T1490
20” Waterlily
(4” Ring)
T1497
20” Daffodil
(4” Ring)

T1598 18”
Oriental Poppy
(4” Ring)

T1449R
16” Banded Daffodil
(3” Ring)

T1461 16” Poppy
(3” Ring)
Use F1461 Filigree

T1531
20” Poppy
(4” Ring)
Use F1531 Filigree

T1507
22” Dragonfly
(5” Ring)
Use F1507 Filigree

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

T1468 16” Woodbine
(3” Ring)

T1404 10” Azalea
(3” Ring)

T1596 18” Tulip
(4” Ring)

T1495 20” Dragonfly
(4” Ring)
Use F1495 Filigree

T1455
16” Apple Blossom
(4” Ring)

T342 18” Wisteria
B342 Tree Trunk Base
C342B Crown w/Branches

T1448 16” Pansy
(4” Ring)

Tiffany Reproduction Lamp Hardware
Odyssey hardware is identical to that used by Tiffany
Studios, and is often substituted on original Tiffany
lamps when hardware is missing. Machined brass
rings fit into the top opening while 3⁄16” dia. brass
bottom rims are curved to the bottom diameter of
the shade. Rings and bottom rims should be ordered
with your lamp
Caps
form to facilitate
02C
2” (21⁄4”)
construction. Support
3” (33⁄4”)
wheels and heat caps 03C
04C
4” (41⁄2”)
are finished in Tiffany
green-brown patina.
05C
5” Flat (51⁄8”)
The actual outside
05TD
5” Teardrop (51⁄8”)
diameter of the caps
Rings
Wheels
and rings is noted in
parentheses.
02R 2” (21⁄4”)
02W 2”
Note: Hand cast
03W 3”
03R 3” (33⁄4”)
Dragonfly jewel
04W 4”
04R 4” (41⁄2”)
sets are available by
05W 5”
05R 5” (51⁄8”)
special order.
05W 5”
05R 5” (51⁄8”)

Hardware
Assembly
Cap

Ring

Wheel

Rims
012M
014M
016M
018M
020M

12”
14”
16”
18”
20”

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Lamp Making
Tiffany Style Lampshades DVD
Nothing is more rewarding than lighting up a
magnificent Tiffany style lamp and knowing that you
created it. Let master lamp maker Joe Porcelli show
you the details to building your own using an Odyssey
lamp form. You’ll be glad you did! 52 min. long.
#DVD21

Oak Leaf and Acorn Lantern Kit

A beautiful 9½” tall lantern pattern of an
oak leaf and acorns with a bonus matching
9½” x 7½” picture frame pattern. Complete
wiring kit includes 1 brass cap, lamp socket,
loop, 3 ft. of chain 6 ft. wire and ceiling
canopy. Just add your choice of glass and
solder to finish! PLUS FREE 5” x 7” picture
frame easel back
#LP-9K

Oak Leaf Pattern Only

A beautiful 9½” tall lantern pattern of an oak leaf and acorns with a bonus
matching 9½” x 7½” picture frame pattern for a 5” x 7” easel back (#507)
#LP-9
Tiffany Bronze Stick Base
One of the most popular and pleasing bronze Tiffany
base reproductions. Accurate to the smallest detail,
including the warm Tiffany green-brown patina, they
are the perfect complement for your quality stained
glass lampshade! Purchase the correct size support
wheels and caps for your shade separately.
Small Stick Base
20” Tall for 16” to 18” dia. shades
#B533
Large Stick Base
23” Tall for 20” to 22” dia. shades
#B531
Tacky Wax
Specially formulated, non-drying wax is excellent
for sticking glass to Odyssey fiberglass molds. It
will stay tacky almost indefinitely as you position
each piece on the lamp form. 1/2 lb. block is
enough for a 16” dia. lamp form.
#015W
#010W

1/2 lb. Block
1 lb. Block

Odyssey Brass Filigree Details and Crowns
Add authentic detail to your Tiffany design Dragonfly and poppy shades
with these brass filigree sets. Heavy brass crowns are for Wisteria lamps.
Cat. #
F1531 Poppy Filigree (for #T1531)
F1461 Poppy Filigree (for #T1461)
F1462 Dragonfly Wing Filigree (for #T1462)
F1495 Dragonfly Wing Filigree (for #T1495)
F1507 Dragonfly Wing Filigree (for #T1507)
F1585 Dragonfly Wing Filigree (for #T1585)
C342B Crown & Branch Set (for #T342)
C349
Crown (for #T349)
CR101 Crown (for #S121)
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Mini Pendant Lamp Hardware

Small hanging shades over counters, tables and kitchen
islands are all the decorating rage! Now you can create
your own professional looking pendant lamps with this
simple yet elegant hardware. Choose between brushed
nickel or black color cord and canopy hardware and a
brass cap for your favorite shaped shade. Hanging cord
is adjustable to 48” long and uses a maximum 60 watt
candelabra bulb (or a mini florescent bulb #6613.)
#9420BK Black Finish
#9421NK Nickel Finish

Mini Pendant Vase Caps
Brass vase cap with 1-1/8”
dia. hole to fit Mini Pendant
Hardware.

#V7430

#V7454

3” Round 2¾ Square

#V7460

3” Hex

PRE-CUT Trio Nitelites
Adorable PRE-CUT glass
nitelite kits. One is a
seaside theme with a
sailboat, lighthouse
and seashell with sand
dollar. The other has a
bird & butterfly theme.
Both come complete with
brass screws, clips,
nitelite bases and bulbs.
Just add your choice of
hobby came and solder!

#Trio-NL1

Seaside

#Trio-NL2

Birds & Butterfly

Nite Lite Patterns
24 patterns for precious little nite lites, each
shown in full color. These tiny lamps, which
include a fairy, sailboat, fish, man in the moon,
flowers, teddy, birds and more, are very elaborate
and charming!
#7084-G

Nite Lite Patterns II
26 more charming nite lite designs, including a
turtle, rocking horse, sea lion, frog, owl, dinosaurs
and more. Beautiful details, some with foil
overlays and etched details
#7088-G
Fan Base
Fan lamps are one of the most popular stained glass projects - they are easy
to make accent lamps, attractive gifts, and great craft show sellers! Each
base is complete with a 6’ line cord & switch.
#4029 Solid Wood Base
#4015 Antique Brass Base

#4029
#4061
#4065B
#4066

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#4015

#4061

#4065B

#4066

Brass Screw Clip Only
4 Watt Nitelite Bulb
Nitelite Base w/Bulb & Clip

www.glasscrafters.com
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Box Hardware

Brass Box Hardware - Detail your stained glass boxes and picture frames for that elegant and unique touch!
Solid brass pieces solder easily to your completed project. Proudly solder a brass *Made in USA* label to your work.
Pictured approximately full-size.

#723
Ball Foot

#731
Med. Corner

#729
Lg. Corner

#760
*Made in USA*
Label

#739
Dragonfly

#732
Sm. Corner

Brass Box Hinges
A dozen tiny 7/16” long brass hinges solder
easily for stained glass box lids.
#701

#745
Frog

#724
Fancy Foot

#703
Butterfly

Box Top

Outer
Tube

Assembly Tray For 3-D Projects
Heavy plastic tray with 3 recessed wells
which hold the corner of your work
at an exact angle as you tack solder
together. Triangular, square and
pentagon geometric shapes are easily
assembled into jewelry boxes, paperweights, lamps & more! Includes
instructions for 8 exciting projects.
#PG05

Box Back
Inner
Tube
Outer tube with
bent inner tube

Brass Tube Hinge
12” long brass outer and inner tubes for hinging
stained glass box tops. Solder outer tube to the back
of your box top and solder inner tuber at right angle
on rear corners of box as shown.
#702

#740
Alligator

Jewelry Chain

Jewelry chain is used to support box lids when opened.
Use ball chain as a decorative edge trim on boxes, fan lamps, etc.
Cat.#
720
Copper Chain / Yd.
721
Silver Color Chain / Yd.
722
Brass Ball Chain / Yd.

Tinned Wire

#704

Suction Cups
11⁄2” dia. clear plastic with metal
hooks for hanging all your
suncatchers. Buy them by the bag
and save!
Bag of 10

#725T / #727T
20 gauge
16 gauge

#704Q Bag of 100

Hardwood Jewelry Box
Large box measures
8” x 11” x 3”
and will hold
jewelry, cigars,
etc. Completely
assembled, just add
your 6” x 9” stained
glass, fused glass or etched
panel to the hinged box lid and
you’re done.
#8611H

To reinforce foiled edges and for detail work such as flower stems,
etc. (Shown approximate actual thickness).
Cat.#
725T
20 ga. Tinned Wire / 75’
727T
16 ga. Tinned Wire / 30’

#742

#744

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Ornament Rings
Nickel plated rings that solder easily to stained glass ornaments or
suncatchers for hanging.
Cat.#
742
1/4” dia.
742Q
1/4” dia. - 1 oz. (Approx. 225 pcs.)
744
1/2” dia.
744Q
1/2” dia. - 1 oz. (Approx. 80 pcs.).

Jack Chain

Antique brass jack chain is used for hanging small stained glass
panels.
Cat.#
748
Jack Chain / Yd.
748Q
Jack Chain / 50’ long

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Glass Beadmaking
The Hot Head®
The major requirement for bead making is a very hot,
clean flame. This oxygen-rich torch head was specifically
designed for glass bead making. Used with MAPP gas
which is similar to propane but burns hotter. (Purchase
1 lb. MAPP gas cylinder at your local hardware store).
Caution: Do not use a standard propane torch head that is
not rated for the hotter MAPP gas.
#HOTHEAD

Torch Holder Kit
A simple setup for securing a torch and cylinder to
your work table. Includes 2” C-clamp, 3” hose clamp,
L-bracket and instructions.
#FW704

Beginning Bead Making Package!
Get started making glass beads!
Package includes a beadmaking
torch head, torch holder kit,
12 stainless mandrels, bead
release, aluminum marver, bead
rake, annealer, You Can Make
Glass Beads! book, and a dozen
assorted Bullseye glass rods.
(Just add MAPP gas cylinder).
$115 Value.
#BEADKIT
Stainless Steel Mandrels w/FREE Rake
One dozen stainless steel rods 3/32” dia. x 9”
long, upon which you build your bead after
coating the ends with bead release to prevent
sticking of the glass PLUS a FREE stainless
steel rake for feathering, poking and manipulating your hot glass beads for
unusual and artistic surface effects.
#FW703

Glass Bead Press
An easy way to make flattened or square beads. 11” long.
#FW711

Tool Rest
Stainless Steel 7” long tool rest keeps hot tools and
mandrels safely off your work table.
#FW723

Bead Hole Cleaner
Stiff serrated wire for cleaning bead release residue out of bead holes.
#FW724

Glass Bead Release
Used to coat the ends of your stainless steel mandrels to
prevent glass beads from sticking. 8 oz.
#FW731

Ceramic Fiber Blanket
Hot glass beads must cool slowly or they may
crack from thermal shock. Place your hot beads
between these two 6” x 12” blankets until they
have cooled to room temperature.
#4822

Heat Proof Work
Surface
Protect your work table with this large
14” x 17” patterned steel work surface.
#FW705R

Graphite Paddle
Hot glass will not stick to graphite, and this tool is a
necessity to shape your hot glass beads. 2” x 3” paddle size.
#FW725
Ribbed Aluminum Marver
2” x 4” marver is smooth on one side and ribbed on
the other for marvering or shaping your glass beads.
The ribbed side allows you to create grooved bead
patterns.
#MARVER
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Didymium Safety Glasses
The preferred eye protection for glass
bead makers. They eliminate yellow
sodium flare to enhance your vision
when working in a hot flame, while
filtering most UV and some infrared
light. A must for bead making!
#4970

3” & 6” Hot Glass Cutting Shears
Shears work perfectly to cut glass when it is
molten. Cut excess glass, reshape your bead or cut
the trailing edge of a molten glass rod with these
shears.
#FW717

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Shop Online!
www.glasscrafters.com
Please check our website for
the newest fusing colors,
dichroic glass and additional
hot glass products!

www.glasscrafters.com
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Beadmaking Books / Bullseye Glass Rods
Torch Time DVD
A complete introduction to glass beadmaking with
expert instructor and craftsperson Molly Heynis.
Beadmaking is fun, easy to set up and simple to learn.
Using a convenient Hot Head torch, Molly guides
you through a complete beadmaking course in this
85 minute DVD. Get started today making your own
designer jewelry.
#DVD45

E

njoy the oldest of glass making techniques, glass beadmaking
– right in your own home! Our complete line of beadmaking
supplies features new Bullseye Hot Rodz of tested compatible
90 COE glass. Approximately 3/16” dia. rods are compatible with Bullseye
sheet glass, stringers and frit, for expanded creative possibilities!
(Not compatible with Moretti glass rods.)
NOTE: Rods may be cut in half for shipping.
Bullseye Hot Rodz Transparent Assortment
Money saving assortment of 12 rods, one each of the
popular transparent colors below for making beautiful
glass beads. Approx. 18” long.
#HRTA
Order Transparent Hot Rodz in 3-Packs of one color:

You Can Make Glass Beads!
The colorful beads of Cindy Jenkins are clean
and contemporary in feeling. The book uses
detailed drawings to cover everything from
techniques to troubleshooting — a complete
guide to beadmaking!
#7417-F

HRT-LTGR Light Green

HRT-AQUA Aqua

HRT-ROBU Royal Blue

HRT-BRNZ Bronze

HRT-TURQ Turquoise

HRT-LTBU Light Blue

HRT-ROPR Royal Purple

HRT-EMGR Emerald Green

HRT-AMBR Amber

HRT-SPGR Spring Green

HRT-CLR

HRT-LTVI

Beads of Glass
Wow! Over 150 full color pages of the most
incredible glass beads from 43 outstanding bead
artists. Plus 600 different step-by-step techniques
for creating your own beautiful beads. Whether
you enjoy making, collecting, or dreaming about
beads — this book is a must have!
#7778-V

Clear

Light Violet

Bullseye Hot Rodz Opalescent Assortment
Money saving assortment consists of 18 rods, one each
of the popular opalescent colors below for making
beautiful glass beads. Approx. 18” long.
#HROA
Order Opalescent Hot Rodz in 3-Packs of one color:

Penland Book of Glass, The
If you are a hands-on glass torch crafts person, or
an eager glass art collector or admirer, this book is
for you! With extraordinary full color photography
you will see the why and step-by-step how-to
creations of 10 master flame workers. Their
techniques, philosophies and work are fascinating,
informative and inspiring. 231 pg. soft cover.
#7899-N

HRO-SPGR Spring Green

HRO-BLK

HRO-GRAY Gray

Black

HRO-POBU Powder Blue

HRO-VANL Vanilla

HRO-MINT Mint Green

HRO-Teal Teal

HRO-COBU Cobalt Blue

HRO-Jade Jade

HRO-Turq Turquoise

HRO-DPCO Deep Cobalt

HRO-CANY Canary Yellow

HRO-EGBU Egyptian Blue

HRO-RED

HRO-SUNY Sunflower Yell

Red

HRO-ORG Orange

Creative Lampwork
Create glass beads, sculptures and functional
objects. Take your glass beads making to the next
level with full color photos, detailed instructions,
hot glass exercises and 11 projects. These include
glass flowers, icicles, candlesticks, glass fish and
more! 175 pg.
#7918-Q

Creating Glass Beads
As you attend the workshops in this book, you
won’t ever have to work alone: project testers
who were given the instructions share the beads
they made and the challenges they face. After
working through the teaching sessions and
projects, you can expand upon them for making
your own beautiful pieces.
#7294-S

HRO-CREM Cream

HRO-Wht White

Bullseye Hot Rodz Premium Assortment
Money saving assortment of 6 rods, one each of these
popular premium colors. Approx. 18” long.
#HRPA.
Order Premium Hot Rodz in 3-Packs of one color:
HRP-NEOL Neo Lavender

HRP-GOPR Gold Purple

HRP-PINK

HRP-AVGR Aventurine Grn

Pink

HRP-SAPK Salmon Pink

HRP-CORL Coral

Mix & Match all Hot Rodz for Quantity Discount!
Bullseye Dichroic Sizzle Stix
Sizzle Stix are 1/8” wide (2mm) dichroic glass strips that have been cut from
90 COE sheet glass and fire hardened. Sold individually. Approx. 16” long.
NOTE: Stix may be cut in half for shipping.

Mix & Match All Books For Quantity Discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

SSN-BLK

Black - 1/8” Wide)

SSN-CLR

Clear - 1/8” Wide

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Glass Fusing Books
Introduction To Glass Fusing
A great NEW fusing book aimed at the absolute
novice! Hundreds of color photos and complete
instructions for getting started and successfully
fusing 15 small projects. From tools, kilns
and materials, to glass cutting and shaping, to
more complicated techniques as mold making everything is covered. 80 pages.
#7330-Q
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Everything You Wanted To Know About
Fusing…But Had No One To Ask
A complete hands-on manual for beginning
glass fusing and slumping. Covers everything
from tools, supplies, molds and kilns to glass
compatibility, designing, firing schedules and
glossary. 108 pg.
#7006-AA

Kiln Firing Glass
Comprehensive manual covering all aspects of
glass fusing, with many color photos, charts,
drawings and examples of fabulous fused work!
144 pgs.
#7086-AA

Warm Glass Plates & Platters
21 fun fusing platters including Holiday Santa
& snowmen, bamboo, dragonflies, fish hearts,
abstracts and more. Includes glass firing
schedules. 32 pg.
#7796-L

Garden Harmonies
Create your own fused glass windchimes, as well
as a bonus Sunflower bowl project! As pleasant
to listen to as to look at, these creative designs
can be made with colorful glass or clear textures
to fit your decor. Great gifts or craft show
sellers!
#7838-I

Glass Kiln Casting with Colour de Verre
80 full color pages of invaluable information
covering frit casting molds, tools, equipment
and digital controller kilns. Pieces frit-cast from
small molds can also decorate larger glass plates,
bowls and jewelry. Other techniques include
using copper and glass dams, bullet casting and
making RTV silicone molds.
#7071-R

Art of Fusing Pictures In Glass
Take your glass fusing to a new level by creating
realistic pictures in glass! Detailed instructions
for combining sheet glass, frit, powder, stringers,
confetti and pre-cut pieces to create 16 different
glass scenes. You can literally ‘paint’ with glass,
and the results are fascinating!
#7253-L

Fused Glass Handbook
Reynolds. A wealth of practical information
on fusing and slumping glass in this complete
handbook. 25 great projects with patterns and
instructions.
#7130-V

Natural Chimes
Step-by-step instructions for making original
wind chimes. 10 designs include a rainbow,
frog, pansy, butterfly, sunflower and fish.
NOTE: This book is mostly for fused pieces.
You will need a kiln to fuse the pieces together
to make them ‘chime’.
#7414-K

Fuse It
A continuing journey in kiln worked glass. Learn
more advanced skills with 15 fused glass projects
or techniques, plus solid information on kilns and
controllers, mold materials, firing schedules, hot
tips and more. Don’t be confused - Fuse It!
#7090-R

Sparkling Sound
Two dozen patterns shown in full color for
delightful fused glass wind chimes, window
charms and mobiles. Colorful and easy to make
using scrap glass, bottles, driftwood and wire plus, they sound great! Step-by-step instructions.
#7616-K

Kiln-Formed Glass
A wonderful contemporary guide to
understanding the various hot glass forming
processes and how to use them. Get the results
you want in your own finished work. Includes
19 great projects with instructions and individual
firing schedules. Each project will introduce a
new kiln forming technique. Hardcover, 128 pg.
#7759-S

Mix & Match Six (6) Books For Quantity Discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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More Fusing
Glass Art From The Kiln
There has never been a time as exciting as
today to be working in glass! A wealth of
glass materials are available for you to explore
in creating glass art. This 208 page hardcover
volume is an invaluable resource to help you in
forming glass in a kiln. 292 full color photos and
42 pages of how-to projects for both beginners
and experienced glass artists will take the mystery
out of this fabulous craft.
#7193-AA

Warm Glass
Go beyond the basics with this comprehensive
instruction book on fusing, slumping and casting
glass. Hundreds of color photos & charts detail
numerous techniques for advanced kiln-forming
projects. An excellent reference book.
#7369-V

Beginning Fusing & Beyond
20 beginning fusing projects that teach a variety
of new fusing techniques. Includes vases,
jewelry, plates, clocks, wind chimes and more
with complete instructions, firing schedules and
color photos. 52 pg.
#7909-L

Destination Innovation
Lisa Vogt’s newest book contains 41 exciting,
fun and often super-easy new fusing patterns!
Choose from vases, clocks, candlesticks, plates,
picture frames and even glass sinks. Each
features System 96 glass, instructions and
complete firing guides.
#7291-M

Exotic Art of Glass Bracelet Forming
Fused glass bracelets are a ‘hot’ fashion
accessory! The design possibilities are endless,
and this book demonstrates everything from
preparing the glass, to bending the basic shape,
to numerous decorating techniques. Over 100
photos and 18 beautiful bracelet projects.
#7461-J

Glass Forming With Mold Block System
Easy and fun projects using ceramic fiber board
cut into mold blocks for fusing irregular shaped
plates and dishes. Instruction for firing small
tabletop kilns. Full color 40 pg.
7891-H

Fire & Ice
Hot techniques for cool projects by Lisa Vogt.
Ignite your creativity with numerous fusing
techniques to create striking, artistic pieces!
More than 30 patterns for bowls, plates, and small
panels fused and slumped with gorgeous results.
#7240-L

Examples of
screen melts.
Fun With Fusing
29 fun fusing projects perfect for small kiln.
Use your scrap fusing glass to make suncatchers,
trivets, coasters and more! Instructions and firing
schedules.
7643-L

Contemporary Fused Glass
208 pages of solid information on glass fusing,
slumping and kiln-forming techniques. Filled
with color photos and detailed descriptions of
techniques.
#7835-Z

Screen Melt System
Turn compatible scrap glass into
fascinating art. Glass is arranged on
the stainless steel wire wire mesh
and then melted through to the
dam below. The result is a tile of
kaleidoscope color that can be used
as is or re-slumped into a ceramic
mold. 8” square screen will last up
to 30 firings.
#SMS
Screen Melt 8” Replacement Screen
Heavy stainless steel mesh to replace overused screens or have multiple screens on
hand to avoid color contamination from
project to project.
#SMR8

Mix & Match Six (6) Books For Quantity Discount!
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Fusing Kilns & Supplies

Jen-Ken’s 15” Fusing Kiln
A multi-purpose brick kiln perfect for fusing
glass, tiles, slumping plates, suncatchers and for
annealing glass beads. Plugs into an ordinary
household 110v 20 amp outlet. Kiln interior
is a full 15” dia. x 6” deep and reaches 1700°.
Includes shelf, posts, and 1 lb. of shelf primer.
2 year manufacturer limited warranty.

Jen-Ken’s Bead Annealer & Fusing Kiln
A multi-purpose brick kiln for fusing glass
jewelry, tiles, plates, suncatchers and for
annealing glass beads. Plugs into an ordinary
household 110v 20 amp outlet. Kiln interior is
a full 11” dia. x 4½” high and reaches 1500° in
just 30 minutes! Features infinite control knob,
pyrometer, kiln shelf, posts and 1 lb. of shelf
primer. 2 year warranty.

Overweight - Add $20.00

Overweight - Add $20.00

#AF3P15-6

#JK1145

Jen-Ken’s Bead Annealer & Fusing Kiln
with Controller
This multi-purpose brick kiln for fusing glass
jewelry, tiles, plates, suncatchers and for annealing
glass beads is available with electronic controller
has multiple programs with ramp/soak segments
which can be edited while firing. Plugs into an
ordinary household 110v 20 amp outlet. Kiln
interior is a full 11” dia. x 4½” high and reaches
1500° in just 30 minutes! Features infinite control
knob, pyrometer, kiln shelf, posts and 1 lb. of shelf
primer. 2 year warranty.
Overweight - Add $20.00
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Jen-Ken’s Fusing Kiln, 15” Fast-Firing
A break through in glass fusing kiln technology!
15” dia. ceramic fiber kiln weights only 35 pounds, fires
to 2300°F, and heats to full fuse in just one hour. Finish
your projects in hours - not days! Comes with Orton
Auto Fire Controller, stand and sheet of ‘lava paper’.
Fire on kiln papered floor - does not require a kiln
shelf. 5” deep kiln uses a standard 20 amp outlet.
One year warranty.
Overweight - Add $20.00

#AF3PGLO

#JK1145CR

Safety Glasses, Shade 3.0 Green
Provide 99.9% UV protection when
looking into a hot kiln. Adjustable
temple length.
#1459

14” Gauntlet Fusing Gloves
Heat resistant gloves for
protection when working near a
hot kiln. 14” long gauntlet gloves
offer additional protection for your
forearms. One size fits all.
#47210
Haik Brush
This soft Chinese brush is indispensable for
applying an even coating of primer to kiln
shelves or slumping molds.
#4818
Shelf Primer
Powdered primer is mixed with water and
smoothly brushed on kiln shelves with a Haik
brush to prevent hot glass from sticking to
slumping molds. 1 lb.
#4819

Ceramic Kiln Posts (set of 3)
3 sizes of stable ceramic kiln posts can be stacked
for supporting drop out rings, kiln shelves, etc.
Sets of 3. (Drop-Out sold separately.)
Cat. #
#1804 2” Tall Posts
#2040 4” Tall Posts
#2208 6” Tall Posts

Round Drop-Out
These molds look deceivingly plain, however, they make
stunning vases with an outer diameter of 7” w/3” hole,
or 9” dia. w/5” hole. Use with kiln posts above.
#F302 3” hole
#F304 5” hole
Jen-Ken 9” Kiln Shelf
Additional 9” shelf for the 11” Bead
Annealer & Fusing Kilns (both
#JK1145 & #JK1145CR).
#JK11SH

Thin Kiln Shelf Paper - 10” X 10”
Very thin, one time use, kiln paper for a
perfectly smooth surface on fused glass.
#SPT60
6 pack of 10” x 10” sheets.
#SPT112 112 sq. ft Roll.

1” Thick Ceramic Fiberboard
Soft ceramic material can be carved and
shaped with just a spoon to create fusing
molds and shelves. Thermal stability up to
2000°F. 12” x 12”.
#KVS124

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Kiln Shelf Paper
Ceramic fiber paper used on kiln shelves as a separator
when fusing. Cleaner and faster than applying liquid
kiln washes. 12” x 12” piece.
#SP12
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Glass Jewelry
Innovative Adornments
Jayne Persico introduces you to fused glass and
wire wrapped jewelry. Over 250 full color photos
show you how to cut and fuse glass cabochons
(medallions) and how to work with gold,
silver and copper wire. The result is striking,
contemporary jewelry pendants, watchbands,
bracelets, rings and earrings.
#7107-Q

Simply Fused

The microwave kilns are HOT —
and this book will give you the best
tips and techniques for using these
kilns. Simple but attractive projects
include dichroic cabinet pulls, jewelry
pins, bottle stoppers, bracelets, earrings, necklaces
and more!
#7808-F

Fuse in a Flash!

Jewelry Pendant Plates

Fuse glass in your microwave oven in
minutes not hours! Ceramic fiber kiln is
perfect for fused glass jewelry, glass tiles
and as a test kiln for glass compatibility.
The 4½” diameter kiln interior can reach
1650°F - HOT! Use with a minimum
1000 watt microwave with metal interior.
See Simply Fused book (#7808) for
microwave fused glass projects.
#JKMICRO

”

Stainless steel pendant plates with loops, for gluing on fused
glass, nuggets, jewels, etc. to create exciting contemporary
jewelry pieces! Boxes of 10.
#PP125

4½

Jewelry Bails
Gold and silver decorative loops for hanging fused or foiled glass jewelry.
Plated bails are sold in bags of 25. Attach with epoxy or glass adhesive
(#E6000).

As a safety precaution, thoroughly clean your
microwave oven after using the microwave kilns.
#jb821gd

#jb821st

Gold Plated - 6 x 15 mm
Sterling Plated - 6 x 15 mm

JB821GD
JB821ST

Gold Plated - 8 x 21 mm
Sterling Plated - 8 x 21 mm

#jb1025gd

#jb1025st

JB1025GD Gold Plated - 10 x 25 mm
JB1025ST Sterling Plated - 10 x 25 mm
Mix & Match Jewelry Bails For Quantity Discount!
Earring Bails
Sterling
Gold
Plated
Earring bails add a fine finishing touch to
Plated
your stained glass and fused glass earrings.
May be glued to the front or rear of your
earring with a small drop of epoxy or other
glass adhesive. Connect to wire hook after
#JEB50GD
#JEB50ST
adhesive sets. Sold in bags of 24 pcs.
Cat. #
JEB50GD Earring Bails Gold Plated - ½”
JEB50ST
Earring Bails Sterling Plated - ½”
Mix & Match Ear Bails For Quantity Discount!
French Ear Wires
Beautiful gold plated or sterling plated over surgical
steel French wires for pierced ears. Open bottom loop
to hang earring bails above. Sold in packages of 12.
Cat.
JF07GD
Gold Plated
JF07ST
Sterling Plated

Simply Soldered
There is more to soldering than just stained glass
lamps! Step-by-step color photos show you
how to create fun jewelry pins, bracelets and
necklaces, picture frames, pendants and other
‘pretty little things’!
#7153-G

DTI Microwave
Fusing Kin Package

Everything included to start glass
fusing today! 3" inside diameter
kiln goes right into a standard
microwave oven. Package
includes assorted glass pieces
including dichroic, confetti,
glass cutter, kiln paper, jewelry
findings, hot mitts and instructions.
See Simply Fused book (#7808) for
fused glass projects.
#FW848

.

#jb615st

3”

#jb615gd

Cat. #
JB615GD
JB615ST

Silver Plated Neckwire (Pair)
Show off your finest glass pendants on
this 17” long sterling silver plated brass
neckwire. Removable threaded ball
allows use of our sterling plates jewelry
bails. Sold in pairs. (Bail, beads and
pendant in photo not included.)
#JNWST

Bead Hangers

Three sterling plated hangers to suspend your beads from the
neck wires above or from an ear wire such as our French ear #BH100ST
wires. Available in 3 lengths - 1”, 1¼” and 1½ “ long.
Sold in packs of 5 pieces.
#BH125ST
#BH100ST
1” Hanger)
#BH125ST 1¼” Hanger)
#BH150ST
#BH150ST 1½” Hanger

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Adjustable .925 Sterling Ring

The perfect setting to show off your fused glass artwork or other
cabochon! Create a beautiful one-of-a-kind ring.
#AR925

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Fused Glass Fashion Accessories
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Book Mark
Hold your place in style with this 5½” long nickelplated bookmark! Just add your 1” dia, cabochon
or fused glass to finish. Order several for all your
bookworm friends,
#BM55-RT Round Top
#BM55-FT Flat Top
Mix & Match Book Marks
for Quantity Discount!
#FMT25
Flat Top

#SMT21
Bead

#RMT22
Cabochon

Finished Stoppers on
3 Hole Stand below
(#S3HB)

Stylish Bottle Stoppers
WOW! What a cool gift! Elegant contemporary reusable stoppers for your
favorite long neck bottle. Customize and decorate with your glass beads,
cabochons or fused glass. Made of heavy chrome metal with flexible rubber
gasket. Approx. 4” tall.
#FMT25
Flat Top Stopper
#RMT22
1” dia. Cabochon Stopper
#SMT21
1” long Bead Mandrel Stopper
Mix & Match Bottle Stoppers for Quantity Discount!
Stainless Steel Bottle Stopper Display
Contemporary curved stainless steel base
artfully displays 3 bottle stoppers.
#S3HB..

BM55-RT
Round
#KH47-CL
Clover

Key Holder
Bright nickel plated key holder with
large split ring. Just add your 1” dia
cabochon or fused glass to complete
these handy items.
#KH47-CL
Clover
#KH47-FT
#KH47-FT
Flat
Flat
#KH47-RT
Round
Mix & Match Key Holders
for Quantity Discount!

Make Your Own Letter Opener Gifts!
These contemporary letter openers will open your
mail in a flash! Two styles to decorate with your
glass beads, cabochons and fused glass. Chromed
metal finish. Approx. 7” long.
#LTR-FT7 Flat Top
#LTR-RT7 Round Top
Mix & Match Letter Openers for
Quantity Discount!

#LTR-FT7

Flat
Top

#LTR-RT7

Round
Top

Beaded Fork & Knife Set

Bead makers —add your choice of glass
beads for unique handles on stainless steel
Hor d’oeuvres knife and fork set. (Beads
shown not included.)
#SSFKSET
E6000 Craft Adhesive
The best one-part clear adhesive that we have
found for permanently gluing glass to metal,
findings, fittings, door pulls, bottle stoppers, purse
hangers, key holders, etc. 2 oz. tube with fine applicator tip.
#E6000

BM55-FT
Flat

#KF-RT
Round Top

#KF-FT
Flat Top

Key Finder Clip
Now it is easy to find your keys in your purse
or deep cargo pants pockets. Hang the clip
over your purse edge or pants pocket and your
keys will be right at hand. Just add your 1”
dia. cabochon or fused glass to finish.
#KF-RT Round Top
#KF-FT Flat Top
Mix & Match Key Finder Clips
for Quantity Discount!

Purse Hanger
Well, hang it all! Hang your purse
or bag on any table or counter ledge.
Just add your 1" dia. fused or cut glass
cabochon to complete this unique
fashion accessory. 3½" long chrome
plated hanger with non-slip base.
Swivels flat to carry.
#PH28-RT Round Top
#PH28-FT Flat Rop
Mix & Match Purse Hangers
for Quantity Discount!

1” Diamond Core Drill
Use this glass core drill to make the 1” dia. cabochons
for the various accessories above. The perfect size for
jewelry pendants, bottle stoppers, letter openers, cabinet
knobs and more! Use a standard electrical drill or drill
press with water coolant.
#4027

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#KH47-RT
Round

#PH28-RT
Round Top

#PH28-FT
Flat Top

Fused Glass Door Pull Knob
The ‘hottest’ decorating trend in kitchen
cabinets are fused glass door pulls!
Replace your existing plain cabinet and
drawer knobs with these 1” dia. nickel plated
pulls. Your fused or flat glass accent neatly fits into
the recessed front surface of these sturdy pulls.
#RKP

www.glasscrafters.com
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Ceramic Glass Slumping Molds
Bottle Sagger
10” x 4½”. Keep those special memories
alive! This mold allows you to take your
favorite bottle of beer (once you have
finished it) and slump the bottle so that you
can mount, hang or incorporate the bottle in
your own particular artistic way.
#F306

Ceramic Slumping Molds
Our ceramic molds can be used dozens of times, to create decorative
slumped glass bowls, dishes, trays and serving plates. Molds are predrilled with air relief holes where required. All of these molds will fit in
our #JK1145 fusing kiln.
Mix & Match all Ceramic Slumping Molds
for Quantity Discount!
Square Bowl w/Lip
This 6½” square bowl is 1¼” deep with a 1” lip
around the outer rim. This bowl is a great size for
many applications such as holding small munchies
and candies.
#F016
Deep Square Bowl
This 7” square bowl is a generous 2½” deep and will
hold plenty of chips or pretzels during your
next party!
#F019
Hexagon Plate
9½ Hex. This mold makes a handsome
hexagonal plate that will be a welcome
addition to any buffet table, or hang as
unique piece of art.
#F046
Round Spoon Rest
8½” x 3”. What a beautiful way to spice up your
kitchen! This attractive spoon rest allows you
to place your messy spoons down while cooking,
keeping your kitchen clean up to a minimum.
#F198
Wind Chime
Use this fantastic mold to make your own custom
wind chimes! This mold is 11” long and 4” wide
with a 1” height on the ripples, allowing you to
make narrow or wide strips to hang as chimes!
#F212

Wine Bottle Sagger
15” x 4½”. This mold allows you to make
vintage plates from your favorite vintage
wine bottles! Slump the bottle for plates
and hanging.
#F334

Shell Dish
This 5¾” x 5” x 1” deep shell with authentic
detailing will make a shining addition to any
nautical themed bathroom or kitchen or it can be
used to hold small precious items.
#F372
Small Rectangle Plate
This plate is just the right size for snacks or
soaps. The mold is 7” long and 3¾” wide.
#F410
Leaf Dish
This dish makes a fantastic addition to any
room by bringing a touch of the outdoors
inside! This unique mold is 7¼” long and
4-3/8” wide and mimics the contours of a
fallen arrowhead shaped leaf w/scalloping
along the side edges of the leaf.
#F419

Ruffled Sushi Bowl
This cute mold makes quite the impressive little
ruffled sushi bowl. The mold is 4¾” in diameter
and is 1¾” deep.
#F438

Heart Dish
This 4” by 9/16” deep heart mold is just the thing to
create a little pick-me-up for your special someone, or
use the mold to make a set of tea caddies!
#F445

Round Drop-Out
These molds look deceivingly plain,
however, they make stunning vases with
an outer diameter of 7” w/3” hole, or 9” dia.
w/5” hole. Use with kiln posts below.
#F302 3” hole
#F304 5” hole
Ceramic Kiln Posts (set of 3)
3 sizes of stable ceramic kiln posts
can be stacked for supporting drop
out rings, kiln shelves, etc.
Sold in Sets of 3.
#1804
2” tall
#2040
4” tall
#2208
6” tall

Ruffled Soap Dish
This is a smart soap dish that will not only hold
your ornamental soaps but a full size bar. The
mold is 6½” L by 5” W and is 1” deep with
drying ridges running along the bottom.
#F559
Round Spiral Plate
This mold creates beautiful round plates with
dropped centers, reminding one of a flower that has
recently opened. This mold is 7” in diameter and
has a dropped center that is 1¾” deep.
#F584

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Ceramic Glass Slumping Molds
Ruffled Sushi Plate - 7”
With the gentle ruffle along the edges of this
7” square mold you will create a graceful and
elegant square sushi plate.
#F655

Square Plate
This 8” square mold features a 1” lip around the
this bold square plate.
#F1016
Rectangle Soap Dish
Traditional rectangular soap dish would make a colorful
addition to any bathroom or kitchen sink. This dish is a
generous 5/8” deep and is 4½” x 3¼”, allowing for a full
sized bar of soap. The dish also features 3 raised ridges
along the bottom to allow the soap to dry.
#F1019

Ruffled Sushi Plate - 8½”
With the gentle ruffle along the edges of this
8½” square mold you will create a graceful and
elegant square sushi plate.
#F656
Wasabi Sushi Dish
This dish will make a great addition to your sushi set.
At 3¼” long by 2¼” wide and ½” deep it is the perfect
size to hold your Wasabi (and maybe a splash of Soy
Sauce) while enjoying your sushi.
#F658

Rectangle Plate
This makes a great platter for serving up
Biscotti with your Sunday morning coffee!
This mold is 10” long and 5” wide and features
a slightly bowed outer rim rounded corners.
#F2166

Ginger Sushi Plate
This small plate makes up an important part of your
sushi set. At 3¾” square and 1/2” deep it is the perfect
size to hold ginger so that you can cleanse your palette
between bites of sushi.
#F661
Rice Dish
This 5” round mold is 7/8” deep and will be a great
addition to any sushi set.
#F665

Square Sushi Plate
This makes a great serving plate for your favorite
sushi. This mold is 4¾” square and is 1” deep and has
nicely rounded corners.
#F2167

Candy Dish (3 section)
This is a neat little dish and one you will be glad to
have when you entertain! This is a versatile dish
that is divided into three separate sections by raised
dividers and is generously sized at 7” and ½” deep.
#F2187

Round Bowl
This mold will make a generous 8” diameter bowl
with a depth of 1½”.
#F678

Fluted Bowl
This mold will make a generous bowl of 6¼”
with a depth of 2”.
#F768

Round Saucer
This traditional 6” round saucer has a 1” outer rim,
with a shallow indentation for a teacup.
#F778

Spoon Fish
Bring the Sea to your kitchen with this
charming Spoon Fish or give the finished
project as a unique house-warming gift.
This 8” x 4” rest will help make your kitchen
clean up a cinch.
#F3188
Fish Plate
Fusing fun from Under-the-Sea! This charming
10” fish will bring nautical charm to any
entertaining situation, or hang as a piece of
unique glass art!
#F3201

Rimmed Plate
This mold will make a beautiful 8¾” plate,
including the outer rim.
#F1001

Round Plate
This mold will make a beautiful 8” plate.
#F1004
This mold will make a beautiful 11” plate.
#F1005
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Small Round Bowl
This mold will make beautiful traditional bowls
that are 6” in diameter and 2” deep.
#F3279

Christmas Tree Dish
Liven up your Holiday season with this charming
Christmas Tree Dish! This mold is 7” tall and 6”
wide at the widest point of the bottom bough.
#F3542

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Ceramic Glass Slumping Molds

Mini Ceramic Casting Molds
Use your choice of glass scraps or frit to cast unique jewelry accents and
cabochons for gifts or craft shows! Use our glue-on jewelry bails to create
professional looking pendants and earrings.
#Your Choice
Mix & Match Any Six (6) Mini Molds for Quantity discount!

#F904
Mini Polar Bear

#F920
Mini Oval

#F927
Mini Round

#F905
Mini Face

#F921
Mini Pendant

#F928
Mini Teardrop

#F907
Mini Heart
Picture Frame

#F925
Mini Hexagon

#F930
Mini Heart

Swoop Plates
Clean contemporary plate for sushi, salad and dinner. Available in 3 sizes.
Our new line of ceramic molds can be used dozens of times, to create
decorative slumped glass bowls, dishes, trays and serving plates.
Molds are pre-drilled with air relief holes where required.
#F1030
Sushi Plate - 4½”
#F1023
Salad Plate - 7”
#F1024
Dinner Plate - 11”

#814
#818
Large Ruffled Bowl
Large Pie Crust Bowl
Large Bowls
The 2½” deep pie crust bowl mold and the 2¾” deep ruffled bowl mold
are great to hold lots of goodies. Both measure 11½” dia. Molds are predrilled with air relief holes where required.
#F814
Ruffled Bowl - 11½” dia. x 2¾” deep
#F818
Pie Crust Bowl -11½” dia. x 2½” deep”

Interweave
Molds
#F5301 - Small
Use these molds to
create woven glass by slumping glass strips,
interweaving them, and re-firing them. The
woven glass can then be used as is or slumped
into bowls and other fused projects!
#F5301
Small 5½” x 5¾”
#F5302
Medium 8½” x 8½”

#F5302 Medium

Large Veined Leaf Bowl
9” x 6½”. This large Veined Leaf Bowl is
beautiful in any color!
#F962
#F934
Mini Star of David

#F935
Mini Cross

Fluted Fan
12” W x 7” H. Slumping
mold to create fluted glass
fans for #4029 Wood fan
bases and #4015 Metal
fan bases. Shown on Art Deco
Lady (#8004) Lamp Base
#F025

#F936
Mini Fleur-de-lis
Square Bowl
A contemporary square bowl shape with a wide
flat rim. Pre-drilled with air relief holes7-1/2”
square x 1-1/4” deep.
#F961

Medium Wave
3½” x 6”. The newest additions to our
ceramic molds includes the medium
Wave mold
#F941
See page 79 for fine and medium Frit colors

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply
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Glass Fusing

Glass Fusing & Slumping Techniques DVD
Your 1st project is a set of glass tile coasters. You will
learn how to select your first kiln, set up your work area
and master basic glass cutting techniques. Your 2nd
project, a glass vase, will take your fusing knowledge to
the next level by learning to slump glass. Learn how to
select and work with glass slumping molds, both clay
and metal, and how to prepare them for firing.
#DVD9907
Fused Glass Jewelry DVD
A one hour DVD from acclaimed instructors Jayne
Persico and Vicki Payne. Easy to follow DVD covers
the glass fusing basics thru advanced techniques such
as wire wrapping, etching, engraving and drilling holes
in glass.
#DVD9704
Kiln Crafted Glass (DVD)
Learn to bend and slump glass with glass artist
Gil Reynolds. Time lapse photography shows how
glass bends in a kiln. Excellent information on mold
preparation, slumping glass in a kiln, and avoiding
breakage.
#DVD20
Beginning Fritography (DVD)
It’s Here! A palette of Prisms! Learn step by step how
to create imagery with glass frit in this 2-hour fun-filled
informative program.
#DVD70

Get Fired Up DVD
Watch in close-up detail as Lisa Vogt demonstrates
everything you need to know for a successful fusing
project every time! She covers glass selection,
compatibility, tools and materials, different kiln options,
and several glass manipulating techniques. 45 min.
#DVD96

#FW721

3½” x 2” H
2¼” x 1½” H

#FW720
3¼” x 1¼” H
2½” x 1” H
#CUPSET
Stainless Steel Slumping Molds
Stainless steel is an ideal material for slumping molds because it heats
quickly and is extremely durable. Helpful Hint: Use a hot hair dryer when
brushing kiln wash onto stainless steel molds to keep the kiln wash from
running off.
#FW720
Floral Former.............. 35⁄8” dia. x 61⁄2” tall
#FW721
Floral Former.............. 3¼” dia. x 41⁄2” tall
#CUPSET 4 pc. Mini Candle Cup Set
E Z Fuse Software
A slick little program where you enter your firing
information—type of firing, COE, size and thickness
of glass. Click a button and it calculates your firing
segments—rate, temperature and times, plus a visual
graphic! Runs on Windows or Vista.
#EZFUSE
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Dichroic 90 COE Pinwheel Packs
Bring exquisite detail to your fused glass
jewelry! Each 3/4” diameter dichroic
pinwheel is unique – no two are exactly
alike. The colors will dance and change,
like images in a kaleidoscope. Two or more
pinwheels can also be stacked to create thousands of different
effects. Set of 10 pcs. on 90 COE clear Bullseye glass.
#CBS90PIN
Dichroic Assortment 90 COE
Exciting 6 pc. assortment of clear and black
dichroic Bullseye glass in 3 different textures
and 3 different patterns, 2” x 4” sizes. 90 COE.
(Selection can vary from photo shown.)
#DICHRO-6
Dichroic 90 COE Frit
2 oz. tube of rainbow coated dichroic frit sparkles like
diamonds in the tube. Imagine what it will do on your
glass work! Please specify clear or black base glass.
#D90FRIT
Dichroic 90 COE Jewelry Scrap Pack
Assorted textures, patterns and dichroic color
coatings on Bullseye 90 COE glass. 1/2 lb. bag
contains pieces as large as 3” square. Please
specify clear or black base glass.
#D90SCRAP
Nichrome High Fire Wire
High temperature wire will not melt in a kiln (up to
2055°F) when fused into glass jewelry, or as ornament
hangers, flower stems, etc. Nickel color available in three
gauges. Sold by the roll.
#NW24Q
24 gauge Fine Wire
(50 ft. roll)
#NW21Q
21 gauge Light Wire
(50 ft. roll)
#NW17Q
17 gauge Heavy Wire (10 ft. roll)

Kiln Formed Bracelets
Jayne Persico will show you how to create
beautiful and delightful art glass bracelets.
225 color photos cover the unique kiln forming
process, tools and techniques. 80 pages in
full color.
#7822-Q

Bracelet Mold
Stainless steel oval molds for shaping
designer fused bracelets. Only 31⁄2” tall
to fit in most kilns. Requires the use of
graphite tongs or paddles for shaping
softened glass. Complete instructions
included.
#FW715 Small - 13⁄8” x 11⁄2” Oval
#FW716 Large - 15⁄8” x 21⁄4” Oval

the

Graphite Tongs
Stainless steel tongs with 2” long graphite
pads, for shaping slumped glass bracelets
and other hot glass projects.
#FW710
Thin Kiln Shelf Paper - 10” X 10”
Very thin, one time use, kiln paper for a perfectly smooth
surface on fused glass. 6 pack of 10” x 10” sheets.
#SPT60

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

www.glasscrafters.com
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Fusible Spectrum System 96™ Glass

S

pectrum System 96™ glass for fusing and hot-glass arts.
It is factory tested for fusing compatibility with
a COE of 96. While looking similar to their
standard stained glass, ‘Tested Compatible’ 96 Spectrum
glass is specifically formulated for devitrification resistance & superior
stability when fusing or slumping. It can, of course, also be used in
traditional stained glass windows and lamps.
Small box size for UPS:
Large box size for UPS:

12” x 12” (1.0 sq. ft.)
12” x 24” (2.0 sq. ft.)

Price Code
Prefix

S1F
S2F
S3F
S4F
S5F
S7F
S8F

S3F-216.71
S3F-218.71
S3F-220.76

#222.72

Khaki Fusible Solid Opal
Stone Fusible Solid Opal
Dark Green Solid Opal

#223.72

S3F-222.72
S3F-223.72
S3F-226.72
S3F-226.74
S3F-230.72
S3F-230.76

”

Clear Fusible Cathedral
Common Fusible Colors
Opal & Dark Fusible Colors
Premium Fusible Colors
Opal Art Fusible Colors
Spirit Fusible Colors
Avertine & Pink Fusible Colors

#226.72

#226.74

#230.72

#230.76

Easter Green Fusible Solid Opal
Turquoise Green Fusible Solid Opal
Lemon Grass Green Fusible Solid Opal
Amazon Green Fusible Solid Opal
Medium Blue Fusible Solid Opal
Dark Cobalt Solid Opal

See page 86 for details on shipping glass.
S1F-100
S1F-100TH

#110.2

S2F-110.2
S2F-110.8
S2F-121
S2F-130.8
S2F-132
S2F-140.8

Clear Fusible Cathedral
Thin Clear Fusible Cathedral

#110.8

#121

#233.74

#130.8

#132

#140.8

Pale Amber Fusible Cathedral
Golden Amber Fusible Cathedral
Light Green Fusible Cathedral
Pale Blue Fusible Cathedral
Light Blue Fusible Cathedral
Pale Purple Fusible Cathedral

S3F-233.74
S3F-238.72
S3F-240.74
S3F-523.8
S3F-528.4
S3F-1009
S3F-1009TH

#151

#142

S2F-142
S2F-180.8
S2F-518.1
S2F-523.2
S2F-528.1
S2F-533.1

#180.8

#518.1

#523.2

#528.1

#533.1

Light Purple Fusible Cathedral
Pale Gray Fusible Cathedral
Bronze Cathedral
Teal Green Fusible Cathedral
Sea Green Fusible Cathedral
Sky Blue Fusible Cathedral

#238.72

#538.4

#538.6

#543.2

#125

Steel Blue Fusible Cathedral
Navy Blue Fusible Cathedral
Grape Fusible Cathedral

S3F-125
S3F-136
S3F-146

Dark Green Fusible Cathedral
Cobalt Blue Fusible Cathedral
Dark Purple Fusible Cathedral

#136

#146

#152

S4F-151
S4F-152
S4F-161
S4F-171
S4F-211.74
S4F-215.72

S4F-234.72
S4F-260.72
S4F-267.72
S4F-271.71
S4F-291.61

#400.09
#200

S3F-200
S3F-200TH
S3F-210.72
S3F-211.76

#210.72

#211.76

#216.71

White Fusible Solid Opal
Thin White Fusible Solid Opal
Almond Fusible Solid Opal
Chocolate Fusible Solid Opal

#218.71

#220.76

S4F-400.09
S4F-402.94
S4F-403.96
S4F-1009C
S4F-1009I

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#523.8

#528.4

Turquoise Blue Fusible Solid Opal
Alpine Blue Fusible Solid Opal
Lilac Fusible Solid Opal
Hunter Green Fusible Cathedral
Olive Green Fusible Cathedral
Black Fusible Solid Opal
Thin Black Fusible Solid Opal

#234.72

S2F-538.4
S2F-538.6
S2F-543.2

#240.74

#161

#171

#211.74

#215.72

Cherry Red Fusible Cathedral
Ruby Red Fusible Cathedral
Yellow Fusible Cathedral
Light Orange Fusible Cathedral
Woodland Brown Fusible Solid Opal
Terra Cotta Fusible Solid Opal

#260.72

#267.72

#271.71

#291.61

Cotton Candy Grape Fusible Solid Opal
Yellow Fusible Solid Opal
Sunflower Fusible Solid Opal
Persimmon Solid Opal
Champagne Fusible Solid Opal

#402.94

#403.96

#1009C

#1009I

Black/Clear Wispy
Amazon Green Wispy
Cobalt Blue/Clear Wispy
Black Cord Fusible Solid Opal
Black Iridized Fusible Solid Opal

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552
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Spectrum Dichroic 96 COE Glass

The Opal Art family of Spectrum 96™ glass contains swirls of color that
are magnificent, always unique, and an incomparable option for your
next project. Fully compatible with all other Spectrum 96™ glasses.

#233.54

#244.54

S5F-233.54
S5F-244.54
S5F-325.52
S5F-335.3
S5F-357.2

#325.52

#335.3

Dichroic 96 COE Frit
2 oz. tube of rainbow coated dichroic frit
sparkles like diamonds in the tube. Imagine
what it will do on your glass work! Please
specify clear or black base glass.
#D96FRIT

#357.2

Cascadia Opal Art Fusible Opal
Orchid Opal Art Fusible Opal
Sour Apple Opal Art Fusible Opal
Nautica Opal Art Fusible Opal
Crystal Opal Red Fusible Opal

#623.52

S5F-623.52
S5F-633.76
S5F-634.52
S5F-675.5

#633.76

#634.52

Dichroic 96 COE Jewelry Scrap Pack
Assorted textures, patterns and dichroic color
coatings on Spectrum 96 COE glass. 1/2 lb.
bag contains pieces as large as 3” square.
Please specify clear or black base glass.
#D96SCRAP_

#675.5

Lagoon Opal Art Fusible Opal
Crystal Blue & White Fusible Opal
Blackberry Cream Opal Art Fusible Opal
Godiva Opal Art Fusible Opal

Dichroic Crinklized COE96 Black Scrap
Glass has a ‘crinkilized’ texture surface when
fused. The mat finish breaks up light in unique
and dramatic fashion! 1/2 lb. scrap pack
contains an assortment of patterns and colors
in pieces up to 3” in size. Please specify
clear or black base glass.
#CRINKL96

A breath-taking Spectrum 96™ glass that looks like the aftermath of a
celestial explosion! Sweeping comets of color soar across each sheet conveying motion, energy and spirit. Fully compatible with all other
Spectrum 96™ glasses.

#431.76

S7F-431.76
S7F-4001
S7F-4361.76
S7F-4561
S7F-4941

#623.76

S7F-623.76
S7F-635.7
S7F-694.7
S7F-6115.7
S7F-6356.7

#4001

#4361.76

#4561

#4941

Vienna Spirit Fusible Transparent
Murano Spirit Fusible Transparent
Atlantis Spirit Fusible Transparent
Rio Spirit Fusible Transparent
Valhalla Spirit Fusible Transparent

#635.7

#694.7

#6115.7

Spectrum 96™ Mini Fuser Pack
20 brilliant Spectrum 96™ COE opal fusing
colors in 6” x 6” size. Spectrum’s most
popular colors for glass fusing. Also a
great selection for non-fusers making sun
catchers.
#SP96MINI
Spectrum Stringers
(96COE) Assorted
Thin spaghetti threads of Spectrum glass, for adding a touch of detail to
fused plates, tiles and jewelry. 3 oz. tube of assorted colors. 18” long.
Approx. 50 to 55 pieces. COE of 96.
#SM96

#6356.7

Seattle Spirit Fusible Opal
Philly Spirit Fusible Opal
Geneva Spirit Fusible Opal
Sedona Spirit Fusible Opal
New Orleans Spirit Fusible Opal

Shop Online 24/7!
#128AV

S8F-128AV
S8F-138AV
S8F-BLKAV
S8F-397.2
S8F-693.74

#138AV

#BLKAV

#397.2

#693.74

Aventurine Green Fusible Opal
Aventurine Blue Fusible Opal
Aventurine Black Fusible Opal
Crystal Opal Pink Fusible Opal
Crystal Pink & Aqua Fusible Opal

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

glasscrafters.com
Please check our website for the newest
fusing colors, dichroic glass and
additional hot glass products!

www.glasscrafters.com
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Fusible Bullseye 90 COE Glass

B

u ll se y e thin glass for fusing and hot-glass arts.
It is factory tested for fusing compatibility with a COE of 90.
While looking similar to their standard stained glass, ‘Tested
Compatible’ Bullseye glass is specifically formulated for devitrification
resistance & superior stability when fusing or slumping.

Bullseye Fusible (90 COE)
Price Code
Prefix

BF2
BF3
BF4

#2112

#2121

BF3-2112
BF3-2121
BF3-2124
BF3-2164
BF3-3123
BF3-3203

Common Fusible Colors
Specialty Fusible Colors
Premium Fusible Colors

#10031

#0112

BF2-0112
BF2-0113
BF2-0136
BF2-0137
BF2-0141

#0113

#0137

#0141

Mint Green Opal
White Opal
Deco Gray Opal
French Vanilla Opal
Dark Forest Green Opal

#0143

BF2-0143
BF2-0144
BF2-0164
BF2-0203
BF2-0216

#0136

#0144

#0164

#0203

#0216

Lacy White Opal
Teal Opal
Egyptian Blue Opal
Woodland Brown Opal
Cyan Opal

BF3-4400
BF3-10031
BF3-10037
BF3-10038
BF3-10510
BF3-12831

BF4-0142
BF4-0305
BF4-2310
BF4-2311

#4183

#1101

BF2-1101
BF2-1101T
BF2-2105
BF2-2209

#0100

BF3-0100
BF3-0100R
BF3-0120
BF3-0124
BF3-0125
BF3-0224

#1101T

#2105

BF4-4183
BF4-4200
BF4-4212
BF4-4234
BF4-10032

#2209

Clear Cathedral
Clear Tekta
Blue Opal Plum Streaky
Dark Brown, White Streaky

#0100R

#0120

#0124

2124

#2164

#3123

#3203

Mint/Forest Green Streaky
Yellow/Forest Green Streaky
Red/Orange Streaky
Caribbean Blue/White Streaky
White Orange Forest Green Opal
Brown/Ivory/Black Opal

#10037

#10038

#10510

#12831

Clear w/Black Stringers
Black Rainbow Iridized
Black Iridized Silver
Black Iridized Gold
Dark Purple Rainbow Iridized
Royal Purple Rainbow Iridized

#0140

#305

#2310

#2311

Neo-Lavender
Salmon Pink
White Opal/Cranberry/Pink
White/Cranberry/Pink

#4200

#4212

#4234

#10032

Clear w/Pink, Blue, Green Streamers
Black Frit w/Black Streamers
Clear w/Green, Yellow Frit, Green Streamers
Cranberry, Purple Frit & Stringers
Black Fish Scale Iridized

Thin Bullseye 90 COE
Mini Glass Packs

#0125

#0224

Black Opal
Black Prismatic Iridized
Canary Yellow Opal
Red Opal
Orange Opal
Orange Opal

Introductory assortments of THIN Bullseye
Glass for your glass jewelry and other small
fusing projects. Eight assorted colors cut
to approx. 4” x 5” in size in either Bullseye
transparent or opal colors.
#BMGT Thin Transparent Pack
#BMGO Thin Opal Pack

Frit Sifter/Sorter Set

Make your own glass frit from any color glass!
Set of four 6" dia. stainless steel sorting screens
inside 6" tall containers. Sift your glass frit down
four sizes to a fine .20 mm mesh powder.
#4SIFT

Make Your Own Glass Frit!
#0303

BF3-0303
BF3-1101H
BF3-1101R
BF3-11013
BF3-2020
BF3-2107

#1101H

#1101R

#110131

Dusty Lilac Opal
Clear Herringbone
Clear Prismatic Iridized
Clear Rainbow Iridized
Clear Sunflower Yellow Opal
White/Lt. Green Opal

#2020

#2107

Heavy 3-1/2” Dia. steel cylinder with 10” long plunger
will easily make frit out of any glass! The unique
chopping blade works quickly to pulverize compatible
scrap glass and rods. Make as much frit as you want in
any color you need! Use the sifter/sorter set (#4SIFT) to
separate your various frit sizes. (We recommend wearing
a dust mask when chopping glass.)
#MAKEFRIT

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552
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u llse y e thin glass for fusing and hot-glass arts.
It is factory tested for fusing compatibility with a COE of 90. While looking similar to their standard stained glass, ‘Tested Compatible’ Bullseye
glass is specifically formulated for devitrification resistance & superior stability when fusing or slumping.

Bullseye Thin Fusible (90 COE)

Price Code
Prefix

B1F
B2F
B3F
B4F
B6F

Clear Thin Fusible Cathedral
Common Thin Fusible Colors
Premium Thin Fusible Colors
Black Gold Thin Fusible Colors
Pink Thin Fusible Colors

B1F-51101

#50114

B2F-50114
B2F-50116
B2F-50137
B2F-50145
B2F-51107

#51112

B2F-51112
B2F-51114
B2F-51116
B2F-51128
B2F-51145
B2F-51417

#51120

B3F-51120
B3F-51122
B3F-51125
B3F-51322
B3F-51426
B3F-51437

Thin Clear Cathedral

#50116

#50137

#50145

#51116

#51145

#51417

Thin Aventurine Green Cathedral
Thin Royal Blue Cathedral
Thin Turquoise Cathedral
Thin Royal Purple Cathedral
Thin Kelly Green Cathedral
Thin Emerald Green Cathedral

#50142

B3F-50100
B3F-50113
B3F-50120
B3F-50124
B3F-50125

#50113

#50120

#50124

Thin Black Gold

B6F-50142
B6F-50301
B6F-51401

Thin Neo-Lavender Opal
Thin Pink Opal
Thin Clear Tekta Cathedral

#50125

Fine
Grit

B3F-50126
B3F-50144
B3F-50146
B3F-50147
B3F-50153

#50153

Thin Spring Green Opal
Thin Teal Green Opal
Thin Steel Blue Opal
Thin Deep Cobalt Blue Opal
Thin Black Reeded Opal

Black

Woodland Brn

Woodland Brn

Clear

Clear

Cobalt Blue

Cobalt BLue

Forest Green

Forest Green

Jade

Jade

Orange

Orange

Red

Red

Turquoise

Turquoise

White

White

Yellow

Yellow

#BFFRIT_COBU
#BFFRIT_GRN

#BFFRIT_Jade
##BFFRIT_ORG
#BFFRIT_RED

#50164

B3F-50164
B3F-50220
B3F-50320
B3F-50321
B3F-51109

#50220

#50320

#50321

#51109

Thin Egyptian Blue Opal
Thin Sunflower Yellow Opal
Thin Marigold Yellow Opal
Thin Pumpkin Orange Opal
Thin Dark Rose Brown Cathedral

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

BMFRIT

Medium
Grit

Black

#BFFRIT_BLK

#50147

#51401

Bullseye glass frit is available in a variety of colors and grits. We have
chosen 12 of their most popular colors to offer on sale in fine and medium
grits. The books and DVD’s on this page will show you how to use frit in
new and exciting ways in your fused glass projects! 4 oz bag.
#Your Choice
Mix & Match Any 4 Bags of Frit for 1 LB. Discount!

#BFFRIT_BRN

#50146

#51437

Bullseye Glass 90 COE Frit

Thin Black Opal
Thin White Opal
Thin Canary Yellow Opal
Thin Red Opal
Thin Orange Opal

#50144

#51426

Bullseye Stringers 90 COE
Thin spaghetti threads of Bullseye glass, for adding
a touch of detail to fused plates, tiles and jewelry.
2 oz. tube of assorted colors. 18” long. Approx. 50 pieces. 90 COE.
#8418

#BFFRIT_CLR
#50126

#50301

B4F-51008

BFFRIT
#50100

#51322

Thin Yellow Cathedral
Thin Red/Orange Cathedral
Thin Orange Cathedral
Thin Garnet Red Cathedral
Thin Spring Green Cathedral
Thin Light Amber Cathedral

#51008

#51128

#51125

#51107

Thin Cobalt Opal
Thin Turquoise Opal
Thin French Vanilla Opal
Thin Jade Green Opal
Thin Light Green Cathedral

#51114

#51122

#BFFRIT_TURQ
#BFFRIT_WHT
#BFFRIT_YEL

#BMFRIT_BLK
#BMFRIT_BRN
#BMFRIT_CLR
#BMFRIT_COBU
#BMFRIT_GRN
#BMFRIT_Jade
#BMFRIT_ORG
#BMFRIT_RED
#BMFRIT_TURQ
#BMFRIT_WHT
#BMFRIT_YEL

www.glasscrafters.com
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CKE Full Size Patterns

Carolyn Kyle Patterns

The largest selection of patterns for stained glass windows and panels! Each
full size pattern contains 2 copies, one as a layout sheet, and the other for
cutting your glass, plus a full color cover sheet and a materials check list.

CKE1 12” dia.
Flower Duet

CKE5 12” x 20”
Classic Silhouette

CKE6 18” x 24”
Hot Air Balloon

CKE3 5” x 145⁄8”
Flower Quartet

CKE8 22” dia.”
Rose Bouquet
CKE9 22”
Birds with Roses

CKE10 22”
Dogwood &
Hummingbird

CKE26 22” x 22”
Pheasant in Flight

CKE11 22” dia.
Lake Scene

CKE17 20 dia.”
Desert Sunrise
CKE12 173⁄8” x 28”
Nature’s Beauty

CKE16
211⁄4” x 271⁄2”
Wagon Wheel

CKE25 20” dia.
Horse with
Branches

CKE18 20” x 28”
Sunrise on the Pond

CKE31 20 ⁄2” dia.
Sea Breeze
1

CKE19 12” x 16”
Mallards in Flight

CKE33 21” dia.
Farm Scene

CKE36 193⁄4” x 25”
Bear Fishing

CKE43 20” x 26”
CKE35 20” dia.
Gladiola
Feline Friends
Mix & Match all CKE Window Patterns for Quantity Discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

CKE15 191⁄4” x 25”
Deer Portrait

CKE47
141⁄4” x 281⁄4”
Iris Scene

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

CKE Full Size Patterns
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CKE50 12” x 16”
Fun Forms

CKE55 20”
Sailboat Window
CKE52
323⁄4” x 16”
Formal Flower

CKE54
18” x 66”
Bamboo &
Calla Lilies

CKE56
18” x 66”
Bamboo
Window

CKE68 28” x 341⁄2”
Calico and Tulips
CKE57 271⁄2 ” x 20”
Fleur-de-lis

CKE59
18” x 281⁄2”
Grape Oval

CKE63 19” x 26”
Arched Floral

CKE62
171⁄4” x 291⁄2”
Gridwork
Elegance
CKE71 22” x 30”
Tulip Bowl

CKE74 201⁄2” dia.
Crescent Moon

CKE76 25” x 34”
Frick ‘n Frack

CKE69
10” x 30”
Rosebud
Vase

CKE78 24” x 25”
Frog & Dragonfly

CKE72
221⁄2” x 221⁄2”
Prancin” Fancy
CKE81 30” x 18”
Four Pots

CKE83
20” x 24”
Parrot

CKE60 21 ”x 66”
Deer Window

CKE85 26” x 20”
Budding Beauty

CKE94 31” x 21”
Bird of Paradise
CKE92 16” x 25”
CKE84 30” x 37”
C’Mon Out
Peacock
Mix & Match all CKE Window Patterns for Quantity Discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

CKE93 18” x 35”

Calla Lily

www.glasscrafters.com
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CKE Full Size Patterns

CKE98 19 ⁄2” x 23”
Columbine & Friend
1

CKE107 19” x 27”
Cheyenne Warrior

CKE108
Winter Aspens 12” x 161⁄2”
Great Horned Owl 153⁄4” x 153⁄4”

CKE109
Elk 173⁄4” dia.
Mountain Lake 16” x 19”

CKE118 273⁄4” x 17”
Peaceful Valley
CKE110
Wild and Free 19” x 19”
Arab 101⁄2” x 101⁄2”

CKE113 233⁄4” dia.
Eagle Landing
CKE135 32” x 341⁄2”
Fuschia Love Seat
Window

CKE116
Mountain Rainbow 17¾” dia.
Mule Deer 13¾” dia.

CKE114
24” x 281⁄2”
Trail Ridge
Rider

CKE115
Shoshoni Encampment
17” x 21”
Navajo Brave 16” x 23”

CKE131 21” x 28”
Elegant Entry
CKE112
Cat and Iris 13” x 17”
Cottontail 151⁄4” x 111⁄2”

CKE132 323⁄4” x 151⁄4”
Victorian Arch
CKE138
12” x 24”
Simple Floral

CKE141 20” x 33”
Water Minuet

CKE133 32” x 15”
Victoria’s Rose
CKE136
20” x 33”
The Wild Rose

CKE142
20” x 33”
CKE143
CKE140 30” x 35”
Bridge of
26” x 19”
Heron Rectangle
Tranquility
Pueblo
Mix & Match all CKE Window Patterns for Quantity Discount!
CKE139 20” x 21”
Night-Blooming
Cereus

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

CKE137 22” x 28”
Flamingos

CKE144
20” x 28”
Lotus with
Butterflies

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

CKE Full Size Patterns
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CKE151 24” x 18”
Corvette
CKE145
21” x 33”
Train From the Past

CKE170 12” x 16”
Sunny Tulip
Simple Rose

CKE157 15” x 15”
All American Blazing Star
Katy’s Five Star Patch
CKE155
22” x 34”
Stately Floral

CKE174 32”x20”
Southern Landscape

CKE156 27”x27”
Admiring the Peonies

CKE154 24” x 18”
Roses and Ribbons

CKE150 23” x 27”
Motorcycle

CKE172 20” x 24”
Desert Scene

CKE159 16” x 16”
Morning Glories
Oriental Daffodils

CKE158 171⁄2” Dia.
Indian Shield Design
Southwest Sun Design
CKE176 14”x20”
Pisces/Mermaid

CKE187
19” x 27”
Whirligirl

CKE171
20” x 31”
Oriental Spring
CKE177 30” x 27”
Fancy Carousel

CKE175 20” x 27”
Jungle Toucan
CKE160 17 ⁄8” Dia.
Dancing Loon
Common Loon
5

CKE182 22” dia.
The Grapes
IHS

CKE169 281⁄2” x 40”
Tropical Sunburst

CKE178 15” x 181⁄2”
Rain Drops/Beginnings

CKE183 22” dia.
CKE184 22” dia.
Descending Dove
Cross, Heart and Rose
Crown of Thorns
The Cross and the Crown
Mix & Match all CKE Window Patterns for Quantity Discount!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

CKE-198 20” x 14”
Watering Hole
Part 1 - Giraffe Scene
Part 2 - Egret Scene

www.glasscrafters.com
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Full Size Patterns

Kelleher Studio Patterns - Large scale window patterns with lush floral and tropical bird themes.
Mix & Match all KT Window Patterns for Quantity Discount!

KT205
Herons & Magnolias
51” x 241⁄2”

KT207
Little
Blue Heron
233⁄4” x 353⁄4”

KT201
Macaw
& Orchids
171⁄2” x 33”

KT203
Rose & Bud
23” Octagon

#KT206
Cockatoo &
African Grey
Parrot
341⁄2” Dia.

KT208
Arch Rose
50” x 25”
KT401
Flying Macaw
28” x 24”.

KT404
Sunset Sail
23” Octagon.

KT209
Hummingbirds
& Flowers
297⁄8” x 141⁄4” & 227⁄8” x 133⁄8”

KT200
Heron &
Hibiscus
121⁄2” x 76”

KT409
Roseate Spoonbill
23½” dia.
KT413 Angels
24” X 36”

KT403
Egret
20” Octagon

KT400
Elephant
Night Scene
231⁄2” x 36”

KT408
Three Dolphins
22” dia.

KT412
Second Shot 22” dia.

KT410
Two Horses
22” dia.

KT417
Stream Fishing
22” dia.
KT418
Two Floral Mosaics
10” x 16” & 18” x 22”
KT411
Two Mosaic
Panels
(2) 10” X 25”

KT419
Coral Reef
44½” x 21”

KT414
Nine Mosaic
Butterflies
18” dia.

KT415
Putt For Birdie
22” dia.

KT416
Pheasant
Hunting
22” dia.

KT421
KT420
Tropical Reef
9 Shells 22” dia.
67¾” x 12
Check our website for the latest patterns!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

KT4122
Two Floral Arrangements
22” x 14” Basket;
10” x 22” Vase

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Full Size Pattern Sets
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Delightful Kelleher Pattern Sets!

Pattern sets each contain four 10” x 16” patterns
of related subjects.
Mix & Match Any 6 #JT Pattern Sets
for Quantity Discounts!

JT210 Tropical Fish Set

JT211 Flower Panels Set

JT212 North American Bird Panels Set

JT213 Above & Below The Sea Set

JT214 Wildflowers Set

JT215 Orchid Panels Set

JT217 Things to Remember Set

JT218 Exotic Birds Set

JT220 From the Garden Set

#JT221 What’s Cooking Set

JT226 Special Loves Set

JT227 Holiday Reminders Set

JT219 Olde Fashioned Flowers Set

JT222 From the Earth Set

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

www.glasscrafters.com
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Kokomo Glass
Purchasing Stained Glass

A lways purchase enough glass at the beginning of your stained glass project to complete it! Glass colors, like dye lots of fabric, can change from one
shipment to the next, and you may not find exactly the same color match if you need more glass. In addition, glass manufacturers produce some colors as
seldom as once a year. The colors printed here can only be an approximation of the actual glass color.

Shipping Glass By UPS
G lass for UPS shipment is cut to fit one of our specially designed, heavy duty glass boxes. Glass colors may be assorted. There is a $7. boxing charge
for a small glass box that will hold up to 12 pieces, 12” x 12” (12 sq. ft. total). minimum of 6 small pieces. 5 pieces or less may be cut in half for
shipping. There is a $10. boxing charge for a large shipping box that will hold up to 12 large size cut sheets (32 sq. ft. total). A minimum of 7 large
glass pieces must be ordered to ship a large glass box because of UPS weight requirements. Small and large glass sheets cannot be mixed in the
same box. Manufacturer stock size sheets will occasionally vary in size. If necessary we will adjust your order slightly to the current size sheets.

Common Stained Glass Descriptions
Antique – Glass produced in the antique manner,
whereby a glass worker individually hand blows and rolls
each sheet. A process, virtually unchanged since the
middle ages, results in brilliant transparent glass, with
many striations and imperfections. The introduction of
mechanized procedures results in glass known as semiantique, new antique, or artique® glass.
Baroque™ – Unique, bold swirling color patterns,
similar to antique reamy glass. Usually manufactured
with cathedral colors, but may also contain swirls of
white opal glass.

Kokomo Glass
Common Color Opals

#1L

Cathedral – Usually transparent glass of one color.
Various patterns may be rolled onto the glass during its
manufacture to diffuse light coming through the glass.
Common patterns include hammered, granite, ripple,
seedy, double rolled, and rough rolled.
Glue Chip – A surface gluing technique on clear
cathedral glass. As the glue dries and shrinks, it pulls
chips of glass off the surface, creating the unique Jack
Frost fern-like pattern.

Iridized – Metallic salts applied to opalescent or
cathedral glass, to create vivid mother-of-pearl colors
reflecting off the glass surface.
Opalescent – One or more colors mixed with opal
white glass to produce varying degrees of opacity.
Rolled by machine or hand rolled to produce glass of
uniform thickness. One sheet may contain as many as
five colors. Wispy opals have light, feathery streaks of
white opal.
Waterglass® – Cathedral glass with a unique and
beautiful surface texture, which creates the effect of
shimmering rippled water.

Kokomo Glass
Founded in 1888, Kokomo is the oldest American art glass manufacturer,
with documented sales to Louis Comfort Tiffany at the turn of the century.
Many of the same colors are still produced today, making Kokomo the
perfect glass for antique repairs and reproductions!
Large box size for UPS:
Small box size for UPS:

#11D

#37

#42

#48

White Opal
Purple Wispy
Beige Opal
Sky Blue Opal
Blue/Gray Opal
Christmas Green Opal

#59

#61

K2-59
K2-61
K2-70
K2-98
K2-122

#140

#145

K2-140
K2-145
K2-163
K2-164
K2-270
K2-1075

#12

#70

#98

#122

Green/Brown Opal
Brown/White Opal
Green/Purple/Blue Opal
Dark Green/White Opal
Green/Yellow Opal

#163

#164

#200

#1075

Amber/Purple Opal
Dark Amber Opal
Olive Green Opal
Brown/Green Opal
Sky Blue Amber Opal
Gray Opal

#14SPL

K3-12
K3-14SPL
K3-99
K3-123
K3-142
K3-192
K3-222

#99

#123

#142

#192

#222

Green Blue Opal
Lt. Blue/Lt. Amber Opal
Dk. Green/Lt. Amberl
Two Blues Opal
Blue/Green Opal
Purple/White Opal
Blue/Amber/Purple Opal

16” x 18” (2.0 sq. ft.)
101⁄2” x 14” (1.0 sq. ft.)

Price Code
Prefix

K2
K3
K4

#3spl

K2-1L
K2-3SPL
K2-11D
K2-37
K2-42
K2-48

Common Opals
Red & Multi Opals
Pink & Multi Opals

#236

K3-236
K3-241
K3-246

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#241

#246

#249

#263

#4c	#623SPL

Purple/Amber/White Opal
Green/Brown/Blue Opal
Amber/Blue/Purple Opal

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Kokomo / Spectrum Glass
K3-249
K3-263
K3-4C
K3-623SPL

Clear Cathedral Textures

Blue/Purple Opal
Amber/Blue/Purple Opal
Cobalt Blue Opal
Wedgewood Blue Opal
Premium Opals
#100C

#37P

#46

K4-37P
K4-46
K4-52
K4-86P
K4-106
K4-111
K4-112

#52

#86P

#106

#111

#112

Sky Blue/Pink Opal
Red/Lemon Opal
Pink Opal
Pink/White/Green Opal
Red/Green Opal
Red/Yellow/Green/Blue Opal
Peach/White

S2-100C
S2-100CZ
S2-100G
S2-100GG
S2-100H

#166SPL

#212

#214

214SPL

#225

#254D

#LEMON

Yellow/Pink/White Opal
Orange/White Opal
Red/White Opal
More Red Opal
Solid Red Opal
Pumpkin Orange Opal
Lemon Yellow Opal

Spectrum Glass
Spectrum Glass is well known for its extremely smooth surface and
easy cutting. The line includes a wide variety of contemporary colors
and unique glass textures such as shimmering Waterglass® and reamy
Baroque™, which are Spectrum exclusives.
Large box size for UPS:.......................................... 16” x 24” (2.7 sq. ft.)
Small box size for UPS:......................................... 12” x 12” (1.0 sq. ft.)

#100CZ

#100G

#100GG

#100H

100SN

100V

#100RR	

#100A

Clear Chord
Clear Corteza
Clear Granite
Clear Crystal Ice
Clear Hammered

#100K

K4-166SPL
K4-212
K4-214
K4-214SPL
K4-225
K4-254D
K4-LEMON
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S2-100K
S2-100RW
S2-100S
S2-100SN
S2-100V

#100RW

#100S

Clear Krinkle
Clear Rain Water
Clear Seedy
Clear Satin Cathedral
Clear Vecchio

#100CR	

S3-100CR
S3-100R
S6-100W
S14-100RR
S16-100A

100R	

100W

Clear Crackle
Clear Ripple
Clear Waterglass
Clear Rough Rolled
Clear Artique
Textured Cathedral Colors

Price Code
Prefix

S2
Common Cathedrals
S3
Premium Cathedrals
S4
Common Opals
S5
Premium Opals
S8
Common Baroque
S9
Pink Opals
S11
Common Iridized
S12
Premium Cathedral Iridized
S13
Premium Iridized
S13P
Premium Pink Iridized
S14
Common Rough Rolled
S15
Premium Rough Rolled
S16
Common Artique
S17
Premium Artique
Waterglass large box size for UPS:........................ 16” x 20” (2.2 sq. ft.)
except Clear & Black Waterglass:.................... 16” x 24” (2.7 sq. ft.)
Waterglass small box size for UPS:........................ 10” x 14” (1.0 sq. ft.)
except Clear & Black Waterglass:.................... 12” x 12” (1.0 sq. ft.)
Price Code
Prefix

S6-100W
S10-1009W
S12-100W
Price Code
Prefix

S6
S7
S10
S12-125WI
S13-200WI

#123H

#134H

#152G

S2-123H
S2-134H

Medium Green Hammered
Medium Blue Hammered

S3-152G

Red Granite
White, Gray, Black Opals

#200

S4-200
S4-201.61
S4-305
S4-307
S4-309

#201.61

#305

#307

#309

Solid White Opal
Ivory/White Translucent
White/Clear Opal
White/Clear Translucent Opal
Clear/White Wispy

Clear Waterglass
Black Waterglass
Iridized Clear Waterglass
#385.2

Common Waterglass
Premium Waterglass
Opal Waterglass
Green Iridized Waterglass
White Iridized Waterglass

S4-385.2
S4-387.2
S4-389.1
S4-818.91
S4-1009

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#387.2

#389.1

#818.91

#1009

White/Light Gray Opal
Gray/White Translucent
Gray/White Wispy
Bronze Wispy
Black Opal

www.glasscrafters.com
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Spectrum Glass
Amber Opals

#315.02

S4-315.02
S4-315.1
S4-315.1G
S4-315.2
S4-315.6

-

#317.02

#315.1

#315.1G

Blue Opals

#315.2

#335.2

#315.6

S4-335.2
S4-335.6
S4-337.1
S4-337.2
S4-337.6

Pale Amber/White Opal
Light Amber/White Opal
Light Amber/White Granite
White/Medium Amber Opal
Dark Amber/White Opal

#317.1

#317.2

#318.05

#319.02

S4-317.02
S4-317.1
S4-317.2
S4-318.05
S4-319.02
S4-319.1

Light Honey Translucent
Lt. Amber/White Translucent
Med. Amber/White Translucent
Light Beige Opal
Pale Amber/White Wispy
Honey Wispy

S4-411.1C
S4-411.1G
S4-411.15

Brown Wispy Cord
Brown Wispy Granite
Brown Wispy
Green Opals

#319.1

#339.1

#325.2

S4-325.2
S4-325.6
S4-327.2
S4-327.6
S4-329.1

#329.6

S4-329.2
S4-329.6
S4-621.7
S4-622.7
S4-823.72
S4-823.92

#823.98

S4-823.98
S4-826.71
S4-826.92
S4-828.72
S4-828.91
S4-828.94

#325.6

#327.2

#327.6

#621.7

#622.7

#833.91

#826.92

#828.72

#838.96

Hunter Green/White Wispy
Lime Green/White Translucent
Moss Green Wispy
Seafoam Wispy
Sea Green Wispy
Olive Green Wispy

#337.6

#339.6

#623.7

#633.7

#833.51

#838.52

#838.72

#838.74

#838.94

Sky Blue/White Wispy
Deep Aqua Wispy
Colonial Blue/White Opal
Colonial Blue/White Translucent
Steel Blue Translucent
Steel Blue/White Wispy
Purple Opals

#843.71

#843.92

#345.2

#347.1

Navy Blue Wispy
Lavender/White Translucent
Grape/White Wispy
Light Purple Wispy
Pale Purple/White Translucent

#823.92
#349.1

S4-349.1
S4-349.2
S4-349.6
S4-641.7
S4-834.92

#828.91

#337.2

#329.1

Light Green/White Wispy
Dark Green/White Wispy
Avocado Translucent
Forest Green Translucent
Teal Green/White Translucent
Teal Green/White Wispy

#826.71

#833.93

S4-838.96
S4-843.71
S4-843.92
S4-345.2
S4-347.1

#823.72

#337.1

Pale Blue/White Wispy
Light Blue/White Wispy Translucent
Dark Blue/White Translucent
Blue/Green Opal
Sky/Dark Blue/White Translucent
Sky Blue/White Opal

S4-833.91
S4-833.93
S4-838.52
S4-838.72
S4-838.74
S4-838.94

White/Light Green Opal
White/Dark Green Opal
Light Green/White Translucent
Med. Green/White Translucent
Pale Green/White Wispy

#329.6

#339.2

S4-339.1
S4-339.2
S4-339.6
S4-623.7
S4-633.7
S4-833.51

#411.1c	#411.1g	#411.15

#335.6

Light Blue/White Translucent
Medium Blue/White Opal
Pale Blue/White Translucent
Medium Pale Blue/White Translucent
Medium Blue/White Translucent

#349.2

#349.6

#641.7

#834.92

Pale Purple/White Wispy
Light Purple/White Wispy
Dark Purple/White Wispy
Purple/Amber/White
Light Grape/White Wispy
Premium Opals

#828.94
#209K

S5-209FL
S5-209K
S5-317.6
S5-319.6

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#209fl	 #319.6

#317.6

Fire Light White Opal
Crystal Krinkle Opal
Brown/White Opal
Dark Amber Wispy

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Spectrum Glass
S6-523.8W
S6-526.2W
S6-528.1W
S6-528.4W
#357.1

S5-357.1
S5-359.1
S5-365.1
S5-367.1
S5-369.1

#359.1

#375.1

S5-375.1
S5-379.1
S5-605.85
S5-675.5

#365.1

#367.1

#379.1

#605.85

Hunter Green Waterglass
Moss Green Waterglass
Pale Green Waterglass
Olive Green Waterglass
Blue Waterglass®

#369.1

Red/White Opal
Red/White Wispy
Yellow/White Opal
Yellow/White Translucent
Yellow/White Wispy

#130.8W

S6-130.8W
S6-132W
S6-134W
S6-136W
S6-180.8W

#675.5

Orange/White Translucent
Light Orange/White Wispy
Sierra Red/Pearl Opal
Dark Orange/White Opal

#891.61

#6023.83

S5-6023.83
S5-6024.84
S5-6034.83
S5-6034.86
S5-6067.83
S5-6076.83

#891.81

#6000.81

#6009.8

#533.1w

#6021.86

#6022.82

Pink Champagne Opal
Pink Champagne Wispy
Pearl/Clear/White Corsica Multicolor
Thunderhead Opal
Rainforest Corsica/Pearl Clear
Congo Mossy Green Corsica

#6024.84

#6034.83

#6034.86

#60267.83

#100W

#110.8W

#121W

#123W

#533.3w

S6-518.1W
S6-523.2W

#523.8W

#526.2W

Bronze Waterglass
Teal Green Waterglass

#528.1W

#538.4w

#142W

#146W

#538.6w

#534.2W

S6-140.8W
S6-142W
S6-146W
S6-534.2W
S6-543.2W

Pale Purple Waterglass
Light Purple Waterglass
Deep Purple Waterglasvs
Violet Waterglass
Grape Waterglass

S7-433.1W
S7-444.1W
S7-591.1W

Deep Steel/Sky Blue Waterglass
Violet/Purple Waterglass
Pink Champagne Waterglass

#433.1W

#543.2W

#444.1W

#591.1W

Premium Waterglass®

#125W

Clear Waterglass
Pale Amber Waterglass
Medium Amber Waterglass
Light Green Waterglass
Medium Green Waterglass
Dark Green Waterglass

#523.2

#180.8W

Sky Blue Waterglass
Deep Aqua Waterglass
Steel Blue Waterglass
Navy Blue Waterglass

#151W

#152W

#528.4W

#161W

#171W

S7-151W
S7-152W
S7-161W
S7-171W
S7-190.1W

Cherry Red Waterglass
Ruby Red Waterglass
Yellow Waterglass
Orange Waterglass
Quartz Pink Waterglass

S7-422.1W
S7-423.1W
S7-451.2W

Olive/Sea Green Waterglass
Pale Green/Aqua/Blue Waterglass
Red/Amber Streaky Waterglass

#422.1W
#518.1W

#136W

#6076.83

Aqua-Lime Corsica
Teal/Rose Corsica Multicolor
Aqua/Rose Corsica Multicolor
Cobalt/Rose Corsica Multicolor
Mimosa Corsica/Pearl Clear
Inferno Orange/Yellow Multicolor

#110.2W

#134W

Purple Waterglass®

#140.8W

Clear, Amber & Green Waterglass®

S6-100W
S6-110.2W
S6-110.8W
S6-121W
S6-123W
S6-125W

#132W

Pale Blue Waterglass
Light Blue Waterglass
Medium Blue Waterglas
Dark Blue Waterglas
Pale Gray Waterglass

S6-533.1W
S6-533.3W
S6-538.4W
S6-538.6W
S5-891.61
S5-891.81
S5-6000.81
S5-6009.8
S5-6021.86
S5-6022.82
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#423.1W

#190.1

#451.2W

www.glasscrafters.com
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Spectrum Glass
Baroque™

#100rr
#308RM

S8-308RM
S8-400RM
S8-430RM
S8-1000RM
S8-1308RM
S8-6000RM

#400RM

#430RM

#1000RM

#1308RM

#6000RM

White/Clear Baroque
Black/Clear Baroque
Blue/Clear Baroque
Clear Baroque
Pale Blue Baroque
Black/White/Clear Baroque

S11-100RR
S11-100RW
S11-100S
S11-100SN
S11-200

#100rw

#305
#6026RM

S8-6026RM
S8-6039RM
S8-6041RM
S8-6091RM
S8-AMETRM
S8-BURGRM

#6039RM

#6041RM

#6091RM

#AMETRM

#BURGRM

Green/White/Clear Baroque
Blue/White/Clear Baroque
Purple/White/Clear Baroque
Champagne/White/Clear Baroque
Amethyst/Clear Baroque
Burgundy/Clear Baroque

S11-305
S11-307
S11-309
S11-317.02
S11-329.6

S8-CHAMRM
S8-CINNRM
S8-TEALRM

#CINNRM

S11-337.1
S11-339.6
S11-347.1
S11-349.6

#TEALRM

Champagne/Clear Baroque
Cinnamon/Clear Baroque
Teal/Clear Baroque

#100sn

#200

#307

#309

#317.02

#329.6

White/Clear Iridized Opal
White/Clear Iridized Translucent
Clear/White Iridized Wispy
Medium Amber/White Iridized
Dark Green/White Iridized Wispy

#337.1
#CHAMRM

#100s

Clear Iridized Rough Rolled
Clear Iridized Rain Water
Clear Iridized Seedy
Clear Iridized Satin
Solid White Iridized Opal

#339.6

#347.1

#349.6

Pale Blue/White Iridized Translucent
Dark Blue/White Iridized
Pale Purple/White Iridized Translucent
Dark Purple/White Iridized

Pink & Multi-Colors

#387.2
#395.1

S9-395.1
S9-399.1
S9-609.2RM
S9-609.8
S9-6069.81
S9-6093.86

#399.1

#609.2rm	 #609.8

#6069.81

#6093.86

Pink/White Opal
Quartz Pink/White Wispy
Peppermint Pink Baroque
Pink/White Wispy
Pink/Yellow Wispy Corsica Multicolor
Indigo/Pink Corsica Multicolor

S11-387.2
S11-823.92
S11-833.9
S11-843.92
S11-1009

#100a
#200w

S10-200W
S10-291W
S10-1009W

#291w

S12-100A
S12-100R
S12-100W
S12-125WI
S12-400
S12-1000

#1009w

White Waterglass
Champagne Soft Waterglass
Black Waterglass
Iridized Glass

#100C

S11-100C
S11-100CZ
S11-100G
S11-100GG
S11-100H
S11-100K

#100cz	#100G

#100gg

Clear Iridized Chord
Clear Iridized Corteza
Clear Iridized Granite
Clear Iridized Crystal Ice
Clear Iridized Hammered
Clear Iridized Krinkle

#100h

#100K

#823.92

#100r

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#843.92

#1009

#100w

#125wi

#400

#1000

Clear Iridized Artique
Clear Iridized Ripple
Clear Iridized Waterglass
Green Water Cathedral Iridized
Black/Clear Iridized Baroque
Clear Iridized Baroque

#200wi	#359.1

S13-200WI
S13-359.1
S13-395.1
S13P-609.8
S13P-891.61

#833.9

Gray/White Iridized Translucent
Teal/White Wispy Iridized
Sky Blue Wispy Iridized
Grape Iridized Opal
Black Iridized Opal
Premium Iridized

#395.1

#609.81

#891.61

White Iridized Waterglass
Red/White Iridized Opal
Pink/White Iridized Opal
Pink/Clear Iridized Wispy
Pink Champagne Iridized Wispy

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Spectrum / Bullseye Glass
Rough Rolled Cathedrals

Common Color Artique®

#100RR	 #110.2RR	#110.8RR	 #121RR	 #123RR	 #125RR

S14-100RR
S14-110.2RR
S14-110.8RR
S14-121RR
S14-123RR
S14-125RR

#130.8rr

Clear Rough Rolled
Light Amber Rough Rolled
Medium Amber Rough Rolled
Light Green Rough Rolled
Medium Green Rough Rolled
Emerald Green Rough Rolled

#132rr

S14-130.8RR
S14-132RR
S14-134RR
S14-136RR
S14-140.8RR
S14-142RR

#134RR	 #136rr

#146rr

#180.8rr

#100A

S16-100A
S16-110.2A
S16-110.8A
S16-123A
S16-125A
S16-130.8A

#140.8rr

#142RR

Pale Blue Rough Rolled
Light Blue Rough Rolled
Medium Blue Rough Rolled
Cobalt Blue Rough Rolled
Pale Purple Rough Rolled
Light Purple Rough Rolled

S14-146RR
S14-180.8RR
S14-518.1RR
S14-523.2RR
S14-523.8RR

#518.1RR	#523.2rr
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#132A

#110.2A

#110.8A

#123A

#125A

#130.8A

#142A

#180.8A

#523.2A

#538.4A

#543.2A

Clear Artique
Light Amber Artique
Medium Amber Artique
Medium Green Artique
Emerald Green Artique
Pale Blue Artique

#136A

#140.8A

S16-132A
S16-136A
S16-140.8A
S16-142A
S16-180.8A

Light Blue Artique
Cobalt Blue Artique
Pale Purple Artique
Light Purple Artique
Pale Gray Artique

S16-523.2A

Teal Green Artique

#523.8rr

Dark Purple Rough Rolled
Pale Gray Rough Rolled
Bronze Rough Rolled
Teal Green Rough Rolled
Hunter Green Rough Rolled

#528.1A

S16-528.1A
S16-533.1A
S16-538.4A
S16-543.2A

#533.1A

Sea Green Artique
Sky Blue Artique
Steel Blue Artique
Grape Artique
Premium Color Artique®

#526.2rr

S14-526.2RR
S14-528.1RR
S14-528.4RR
S14-533.1RR
S14-533.3RR

#528.1rr

#528.4RR	#533.1rr

#533.3rr

Moss Green Rough Rolled
Sea Green Rough Rolled
Olive Green Rough Rolled
Sky Blue Rough Rolled
Deep Aqua Rough Rolled

#152A

S17-152A
S17-161A
S17-171A
S17-591.1A

#161A

#171A

#591.1A

Red Artique
Yellow Artique
Orange Artique
Pink Champagne Artique

Bullseye Glass
#534.2RR	 #538.4rr

S14-534.2RR
S14-538.4RR
S14-538.6RR
S14-543.2RR

#538.6RR	#543.2rr

Violet Rough Rolled
Steel Blue Rough Rolled
Navy Blue Rough Rolled
Grape Rough Rolled

Using techniques similar to those in the early 1900’s, the Bullseye Glass
Company began in 1974 to reproduce the authentic look of original Tiffany
glasses. Because of a slightly irregular, hand cast size, Bullseye Glass is
sold by the pound. COE of 90 for fusing.
Large box size for UPS: ................Approx. Two 17” x 10” pieces (4 lbs.)
Small box size for UPS: .................................... Approx. 81⁄2” x 10” (1 lb.)
Price Code
Prefix”

#151rr

S15-151RR
S15-152RR
S15-161RR
S15-171RR
S15-591.1RR

#152rr

#161RR	

#171rr

Cherry Red Rough Rolled
Red Rough Rolled
Yellow Rough Rolled
Orange Rough Rolled
Pink Champagne Rough Rolled

# 591.1RR

B2
B4
B6
B7
B10
B11

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Common Colors
Premium Colors
Pink Opals
Confetti
Pink Combinations
Cranberry Pink/Purple

www.glasscrafters.com
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Bullseye Glass
Premium Colors

Common Colors

#0108

B2-0108
B2-0112
B2-0113
B2-0114
B2-0116

#0112

#0113

#0114

Powder Blue Opal
Mint Green Opal
White Opal
Cobalt Blue Opal
Turquoise Blue Opal

#0132

B2-0132
B2-0136
B2-0137
B2-0143
B2-0144

#0136

B4-0034
B4-0100
B4-0120
B4-0124
B4-0125
B4-0126

#0137

#0143

B2-0145
B2-0146
B2-0164
B2-1112

#0146

#0147

#0164

#2105

#2107

#0124

#0125

#0126

#2121

#2123

Light Peach Cream Opal
Black Opal
Canary Yellow Opal
Solid Red Opal
Solid Orange Opal
Solid Yellow/Green Opal

#0220

#0303

#0320

B4-0147
B4-0220
B4-0303
B4-0320
B4-2121

Deep Cobalt Blue Opal
Sunflower Yellow Opal
Dusty Lilac Opal
Marigold Yellow Opal
Yellow/Forest Green Streaky

B4-2123

White/Orange Opal

#2124

B4-2124
B4-2164
B4-2250
B4-3123

Multi-Color Streaky Opals

#2100

#0120

#1112

Green Opal
Steel Blue Opal
Egyptian Blue Opal
Aventurine Green Opal

B2-2100
B2-2105
B2-2107
B2-2108
B2-2109

#0100

#0144

Ivory Opal
Deco Gray Opal
French Vanilla Opal
Lacy White Opal
Teal Green Opal

#0145

#0034

#0116

#2108

#2164

#2250

#3123

Red/White Opal
Cobalt Blue/White Opal
Yellow/Dark Red Streaky
White/Orange/Dark Green Streaky

#2109

Clear/Black Streaky
Blue/Plum Streaky
White/Light Green Streaky
Powder Blue/Marine Blue Streaky
White/Dark Brown Streaky

#3203

B4-3203
B4-3212
B4-3501

#3212

#3501

Brown/Ivory/Black Opal
Olive Green/Forest Green/Brown Opal
White/Forest Green/Amber Opal
Pink Opals

#2112

B2-2112
B2-2128
B2-2129
B2-2130
B2-2137

#2128

#2130

Mint/Forest Green Streaky
Royal Purple/Powder Blue Opal
Dark Gray/White Opal
Clear/White Opal
White/Amber Opal

#2209

B2-2209
B2-2212
B2-2304

#2129

#2212

#2137
#01420

B6-0142
B6-0301
B6-0305
B6-2302

B6-2305
B6-2310
B6-3328

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#0305

#2302

Neo-Lavender
Pink Opal
Salmon Pink Opal
White/Pink Streaky

#2305

#2304

Dark Brown/White Opal
Olive Green/Forest Green Streaky
White/Lavender Opal

#301

#2310

#3328

White/Salmon Pink Opal
White/Cranberry Streaky
White/Purple/Cranberry Streaky

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

Bullseye / Wissmach Glass
Confetti & Streamers
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Wissmach Glass
Wissmach Glass has manufactured a wide variety of colored glass since
1904. The glass is very popular for its consistency of color, smooth surface
and easy cutting.

#4010

#4011

B7-4010
B7-4011
B7-4012
B7-4014
B7-4110
B7-4111

#4012

#4014

#4110

#4111

Spring Blue/Green/Aqua/Pink/Opal
Autumn Orange/Yellow/Red/Opal
Summer Green/Yellow/Opal
Spring Green/Pink/Opal
Spring Green/Pink/Blue/Clear
Autumn Orange/Yellow/Red/Clear

Large box size for UPS:.......................................... 16” x 21” (2.3 sq. ft.)
Small box size for UPS:......................................... 101⁄2” x 14” (1.0 sq. ft.)
Price Code
Prefix
W2
W4
W5
W8
W9
W10

Common Opals
Yellow/Orange Opals
Pink Opals
Whites & Wispys
Common Iridized
Pink Iridized
Common Color Opals

#4112

B7-4112
B7-4113
B7-4114
B7-4115

#4113

#4114

#4115

Summer Green/Yellow/Clear
Winter White/White Streamers/Clear
Pink/Spring Green/Clear
Deep Pink/Light Pink/White/Clear

#4116

#4117

#4118

#4119

B7-4116
B7-4117
B7-4118
B7-4119
B7-4120

Green/Pink/White/Clear
Green/White/Clea
White/Black/Clear
Blue/White/Clear
Pink/Blue/White/Clear

B7-4121
B7-4122
B7-4128

Pink/White/Clear
Pink/Plum/White/Clear
Pink/Plum/Spring Green/Aqua

#4121

#4122

#55D

#4120

W2-55D
W2-57D
W2-58D
W2-58G
W2-87D

#57D

#58D

#58G

#87D

#145D

#145G

Amber/Green Opal
Medium Green Opal
Beige Opal
Beige Granite Opal
Sky Blue Opal

#101D

W2-101D
W2-101G
W2-118D
W2-145D
W2-145G

#101G

#118D

Dark Green Opal
Dark Green Granite
Cobalt Blue Opal
Amber/White Honey Opal
Amber/White Honey Opal Granite

#4128

#199D

Pink Combinations

W2-199D
W2-199G
W2-215D
W2-325D

#199G

#215D

#325D

Brown/Amber Streaky
Brown/Amber Opal Granite
Mint Green
Light Bone Beige Opal
Premium Color Opals

#2311

B10-2311
B10-3026
B10-3045
B10-3126

#3026

#3045

#3126

White/Cranberry Pink Opal
Cranberry Pink/Blue/Spring Green/White
Azure Blue/Jade Green/Neo-Lavender
Cranberry/Royal Blue/Spring Green

#3345

#3445

#3446

#4228

B10-3345
B10-3445
B10-3446
B10-4228

Cranberry Pink/Emerald Green/White
Lavender/Purple/Pink Confetti
Lavender/Purple/Pink/Aqua Confetti
Holly Berry/Red/Green

B11-3334

Cranberry Pink/Gold/Purple/White

#3334

#1D

#2D

W4-1D
W4-2D
W4-2WO
W4-25D
W4-27D
W4-P51D

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

#2WO

#25D

#27D

#P51D

Golden Yellow Opal
Bright Yellow Opal
Wispy Yellow
Orange/Green Opal
Orange/White Opal
Flesh Pink Opal

#7D

#7WO

#35D

#36D

#36WO

www.glasscrafters.com

92 Wissmach / Glue Chip / Architectural
W5-7D
W5-7WO
W5-35D
W5-36D
W5-36WO

Pink Opal
Wispy Pink Opal
Multi Colored Carnival
Salmon Pink Opal
Wispy Salmon Pink Opal

Glue Chip Glass
Glue chip is a fern-like patterned glass that was very popular in Victorian
windows. This easy cutting glass works especially well as a background in
beveled glass windows.
(Glue Chip colors may vary depending upon available glass.)

Whites & Wispy Opals

#51DD

W8-51DD
W8-51XX
W8-58WO
W8-87WO
W8-101WO
W8-118WO

#51XX

#58WO

#87WO

#101WO

#118WO

Dense White Opal
White Wispy
Beige Wispy
Sky Blue Wispy
Dark Green Wispy
Cobalt Blue Wispy

Price Code
Prefix
C2
Glue Chip - Clear
D2
Double Strength Window Pane
M2
Double Strength Mirror
Large box size for UPS:...........................................12” x 24” (2.0 sq.ft.)
Small box size for UPS:...........................................12” x 12” (1.0 sq.ft.)
Price Code
Prefix
C3
Glue Chip - Common Colors
Large box size for UPS:...........................................16” x 21” (2.3 sq.ft.)
Small box size for UPS:.......................................101⁄2” x 14” (1.0 sq.ft.)

Iridized Glass

Glue Chip

#51DIR	 #58IR	 #87IR	 #215IR	P51DIR

W9-51DIR
W9-58IR
W9-87IR
W9-215IR
W9-P51DIR

White Opal Iridized
Beige Opal Iridized
Sky Blue Opal Iridized
Pastel Green Opal Iridized
Pale Pink Opal Iridized

W10-7IR
W10-7WIR
W10-36IR

Pink Opal Iridized
Gold Pink Wispy Iridized
Salmon Pink Opal Iridized

#71R

#7WIR

#100

C2-100
C3-110.8
C3-121
C3-125
C3-130.8
C3-134
C3-142
D2
M2

#36IR

#600

Clear 1/2” Reeded
Clear 1/16” Reeded
Clear Cross Reeded
Clear Basketweave

#134

#142

300

#565

Glass Caddy Is a Space Saver!
Imagine storing up to 45 square feet of glass on less than a
square foot of bench space! 5” tall metal rods create 15
divisions for storing your glass scrap and cut pieces. Order
several to get all your glass organized!
#GC01

Clear Frosted
Clear Flemish
Clear Sycamore
Clear Autumn Leaf

#585

T2-585
T2-600
T2-610
T2-660

#560

#130.8

Glass Caddy

Patterned Architectural Clear Glass

#540

#125

Need Just the Right Color of Glue Chip?
Make your own glue chip glass with this special glue.
Applied to cathedral or window glass, the glue pulls off
random chips of glass as it dries. 1 lb.
#552

Price Code
Prefix
T2
Patterned Architectural Clear

#450

#121

Clear Glue Chip
Amber Glue Chip
Light Green Glue Chip
Dark Green Glue Chip
Light Blue Glue Chip
Medium Blue Glue Chip
Medium Purple Glue Chip
Double Strength Window Pane
Double Strength Mirror

Glue Chip Glue

Architectural Glass

T2-450
T2-540
T2-560
T2-565

#110.8

Shop Online 24/7!
#610

#660

Glass manufacturers
are constantly adding new
colors to their lines.
Please check our website for
the latest color additions, as well
as seasonal sales and specials!

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

glasscrafters.com

Toll Free: 1-800-422-4552

M

Super Glass Assortments

oney saving glass assortments make it is easy for you to create outstanding stained glass windows, lamps, and suncatchers. Each assortment
contains six pieces of first-quality glass cut to 12” x 12” size, except the Kokomo Glass Pack which may contain six (6) 12”x12” pcs OR
nine (9) 8” x 12” pcs. (total of 6 sq.ft.) Assortments may vary depending upon availability. Reg. Values to over $50.
(Glass assortments are pre-packaged—substitutions are not available.)
Floral Lampshade
Complete your next floral
lampshade with poppy
red, daffodil yellow,
pink rose, and foliage
green on a neutral beige
background.

Heavenly Angel
Shimmering sheets of
clear textures for seethrough angel wings and
lovely pastel hues for
heavenly angel gowns.

AA7

Super Assortment

FL3

Super Assortment
Ice Pack
Cool, crystal clear glass
in assorted textures. May
contain combinations of
seedy, granite, crystal ice,
hammered, waterglass,
rough rolled, chord, &
jack frost glue chip
textures.

Autumn Blaze
The changing colors of
an autumn landscape
includes crimson red,
yellows, orange, honey,
browns and greens.

AB6

Super Assortment

IP2

Super Assortment
Kokomo Opal Pack
Striking multi-color and
solid opals -including
landscape colors of
green, blue, brown, gray,
and orange. (May be cut
8”x 12” OR 12”x12” to
equal 6 sq. ft.)

American Flag
Red, white & blue, of
course! 2 white opal,
1 red cathedral, 1 red
opal, 1 blue cathedral
and 1 blue opal.

AF6

Super Assortment

KG1

Super Assortment

Bursting Buds
Create glorious blooms
in the vibrant colors
of spring with our
assortment of daffodil
yellow, iris purple,
daisy white, poppy
red, hibiscus pink and
bluebell blues.

BB1

Lantern Pack
A premium assortment of
Spectrum® Baroques™
and artiques® that look
like handmade antique
glass. Beautiful glass for
colorful lanterns or any
project!

LG5

Super Assortment

Super Assortment

Colorful Cathedrals
A bright & colorful
collection of transparent
cathedral glass. Great
glass for suncatchers and
as jewel-like accents in
lanterns, and windows.

CC6

Sea Shells Pack
Colors of the seashore
contains blue, white
and, of course, sand, in
both regular and iridized
glasses.

SH3

Super Assortment

Super Assortment

Vacation Dreams
We’ve picked the colors
of the sand and surf for
your seashore dreams.
Sky blue, sandy beige,
canvas white, driftwood
brown, tropical green and
blue waves.

DV4
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Super Assortment

Glass Crafters Stained Glass Supply

Winter Wonderland
Create frosty winter
scenes with snowdrift
white, tundra tan,
evergreen, penguin black,
branch brown and crisp
sky blue.

WW8

Super Assortment

www.glasscrafters.com

Visit our exciting showroom when you’re in Florida!

Exit 210 from I-75 east on Fruitville Road.
3/10 mile make right onto Coburn Road and
right onto Interstate Blvd. Follow around to
398 Interstate Court.

Your source for stained glass, mosaic & fusing supplies!

1-941-379-8827

Fax Orders:

1-941-379-8333

Customer Service:

glasscrafters.com

Online Orders:

1-800-422-4552

Order Toll-Free:

Make your own Tiffany style stained glass lamp!
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See
page 41
for Valuable
Coupons!
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